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Chapter 1. Introduction
This is an action-oriented update of Carroll County’s Comprehensive Plan (adopted in 1978, as
amended and revised since). This Plan Update is a statement of the community's vision for its
own future and a guide to achieve that vision through the year 2030. The future expressed in
the Plan is shaped by local values, ideals and aspirations about the best management and use of
the Carroll County's resources. The Plan Update is based on the County and its communities
working cooperatively to define future growth areas and establish land use and infrastructure
policies. This updated Plan is a guide to action, that:


Provides a clear, understandable and widely supported vision for land use in Carroll
County, to the year 2030;



Operates as a development guide to ensure that the County’s vision is considered during
the public policy and development review decision-making processes;



Guides growth and change to achieve economic benefits while protecting
environmental quality and local cultural values; and



Encourages intergovernmental cooperation between the unincorporated and
incorporated areas of the County.

There is no single lifestyle or experience that shapes life in Carroll County – instead there are a
variety of lifestyles and experiences that residents enjoy. This variety of opportunity contributes
to Carroll County’s appeal and success. In terms of land use planning, development regulation
and infrastructure management, it is counterproductive to insist on doing things “one way.”
The Plan supports a varied approach to achieve local goals, rather than a blanket approach that
doesn’t appreciate the differences among Carroll County’s communities and rural areas. The
following five “themes” tell the story of the context for planning in Carroll County and set the
stage for the Plan update.
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The Plan Update presents a
preferred future for Carroll County
and a series of actions that will help
move the county from the realities
of today toward the promises of
tomorrow.

Theme 1: Town and Country
There is a striking duality in the division of land in Carroll County which is reflected by the data
in Table 1 and Charts 1 and 2. As is shown, over 80% of parcels in the County are 10 acres or
less, that is, small to large size lots primarily suitable for residential use. However, over 80% of
the total acreage in the County is divided into tracts of land that are more than 10 acres in size,
which are more suitable for agriculture or conservation uses. That is to say, most of the parcels
in the County are small residential lots, but most of the County’s land is actually in large open
tracts.

Most of the parcels in the County
are small residential lots, but most
of the County’s land is actually in
large open tracts.

Carroll County is home to both traditional and suburban communities as well as large rural and
agricultural areas. Residential and rural land use patterns generate different impacts and needs,
and should therefore be treated differently. There is a need for two levels of land use planning,
development regulation and facility and service provision in the County. While development
should be managed consistently, different standards should apply within different types of
areas.
In the more densely populated communities and urban/suburban areas of the county, there is a
desire for land uses that are compact; protects existing development; ensures land use
compatibility; and allows for provision of a high level of public facilities and services. Standards
governing setbacks, buffering, screening, landscaping, design, public improvements, access and
other improvements should be designed to ensure the maximum value for existing and future
residents.
In the less densely populated rural and agricultural areas, there is a desire to limit regulation and
allow continuance of existing rural uses and development patterns. Many rural residents prefer
the County continue to take a “hands-off” approach; although there is recognition that
development standards are needed to protect rural, sensitive, natural resource and prime
agricultural areas from urban and suburban encroachment.
These two major land use patterns enjoy peaceful co-existence in the County, and the Plan will
support and recognize the needs of both urban/suburban and agricultural/rural areas. The Plan
supports clustering of development and other compact development forms in areas served
efficiently by facilities and services while protecting prime agricultural land and allowing a rural
2 | 2030 Carroll County Plan

Map created at a Public Workshop

The Plan supports a higher level of
development standards in suburban
areas, and minimal standards in
rural areas.

way of life. It will support provision of different levels of service depending on the location and
character of development to provide the best value and meet the expectations of residents.
Table 1: Parcel Size (2010)
Parcel Size
(in acres)

Number of Parcels

Percent of
Total Parcels

Total Acres

Percent of
Total Acres

0 - .25

3,497

10.4%

340

0.1%

.26 - .5

4,541

13.5%

1,745

0.6%

.51 - 1.00

6,235

18.5%

4,509

1.5%

1.01 - 2.5

6,289

18.7%

9,839

3.3%

2.51 - 5

3,398

10.1%

12,415

4.1%

5.01 - 10

3,389

10.1%

23,357

7.8%

10.01 - 20

2,428

7.2%

34,698

11.6%

20.01 - 40

2,051

6.1%

58,032

19.3%

40.01 - 100

1,437

4.3%

86,643

28.8%

100.01 - 160

269

0.8%

32,561

10.8%

160 +

114

0.3%

36,266

12.1%

Total

33,648

300,405

WHY IS A GROWTH PLAN NEEDED?

• In the Ag Protection Tier, there
are 15,000 parcels that are 5 acres
or less, which means a potential of
at least 15,000 additional homes.

• In the Planned Growth Area Tier,
there are 7,500 parcels that are 5
acres or less, which means a
potential of at least 7,500 additional
homes.

• But the County only needs 2,000
additional homes to accommodate
projected growth over the next 20
years!
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Chart 1: Number of Parcels by Size
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Theme 2: Protecting Agriculture
There has been a noticeable loss of farms and farmland in Carroll County, which not only
impacts farm families, but Carroll County families. The reverberations from these losses can’t
help but be felt countywide.


Farms with dairy cattle have decreased from 651 farms in 1969, to 21 farms in 2000, to
8 farms in 2010.



Farms with beef cattle have decreased from 2,229 farms in the 1970s, to 859 farms in
2010.



Farms producing cabbage decreased from 133 farms on 2,200 acres in the 1970s, to
seven farms on 344 acres in 2010.



Farms producing apples have decreased from 57 farms on 1,206 acres in 1969, to 37
farms on 468 acres in 2007.



Farms producing peaches seen mixed results having increased from 31 farms in 1969, to
33 farms 2007, but decreasing their acreage, from 155 acres to 150 acres.

Carroll County is a place where:


Farmland is protected while accommodating growth and maintaining a high quality of
life.



Private property rights are respected. The rights of property owners are equitably
balanced with their responsibilities to adjacent property owners and the community at
large.



The use of land and resources are planned and maintained through cooperation of rural
and urban interests.

Addressing these issues will require decision-makers to balance priorities, considering important
factors such as: land use compatibility, economic impacts, County character, aesthetics,
availability of public facilities, site suitability, proximity to urban development and the
availability of alternative sites. For example, while agricultural preservation typically is a top
priority, when a highly productive tract of farmland is surrounded by urban development and
5 | 2030 Carroll County Plan

Stakeholders provide input at a public workshop.

has adequate public facilities, the County may more effectively promote smart, non-sprawl
growth by approving the tract’s development.

The Challenge for Agriculture
The issue of preservation of agricultural land centers on the conversion of agricultural land to
other uses and the subsequent erosion of the agricultural base in the County. Preservation of
agricultural land would not be meaningful unless the viability of farming could be addressed. To
support a viable agricultural economy in Carroll County, it is important to have agricultural areas
unrestricted by residential development. Farming adjacent to residential land uses can be
highly incompatible. Agricultural production is often associated with noise, dust, vibration,
odors, extended hours of operation, and the application of chemicals, items commonly
addressed by “industrial performance criteria”. These conditions are generally not well received
by residents in adjacent residential developments. It is a situation much like locating homes
next to industrial areas in a city.
As agriculture has become more sophisticated and technological, the intensity of agricultural
operations places it on a par with industrial land uses. Except for the most genteel of farming
operations, agriculture is a more intense use of land than residential. As residential subdivisions
are introduced into agricultural areas, conflicts between the land uses arise. The collective
voice of new residents may be louder than that of the working farmer. Agricultural operations
are being squeezed out by the conflicts brought on by these incompatible land uses, coupled
with the higher per acre price for land zoned residential.
People who move from the “city” to the “country” are looking for a retreat, a bit of nature and a
quiet place to live. They want to live in a quiet rural setting. However, they often bring with
them expectations for services similar to those they experienced in the city: paved roads,
sidewalks, near-immediate public safety response times and roads cleared of snow before the
commute to work. Those looking for the “peace and quiet” of the country often are not aware
of the noise, dust, odors and long hours of operations associated with agricultural operations.
As agricultural areas become interspersed with residential and other types of development,
farming becomes much more difficult and, in some cases, impossible. The effect is similar to
that which occurs when large, older homes are converted to apartments in the midst of single
family neighborhoods. The change of use is generally perceived as the coming trend. It often
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Community members discuss planning issues
at a Public Planning Forum

leads to a sense of impermanence toward the current land use. For property owners in the
immediate vicinity, the result may be a disinvestment in the current use and eventually, sale of
the property.

Theme 3: Development Opportunities and Responsibilities
Carroll County’s natural beauty, when combined with the county’s mix of locational assets,
makes it an attractive community for business and industry, as well as agricultural activities.
Accordingly, the county will need a deliberate strategy to ensure that it is able to efficiently
provide facilities and services, to provide economic opportunity, and to capitalize on its
opportunities and assets. As an example, over 6 million cars pass through Fancy Gap via the
Blue Ridge Parkway every year. To leverage the impact of these visitors, the county, in
partnership with the residents and businesses in and around the Fancy Gap community, should
develop a strategy to capture a portion of the parkway travelers and generate local economic
activity. A crucial step will be to strengthen the County’s development standards in this unique
gateway.
To promote high quality development that contributes to the long-term quality of life and
provides economic opportunity for residents, developers must believe that their investment will
be protected. Existing development must be protected by requiring new development to be
held to the same high standards. Development and building standards must ensure that land
uses are compatible.
The Plan supports development of regulations that provide developers with flexibility, both in
terms of the types and locations of projects, while establishing standards to prevent the worst
forms of development. Inflexible plans and ordinances stifle creativity, preclude innovations in
design and reduce all development to the same lowest common denominator. Conversely, an
overly flexible plan can be unclear and therefore arbitrarily administered. Existing and new
residents and businesses should be provided with the certainty they need regarding the
planning and development process to continue to make informed investment decisions
regarding their property.
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Existing development must be
protected by requiring new
development to be held to the same
high standards. Development
standards should ensure
surrounding uses are compatible.

The balance between flexibility and certainty is a key aspect of this Plan. Developers, neighbors,
County staff and decision-makers can all perform their roles more effectively when they are
certain of the Plan policies and development review process. The knowledge that the process
will always occur in a predictable manner helps all participants remain focused on creating
quality development rather than navigating a confusing and unpredictable process, while
flexibility allows them to create the best-possible development without the burden of excessive
regulation that stifles the ability to create a high-quality product.
It is important to note that protection of development investment and agricultural investment
are flip sides of the same coin. While separate standards will be developed to apply to
communities and to rural areas, the standards work together to ensure that unregulated rural
uses will not impact planned development, and that planned development will not encroach on
agricultural areas. By establishing policies to prevent incompatible land use patterns, the Plan
protects both types of investment.

Theme 4: Balancing Fiscal Responsibility and
Infrastructure Provision
The quality of life in Carroll County is contingent on the County’s continued ability to provide
quality services at a reasonable cost to taxpayers. If development projects go forward without a
plan for recouping increased service provider expenses, existing tax payers subsidize those
expenses. To achieve equity and fairness in the funding and provision of public facilities and
services, the Plan will recommend strategies to:


Enhance the local property and sales tax bases to balance fiscal obligations for capital
facilities, operations and maintenance;



Ensure that new development funds the costs of capital facilities and services required
to serve that new development; and



Ensure that facilities and services are planned in a way that allows ongoing operations
without significant increases in the costs to residents and businesses.
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The quality of life in Carroll County is
contingent on the County’s
continued ability to provide quality
services at a reasonable cost to
taxpayers.

Fiscal stability is a cornerstone of a sustainable community. Existing residents should not suffer
a decline in the quality of their services or be unduly burdened by costs of new growth. New
residents and business should pay their fair share of the costs associated with extending
infrastructure and urban services to new growth areas.
There are a wide variety of methods local governments use to ensure the adequate provision of
facilities and services required by new development. For instance, the County chooses when
and where to extend facilities such as water and sewer, which influences the suitability of an
area for development. However, due to the rather aggressive extension of water and sewer
throughout significant portions of the county, the ability to direct growth in the described
fashion has become more challenging.

Carroll County must actively
manage and direct growth to
maintain the community’s
quality of life.

The Plan will direct growth into compact and sustainable development patterns within areas
already served with infrastructure, or in areas where infrastructure provision is planned and
included in a Capital Improvement Program (CIP). It will set forth policies to guide infrastructure
provision and funding to ensure the County’s fiscal sustainability.

Theme 5: Working Together as a Region
Increasingly, we have come to the realization that many vital issues are regional in nature –
watersheds, air quality and other ecosystems, economic conditions, land use, service delivery,
commuter patterns, housing, employment centers and other growth impacts ‘spill over’
municipal or County boundaries and impact the region as a whole. Our communities are not
islands. The problems a community faces do not begin and end at its borders, so why should its
solutions? The health of Carroll County’s communities, the incorporated municipalities, the
rural areas of the County and the welfare of the region are interconnected.
In many areas across the nation as well as Virginia, the lack of intergovernmental coordination
has resulted in the loss of population and economic development. Such losses undermine
economic stability and reduce public facility and service efficiencies, thereby making it more
costly for local residents. The lack of inter jurisdictional cooperation and coordination make an
area less attractive for major economic development. Competing with one another rather than
working together can be a deal breaker in the new economy.
9 | 2030 Carroll County Plan

Many vital issues are regional in
nature – Carroll County must work
together with other jurisdictions and
service providers to provide efficient
services and promote economic
development.

The Plan sets forth a coordinated strategy for managing growth and future development. Such a
strategy is needed to promote the efficient use of valuable infrastructure that is already in place,
to minimize the cost of new infrastructure and facilities, and to prevent the unnecessary loss of
open space and agricultural land.
The Plan will lay the foundation for building more effective regional partnerships in the County.
Coordinated planning efforts will result in benefits to citizens of all communities in the region.

About the Plan
Why Plan?
Successful communities do not just happen; they must be continually shaped and guided. A
community must actively manage its growth and respond to changing circumstances if it is to
continue to meet the needs of its residents and maintain the quality of life that initially attracted
those residents to the community.
Residents of Carroll County value their natural environment, the character and diversity of their
neighborhoods, the quality of public services, the cultural resources and breadth of recreational
opportunities, as well as the strong sense of “community.” Concern about the impact of new
growth has increased as residents have experienced increased traffic congestion, commercial
encroachment on neighborhoods and the inappropriate development of agricultural and
natural, open areas. Effective growth management can help the County address each of these
concerns.
By shifting urban and suburban service demands to areas that lack adequate services and
facilities, growth threatens to create detrimental fiscal impacts in addition to its impacts on the
character of developed neighborhoods, communities and rural areas. The County must develop
a strategy for growth management to make efficient use of both valuable infrastructure that is
already in place, and to prevent unnecessary loss of the surrounding agricultural and open space
areas where such infrastructure is not yet in place. Effective plan implementation measures can
curb the trend towards sprawl development and promote appropriate and available infill
development and redevelopment. While allowing appropriate development opportunities in
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outlying areas, this plan seeks to promote development and economic growth in areas that can
be effectively and efficiently served by public facilities and utilities.
As the Comprehensive Plan is implemented, it will strengthen the partnership between the
public and private sectors. This partnership can achieve infinitely more when both parties work
together rather than alone. An important byproduct of an effective comprehensive plan is that
it creates a “win/win” situation for the public and private sectors, for existing and new
neighborhoods, for economic development and open space land conservation, and for fiscal
integrity and enhanced quality of life.

Development regulations and
building codes should regulate
development in conformance with
the Comprehensive Plan.

How Should the Plan be Used?
The Comprehensive Plan is a policy guide. While it discusses and describes land uses, the Plan
itself does not regulate actual land use. Other tools, such as development regulations, site plan
and performance standards, are the primary means by which a locality implements, or brings to
life, the goals, policies and strategies noted in the comprehensive plan. Thus it is important that
the comprehensive plan feature an implementation schedule that will enable the community to
move in the direction of its professed vision.
The Comprehensive Plan also functions as a platform for the articulation of development
standards that will help implement the provisions and actions noted in the plan. Once the plan is
adopted, considerable effort will be needed to make sure the county’s subdivision and building
codes are in general conformance with the plan. The Plan also should guide the preparation of
detailed facility master plans and capital improvement programs for the County’s facilities and
services.
The Plan should be a dynamic document, subject to periodic amendment when conditions
within the County change significantly. Periodic updates of the Plan will be needed to ensure
that it continues to meet the needs of County businesses and residents.

Who Implements the Plan?
The policies and strategies of the Plan must be implemented in a timely manner in order to
ensure that the vision of the Comprehensive Plan becomes a reality. Who should be charged
with the implementation of the goals, policies and strategies? It should be a joint effort of the
county Board of Supervisors, the county planning commission, the county staff, and county
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The Plan is a dynamic document
that should be updated periodically
or when conditions change.

citizens. The implementation program featured in the plan identifies and prioritizes strategies to
ensure that the plan’s vision becomes a reality. The schedule establishes priorities which should
guide private actions as well as public actions.

Goals, Policies and Strategies
Goals, policies and strategies describe how Carroll County will meet the challenge of managing
future growth and community development. Each Element contains related goals and policies.
Strategies are designed to achieve goals and policies, and are included in the Implementation
Chapter.
Goal: Description of a desired state of affairs for the community in the future.
Goals are the broad, public purposes toward which policies and programs are
directed. Goals are phrased to express the desired results of the
Comprehensive Plan.
Policy: Statements of government intent against which individual actions and
decisions are evaluated. Policies indicate the direction the County should take.
Strategy: Individual regulations and action which, taken together, will enable
the County to achieve Goals and Policies. Strategies are the basis for
implementation of the Plan by identifying and recommending specific courses of
action. Strategies are included in the Implementation Chapter.

Purpose
Title 15.2 of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended, is devoted to regulations affecting
counties, cities, and towns, Subsection 2223 states, “The local planning commission shall
prepare and recommend a comprehensive plan for the physical development of the territory
within its jurisdiction and every governing body shall adopt a comprehensive plan for the
territory under its jurisdiction.”
“In the preparation of a comprehensive plan the commission shall make careful and
comprehensive surveys and studies of the existing conditions and trends of growth, and of the
probable future requirements of its territory and inhabitants. The comprehensive plan shall be
made with the purpose of guiding and accomplishing a coordinated, adjusted, and harmonious
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“The Comprehensive Plan shall be
made with the purpose of guiding
and accomplishing a coordinated,
adjusted, and harmonious
development of the territory…”
- Code of Virginia

development of the territory, which will in accordance with present and probable future needs
and resources, best promote the health, safety, morals, order, convenience, prosperity, and
general welfare of the inhabitants.”
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Chapter 2. Participation and Vision
The Comprehensive Plan is both a document and a process. The planning process includes
building consensus for a unified community vision, developing goals and policies to support the
vision, and prioritizing strategies to achieve the vision. This chapter provides a brief overview of
the outcomes of the participation activities that form the core of the Plan’s vision statement and
policy framework.

Participation Process
Kick-Off Meeting
The first public participation opportunity was the Kick-Off Meeting, held on January 14, 2010.
The kick-off meeting provided residents with the first opportunity to learn about the process
and provide direction to the Planning Team (County staff and the consultant planners).

Public Workshop Week
The County sponsored public visioning workshops in each of the five election districts from
March 22-25, 2010. At the workshops, the public was asked to share their vision for the
County’s future and identify key issues and priorities for the Plan Update. The Planning Team
also met with numerous focus groups and stakeholders during the March 22-25 timeframe to
gather input and discuss priority issues.

Public Meeting Schedule
From the very early discussion stages, the Board of Supervisors and Planning Commission
determined that the updated Carroll County Comprehensive Plan would be drafted based on
citizen input. To accomplish this goal, numerous community meetings and focus group
meetings were held during the process. Each of the countywide or community meetings, the
Board of Supervisors and Planning Commission workshop, and the public hearing were
advertised in newspapers with general circulation in Carroll County.
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The following Comprehensive Plan Workshop Meetings were held:
January 14, 2010

March 22, 2010

March 23, 2010

Consultants/Staff Meeting

July 8, 2010

Countywide Kick-off Meeting – Carroll County
High School

Carroll County High School – presentation of first
draft of Plan

August 3, 2010

Carroll County High School – 6:30 -8:30 p.m.

August 4, 2010

Focus Group Meetings – Agriculture, Tourism,
Economic Development

August 16, 2010

Woodlawn School Cafeteria

5:30 – 7:00 p.m.

Hillsville Elementary Gym

7:30 - 9:00 p.m.

August 17, 2010

Gladesboro Elementary Gym

5:30 – 7:00 p.m.

August 18, 2010

Oakland Elementary Gym

5:30 – 7:00 p.m.

August 23, 2010

Saint Paul School Cafeteria

5:30 – 7:00 p.m.

October 12, 2010

Joint Public Workshop of the Board of
Supervisors and Planning Commission – 3:00 p.m.

November 18, 2010

Fancy Gap Community Meeting 2:00 p.m.

Saint Paul School Cafeteria

5:30 – 7:00 p.m.

Oakland Elementary Gym

7:30 – 9:00 p.m.

Gladesboro Elementary Gym

5:30 – 7:00 p.m.

Hillsville Elementary Gym

7:30 - 9:00 p.m.

March 24, 2010

Carroll County High School Government Classes

March 25, 2010

Woodlawn School Cafeteria

5:30 – 7:00 p.m.

Meetings were held during the day on these dates with Focus Groups
including Agriculture, Tourism, Developers, Press, and neighboring
localities

May 13, 2010

Fancy Gap Elementary School

5:30 – 7:30 p.m.

Citizen comments and completed surveys were received through June 30,
2010 from the above meetings, electronic submission, personal visits or
phones calls with the Office of Land Use and Planning. Results from each
of these were compiled to complete the first draft of the Plan which was
made available for public inspection beginning July 8, 2010.
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Comprehensive Plan Consultants and County Staff considered the
comments received from the meetings listed above to revise the draft of
the Comprehensive Plan. The revised Plan was made available for public
inspection beginning October 20, 2010 in preparation for the November
18 Public Hearing.

November 18, 2010
Hearing

Carroll County High School

6:00 Public

December 14, 2010

Carroll County Governmental Center - Joint
Public Meeting of the Board of Supervisors and
Planning Commission 5:30 p.m.

Youth Outreach
A workshop was held with the government classes at Carroll County High School in order to
secure the input and perspective of the county’s high school seniors regarding Carroll County’s
strengths and weaknesses as a community, as well as ascertain what kind of future the young
people envisioned for Carroll County in the year 2030. It is important to note that the high
school students completed the same visioning and issues identification exercises the county
residents completed during the five district meetings held in March.

Website and Social Media
A dedicated project website (www.plancarrollcounty.org) was established to provide
information to the public, gather feedback and enhance communications. It includes meeting
notices, background information, project updates, a document library and other information.
The website allows stakeholders to register for notification of upcoming events and send
comments to the Planning Team.
The planning process is taking advantage of social media to spread the word about participation
opportunities and project updates. The Planning Team regularly posts comments and updates
to the County’s Facebook page, which has 812“friends” that receive the updates. The Planning
Team also maintains a Twitter account that is updated regularly, although as a new
communication tool it does not yet appear to have a measurable impact for the Carroll County
planning process. Use of these social media tools is intended to keep participants engaged in
the process and make it more relevant to the public.

Survey
A community survey was conducted for the Plan Update. The survey was online and available at
County offices and during the public workshops. A total of 347 survey responses were received.
The survey was not a scientific survey because it did not attempt to poll a random sample of
County residents. The purpose of the survey was to identify the common concerns and ideas of
the people who live and work in Carroll County, summarized below.

Press
Press releases were sent to local media outlets to notify the public about the planning process
and workshops. The Planning Team is coordinated with The Carroll News to publish a series of
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articles about the planning process and key topics. Topics in the series included summaries of
the surveys, the purpose of planning, agriculture, and economic development.

Survey Summary
A total of 347 responses were received. The pictogram on the right indicates where the survey
respondents reside in the county. It is interesting to note that respondents were equally
distributed across the five election districts save for the Laurel Fork district. With regard to
where respondents work, more than one third of the respondent stated they work in either
Galax or Hillsville, while one in five respondents stated they worked outside Carroll County.

What are the three most important issues facing Carroll County today?
Respondents identified several major issues facing Carroll County today:


Job loss, unemployment rates and the economy



Education



Infrastructure



Tourism



Land use practices



Recycling



Preservation of the natural environment



Perceived drug use
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In which Election district do you…

What have been the three most important changes in Carroll County over the past few
years?
As a group, respondents appear to be satisfied with improvements in public facilities,
services and governance in Carroll County over the past few years, indicating an increase in
the perceived quality of life. Many respondents recognized improved water and sewer
infrastructure throughout the county as a positive change in Carroll County. Respondents
also identified improved schools and overall education, as well as improved police and
emergency medical services throughout the County.
In particular, respondents identified the new Carroll County Wellness Center; the Crossroads
Institute; the addition of exits and infrastructure along I-77; and the addition of the Hillsville
and Highway 58 Bypass. Other changes cited included high speed internet and the
reemergence of the expanded local farmer's market.

Positive changes?
The Carroll County Wellness Center,
the Crossroads Institute, the
Farmers Market, improved
infrastructure and good schools.

What have three changes in Carroll County over the past few years concern you the
most?
Not surprisingly given the local and national economic outlook, respondents’ key concerns
were related to the economy, including the loss of jobs, the lack of job opportunities, and
the lack of industrial development and commercial activities resulting in a decline in local
revenues.
Other key concerns were related to the County’s Land Management Program. Respondents
were concerned by both uncontrolled development and by proposed establishment of
zoning regulations. Loss of agricultural land was another frequently mentioned land use
issue.
While many respondents identified improved emergency medical services as being
emblematic of positive change, many residents also expressed concern about the lack of
medical training and preparation for Carroll County Fire and Rescue Departments. Other
issues of concern cited included drug use in the county and the loss of the community
swimming pool.
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Concerning changes?
Job loss, lack of industrial
development, uncontrolled
development and loss of agricultural
land

How should the County plan for rural areas?

19%

Require open space, parks, and/or trail
dedications in all new development
17%

Limit Development in rural areas to rural
uses

16%

Require clustering (to preserve open
space and agricultural land)
Limit development to areas with available
(existing or planned) infrastructure and
services

12%

9%
Incentivize clustering
9%

Limit development to areas within or
immediately adjacent to communities

9%

Require development to provide
community or public amenities

9%
Other
0%
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5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

How should the County plan
for future development?

Discourage

3%

Job Creation

97%

Encourage
4%

Farms

96%

Senior/Retirement Housing

12%

Workforce and Affordable Housing

12%

88%

88%
24%

Conservation Subdivisions

76%

Compact/Traditional Neighborhood
Development

32%
68%
36%

Rural Development

64%

Multi-Family Development

46%
54%

Suburban Development

47%
53%

Mixed Use Neighborhood Development

49%
51%

Large Lot Suburban Residential Development

51%
49%
63%

Upper Bracket and Executive Housing

37%
0%
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20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Current County water and sewer policies are being used to support economic
development. Should these policies be expanded to include other public facilities and
services?
Agree

56%

Disagree

19%

No Opinion

25%

Adequate public facilities and services required to serve new development should be
paid for by:
By new development

69%

By new development and existing residents

28%

By existing residents

2%

There should be available and adequate public facilities and services (roads, water,
sewer, public safety, schools, and parks) before development is approved.
Agree

78%

Disagree

14%

No Opinion

7%
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What three characteristics / attributes do you want to see in the Carroll County of
2030?
Looking to the future, respondents want the County to maintain the characteristics that make it
a good place to live – such as outdoors recreation, rural heritage and agricultural uses.
Improving economic opportunities and the quality of life in the county are clear priorities for the
future. The following attributes were frequently cited by respondents:


Economic development, including increased commerce, job opportunities, industrial
development and increased tourism



Safety, including a low crime rate and no drug use



Affordability, including affordable housing and low taxes



Rural character, including agricultural heritage, open space protection and retention of
scenic views



Education, including a new high school and more investments in education



Recreational opportunities, including hiking, biking and equestrian trails, youth
recreation and a community pool



Infrastructure investment, including sewer and water service and high speed internet
provision



Controlled, sustainable growth



Additional development adjacent to the Hillsville bypass and along the I-77 corridor
including restaurants, hotels and other development
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Carroll County in 2030:
Economic Development
Safety
Affordability
Rural Character
Education
Recreation
Infrastructure Investment
Controlled Growth

Youth Survey Summary
The results of the Carroll County High School Seniors survey are noted below.

What three factors about Carroll County will keep you here after high school or bring
you back after college?
It is clear that young people value their family and social ties in Carroll County. Students
frequently cited the community, their family and friends as the key factor that will keep them in
or bring them back to Carroll County after college or military service. Quality of life issues were
also cited as community positives capable of keep the youth in the county. The county’s rural
atmosphere, small town feel, and beautiful scenery were listed as attributes. The students also
liked the fact that everyone knew everyone thereby making Carroll County a friendly place and
relatively safe place to live.

What three factors will drive you away from Carroll County?
The lack of jobs and employment opportunities are the two factors students cited as a reason
for leaving Carroll County. While the overall lack of jobs was the single most common response,
some students felt that there was no market for what they want to do, thus they may have to
leave the county. A large number of students stated there is “nothing to do,” in the County, or,
“nothing but scenery,” and some stated that the County is too remote and rural.

What does Carroll County do that is good for youth, teens and young adults?
Quality schools, sports programs, the Wellness Center and outdoor recreation were frequent
responses. Other recreation programs, including organized activities at churches, youth groups,
clubs and recreation centers were also mentioned. However, several respondents said that the
County does “nothing” for youth, or chose not to answer the question.

What can Carroll County do that is good for youth, teens and young adults?
There were many ideas presented of things the County can do or improve to serve youth.
Building a new pool and expanding recreation programs and parks were popular ideas. Many
students are interested in more entertainments options, such as an amusement park, movie
theaters, skating rinks and other types of entertainment. Many respondents would like to see
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more retail stores, shopping centers, restaurants and other places to “hang-out” at. Students
would also like to see more job opportunities available to them.

What makes you Carroll Country Proud?
The attributes that make students Carroll County proud are very similar to those that will keep
them in the county after high school. Family and friends, the rural and small town feel, the
natural beauty, and the people help make the youth Carroll County proud. The county’s natural
and clean environment and the way neighbors watch out for each other were also cited.

What bugs you about Carroll County?
The Students concerns centered on the lack of jobs and the lack of development in the County.
The students also expressed some disdain about the route 58 bypass around Hillsville. They also
expressed concern about the high rate of drug use in the county and the rate of teen pregnancy
across the community. Lastly, many students stated they wished there were more things for
young people to do in the county and that teen activity centers were available across the
county. The growing elderly population was also cited as a concern.
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Vision Statement
A comprehensive plan is a community’s common vision of its future. The Carroll County
Comprehensive Plan is intended to define a long-term vision for the future (that is shared by its
residents) and guide public and private actions to help achieve that vision. A long-term vision,
rooted in community values, is the foundation of the Carroll County planning process. The
vision statement helps citizens and decision-makers remember the ends to which the Plan
aspires. In concert with Plan goals, it should temper and guide the interpretation, application
and amendment of the Comprehensive Plan over time. The vision is summarized in a succinct
vision statement below and is more clearly defined through the goals, policies and strategies
presented in this Plan.

Carroll County Vision Statement:

Heritage and Opportunity
in the Blue Ridge Mountains.
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Chapter 3. Demographic Analysis
Population Trends
Changes in the total population and the characteristics of the population may have profound
impacts on the economic, social and natural environment of the County. Population increases
generate demands for additional facilities and services. Different age and income segments of
the population have different needs, which shape demands for housing, services and
infrastructure. For instance, an elderly population creates demand for communal housing types,
medical services, passive recreational opportunities and public transportation. Families with
young children, on the other hand, generate demands for different housing types, day care
facilities, schools, athletic recreational opportunities and a mix of transportation options.
This Chapter summarizes various demographic indicators relevant to the development of Carroll
County’s Comprehensive Plan, including a projection of the community’s likely population in
2030. This information in turn will allow the County to craft land development policies that are
responsive and reflective of the community’s shifting demographics.

Historic Trends
Carroll County’s population has fluctuated over the past century as shown in Chart 3. Between
1900 and 1950, the county’s population gradually increased from 19,303 to 26,695. This steady
growth was propelled by an expanding agricultural economy. During the 1950s, significant
changes in methods of agricultural production reduced the demand for farm labor, thereby
initiating a stream of out-migration that persisted for nearly two decades. The actual low point
for the period of population decline was in the mid-1960s. By 1968, Carroll County’s population
decline leveled off.
Between 1970 and 1980, Carroll County’s population increased at a rate of 1.8% per year.
During that decade, the 18.1% increase was driven by a boom in manufacturing, specifically in
the textile and furniture industries. This rapid growth realized during the decade of the 1970s
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Changes in the total population and
the characteristics of the population
may have profound impacts on the
economic, social and natural
environment of the County.
Different segments of the
population have different needs,
which shape demands for housing,
services and infrastructure.

was stifled during the 1980s as the County’s population decreased by 2.5%. This trend reversed
during the 1990s as the County grew at an average annual rate of 1%. Growth after 2000
slowed to an annual rate of 0.4%. Growth after 2000 has slowed to an annual average rate of
0.4%.

Since 2000, Carroll County has
grown at an annual rate of .4%. As
of 2008, 30,160 residents call
Carroll County “home.”

This rate of growth, however, is somewhat higher than that of the Mount Rogers PDC, and is
comparable to many adjacent municipalities both in Virginia and North Carolina, while lagging
behind the State as a whole. Table 3 compares Carroll County’s population to other
geographies such as the Nation, State, Mount Rodgers Planning District and other adjacent
Counties (MRPDC) and Cities both within Virginia and North Carolina after 1980.

Chart 3: Carroll County Population by Year
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Source: U.S. Decennial Census, Weldon Center
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1970

1980
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2008

Table 2: 1980-2008 Population Estimates

City / Community

1980

1990

Population

Population

Carroll County

1980-1990
Annual
Growth
Rate

2000

Growth
Rate

Population

1990-2000
Annual
Growth
Rate

2008

Growth
Rate

Population

2000-2008
Annual
Growth
Rate

Growth
Rate

27,270

26,594

-0.3%

-2.5%

29,245

1.0%

10.0%

30,160

0.4%

3.1%

2,123

2,008

-0.6%

-5.4%

2,607

2.6%

29.8%

2,849

1.1%

9.3%

6,524

6,670

0.2%

2.2%

6,837

0.2%

2.5%

6,837

0.0%

0.0%

226,545,805

248,709,873

0.9%

9.8%

281,421,906

1.2%

13.2%

301,237,703

0.9%

7.0%

5,346,818

6,187,358

1.5%

15.7%

7,079,030

1.4%

14.4%

7,795,424

1.2%

10.1%

MRPDC (remainder)

181,118

178,205

-0.2%

-1.6%

190,020

0.6%

6.6%

190,566

0.0%

0.3%

Grayson County

16,579

16,278

-0.2%

-1.8%

16,881

0.4%

3.7%

16,110

-0.6%

-4.6%

Wythe County

25,522

25,466

0.0%

-0.2%

27,599

0.8%

8.4%

27,904

0.1%

1.1%

Bland County

6,349

6,514

0.3%

2.6%

6,871

0.5%

5.5%

6,918

0.1%

0.7%

Smyth County

33,345

32,370

-0.3%

-2.9%

33,081

0.2%

2.2%

31,905

-0.5%

-3.6%

Washington County

46,487

45,887

-0.1%

-1.3%

51,103

1.1%

11.4%

53,308

0.5%

4.3%

Bristol City, VA

19,042

18,426

-0.3%

-3.2%

17,367

-0.6%

-5.7%

17,424

0.0%

0.3%

Pulaski County

35,229

34,496

-0.2%

-2.1%

35,127

0.2%

1.8%

34,409

-0.3%

-2.0%

Floyd County

11,563

12,005

0.4%

3.8%

13,874

1.5%

15.6%

15,173

1.1%

9.4%

Patrick County

17,647

17,473

-0.1%

-1.0%

19,407

1.1%

11.1%

19,288

-0.1%

-0.6%

Surry County, NC

59,449

61,704

0.4%

3.8%

71,209

1.4%

15.4%

73,388

0.4%

3.1%

Stokes County, NC

33,086

37,224

1.2%

12.5%

44,711

1.8%

20.1%

46,638

0.5%

4.3%

9,587

9,590

0.0%

0.0%

10,680

1.1%

11.4%

11,125

0.5%

4.2%

Hillsville, VA*
Galax City
USA
Virginia

Other Adjacent Counties

Alleghany County, NC

Sources: U.S Census, Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service, 2007 Carroll County Comprehensive Plan, MRPDC, Town of Hillsville, NC OSBM
*Included in Carroll County Population.
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The pie chart below depicts the percentage of each member of the MRPDC according to data
published in 2008 by the Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service at the University of Virginia.
Carroll County population portion comprises approximately 1/6th of the MRPDC
population in 2008. The cartograms to the right depict the actual geography of the
MRPDC (top) and the adjusted geography based on each jurisdiction’s proportion of the
area’s population (bottom). Both Carroll County and Galax are enlarged in the cartogram
which illustrates that they have higher population densities than the area as a whole.

Geographic Representation

Source: Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service

Population-Based Cartogram
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As shown in Table 3, natural increase (the number of births minus the number of deaths) has
not been a factor in Carroll County’s population growth. These figures indicate a sustained
decline in the county’s young adults in the years of greatest childbearing potential. Thus, there
are two main factors driving Carroll County’s population trend, an out-migration of young adults
and an in-migration of older age groups. According to the 2006 - 2008 Census American
Community Survey (ACS), 6% of the County’s populations had migrated in; 3% from another
place within Virginia and 3% from outside of the State between 2006 and 2008.
Table 3: Natural Increase / Decline
Year

Live
Births

Deaths

Natural
Increase

1995

307

297

10

1996

284

322

-38

1997

303

321

-18

1998

254

298

-44

1999

288

311

-23

2000

259

293

-34

2001

274

294

-20

2002

296

312

-16

2003

284

326

-42

2004

286

349

-63

2005

280

329

-49

2006

311

352

-41

2007

302

332

-30

2008
289
358
-69
Source: Virginia Department of Health

Table 4 clearly provides evidence of in-migration as the key driver of recent population growth
in the County. From 2006-2008, 88% of the people at least one year old living in Carroll County
were living in the same residence one year earlier. Another 6% had moved from one location to
another location within the County, while 3% moved to the County from elsewhere in Virginia
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The two main factors driving
Carroll County’s population trend
are an out-migration of young
adults and an in-migration of
older age groups.

and another 3% moved to the County from another state. Less than 0.5% moved to the County
from outside of the United States.

Table 4: Previous Year’s Residence
Previous Residence

Population

Population 1 year and over

28,920

Same house

25,457

Different house in the U.S.

3,463

Same county

1,875

Different county

1,588

Same state

737

Different state

851

Abroad

Pipers Gap and Sulphur Springs
magisterial districts, both of
which border the City of Galax,
maintain the largest population
concentrations in Carroll County.

0

Source: U.S. Census 2006 – 2008 ACS

Population Distribution and Density
The distribution of Carroll County’s population has followed the same basic pattern over the
past 40 years. Population is distributed relatively evenly across the county, with a heavier
concentration of people between Galax and Hillsville. As can be seen in Table 5, both the Pipers
Gap and Sulphur Springs magisterial districts, the two districts that border the City of Galax,
maintain the largest population concentrations in the county. The Sulphur Springs magisterial
district is the most populous of the County’s five election districts. Development along U.S.
Route 58 between Galax and Hillsville, especially in the Woodlawn community, continues to
grow at a relatively high rate. Areas south of Blue Ridge Parkway near Interstate 77 and U.S.
Highway 52 (Fancy Gap) are also experiencing increased development activity due to investment
made in this area of the County.
The population density of Carroll County is calculated by dividing the 2000 total population
(29,245) by the County’s total land area (477.7 square miles), and is 61.22 persons per square
mile. Typically, any area with less than 50 persons per square mile is considered rural;
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The population density of the
Mount Rogers Planning District is
less than 40% of the population
density of the Commonwealth of
Virginia.

therefore, based on population and land area, Carroll County would not be classified as rural.
However, if the population concentrated along the U.S. Route 58 corridor is removed from the
calculation, then Carroll County has a population density of only 53.21 persons per square mile
and better represents the county’s rural nature. The 36 square miles along the U.S. Route 58
corridor between Galax and Hillsville (two miles on each side of U.S. Route 58) has a population
density of 159.39 persons per square mile and a total population of 5,738. In comparison, the
Commonwealth of Virginia has a population density of 177.77 persons per square mile, while
the population density of the Mount Rogers Planning District is 68.19 persons per square mile.
The U.S. 58 corridor, in many respects, functions as the County’s population center.
Table 5: Population Distribution by Magisterial District
District

Population

Percent Change

1980

1990

2000

1980 - 2000

Fancy Gap

4,542

4,443

4,926

8.45%

Laurel Fork

4,499

4,375

4,769

6.00%

Pine Creek

3,550

3,293

3,623

2.06%

Pipers Gap

6,787

6,860

7,530

10.95%

Sulphur Springs

7,892

7,623

8,397

6.40%

Total:

27,270

26,594

29,245

7.24%

Source: US Census Bureau, Decennial Census.

Race and Ethnicity
Historically, the population of Carroll County has been predominantly white. The results of the
2000 Census indicate that, while the county’s population is still predominantly white, the
percentage of non-white population has increased since 1990. Table 6 list selected racial data
for Virginia, the Mount Rogers Planning District, Carroll County, and Galax in 1990 and 2000
respectively. Racial and ethnicity data was not made available for the 2006 – 2008 ACS due to
margin of error constraints.
As Table 6 indicates, between 1990 and 2000 the Hispanic population in Carroll County grew by
217% from 151 persons in 1990 to 479 persons in 2000. Overall, Hispanics comprised 0.6% of
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the total population of the county in 1990 and 1.6% of the total population in 2000. The
county’s remaining non-white population remained statistically equal from 1990 to 2000. It
should be noted that for the 2000 Census, the number of persons indicating Hispanic identity
was a function of the Census questions focused on ethnicity rather than race. The 2010 Census
will likely confirm an increase in the number of Hispanics who live in Carroll County.
Table 6: Racial and Ethnic Composition; 1990-2000
Percent White

Percent Black

Percent Asian

Percent Hispanic

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

1990

2000

Virginia

77.4%

72.3%

18.8%

19.6%

2.5%

3.7%

2.6%

4.7%

MRPDC

97.1%

95.7%

2.5%

2.7%

0.2%

0.2%

0.4%

1.3%

Carroll
County
Galax

98.8%

97.2%

0.4%

0.4%

0.1%

0.1%

0.6%

1.6%

93.2%

86.1%

5.8%

6.3%

0.2%

0.7%

1.0%

11.1%

Source: US Census Bureau, Decennial Census
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Age and Gender
As noted, Carroll County’s population Carroll County’s population has grown older over the past
30 years. This trend includes higher median age for females than for males, which has
consistently increased for both sexes since 1970 as shown in Table 7. While gender specific data
is not available for 2008, there is a strong likelihood the aging trend has not abated in Carroll
County. For comparison, the 2008 median age for the State was 37.1; for the Nation the median
age was 37.
Table 7: Median Age; 1970-2008
Year

Males

Females

Total Population

1970

30.7

32.4

31.6

1980

31.7

34.8

33.3

1990

36.0

39.6

37.8

2000

39.2

42.3

40.7

2008
42.7
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census; 2006 – 2008 ACS

The population pyramids in Charts 4 and 5 show that growth was not balanced across the
various age cohorts. Males continue to outnumber females in the 0 - 19 age brackets, while
females continue to outnumber males in the 50 and older age categories. As a percentage of
the county’s total population, the secondary school age categories (15 -24) are declining, a fact
supported by the negative natural increase in the county beginning in 1995. Since 1990, the 45
– 59 age brackets have experienced the highest rate of growth. Overall, Carroll County’s
population is growing older as identified in Table 7, and in-migration continues to be the most
contributing factor to population growth.
Accelerating growth within the 50 – 64 age cohort groups coupled with the continued decline of
the 20 – 34 age groups offer further evidence of Carroll County’s graying as a community.
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Mirroring national trends, the
median age in Carroll County has
increased consistently since 1970.

Chart 4: Population Pyramid by Age Group and Gender; 1990-2000

Chart 5: Population Pyramid by Age Group and Gender; 2000-2008

Under 5 years

Under 5 years

5-9

5-9

10 - 14

10 - 14

15 - 19

15 - 19

20 - 24

20 - 24

25 - 29

25 - 29

30 - 34

30 - 34

35 - 39

35 - 39

40 - 44

40 - 44

45 - 49

45 - 49

50 - 54

50 - 54

55 - 59

55 - 59

60 - 64

60 - 64

65 - 69

65 - 69

70 - 74

70 - 74

75 - 79

75 - 79

80 - 84
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85 and over

85 and over
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5%
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5%
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10.0%

2000 Male

2008 Male
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1990 Male

2000 Male

1990 Female

2000 Female
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5.0%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

Dependency
Table 8 provides youth dependency and aged dependency ratios. These rations reflect the
number of people in the working age population for every young person and older person who
are not in their prime wage earning years. In general terms, these ratios indicate whether there
is a significant imbalance between the workforce and those dependent on the workforce for
goods and services. This factor, when combined with other economic indicators, can provide
insight regarding the vitality of the local economy. In terms of the youth dependency ratio,
Carroll County has 2.86 working aged person for each youth, somewhat higher than both the
State (2.31) and the Nation (2.19).The aged dependency ratio shows a wider variation.
Consistent with its relatively high percentage of residents in older age cohorts, Carroll County
has 3.39 workers for each person of retirement age, lower than the ratios for both the State and
the Nation. Over the next two decades, with more retirements looming on the horizon, Carroll
County will likely feel added pressure vis-à-vis the aged dependency ratio. A decrease in either
ratio will create addition burden on the local government fiscally by spreading available services
to a greater population while losing the most economically active age group and related loss of
tax revenues.

Over the next few decades trends
indicate that the retirement age
population will continue to
increase. This could potentially
create a fiscal burden on local
government by spreading
available services to a greater
population while losing a portion
of tax revenues.

Table 8: Dependency Ratios; 2006-2008
Carroll County
Age Group
Youth (0 - 19)
Working (20 - 64)
Aged (65+)
Total

Virginia
Number

United States

Number

Percent

Percent

Number

Percent

6,189

21%

2,053,543

27%

82,523,083

27%

17,724

61%

4,735,400

62%

180,734,484

60%

5,236

18%

909,795

12%

37,980,136

13%

29,149

7,698,738

301,237,703

Youth Dependency

2.86

2.31

2.19

Aged Dependency

3.39

5.20

4.76

Source: U.S Census ACS 2006 – 2008
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Population Projections
Estimating population size into the future is an inexact science based on historic trends and
various sets of available data. The aim of these projections is to establish a reasonable baseline
that Carroll County can use to inform its land use policies during the planning period. The
Virginia Employment Commission (VEC) is tasked at the State level for projecting Virginia’s and
its Cities and Counties future population.
Factors affecting future population in a community include changing economic conditions, rate
of natural increase, and the rate of in- and out-migration. Projections are based on information
available at the moment; the estimates cannot account for unforeseen circumstances, such as
industrial closings or changes in the national or international economy. Chart 6 shows VEC has
projected Carroll County’s population to grow at a steady pace over the next 20 years with a
2030 population just shy of 35,000.

Carroll County’s population is
projected to remain at a steady
conservative pace over the next
20 years with a 2030 population
just shy of 35,000.

Chart 6: Population Projection
40,000
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
2000

2010

2020

Source: Virginia Employment Commission - 05/03
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2030

Carroll County is projected to
have the highest overall growth
in the Mount Rodgers region
between 2000 and 2030.

Table 9 shows population projections made by the Virginia Employment Commission for Carroll
County, the surrounding region, and the state. Behind Bland County, Carroll County’s population
is projected to grow by the second highest percentage (19.34%) in the Mount Rogers region
between 2000 and 2030, and is predicted to have the highest overall growth in the region during
that time period. Also included in the table are North Carolina counties that border Carroll
County.
Table 9: Population Projections

City/Community

2008

2010

Population

Population

2008-2010
Annual
Growth
Growth
Rate
Rate
1.4%
2.8%
N/A
N/A
-0.3%
-0.5%
1.3%
2.6%
0.6%
1.3%
0.7%
1.3%
3.0%
6.1%
1.2%
2.5%
4.8%
9.9%
2.9%
5.9%
-1.8%
-3.6%
-1.8%
-3.6%

Carroll County
30,160
31,000
Hillsville, VA*
N/A
N/A
Galax City
6,837
6,800
USA
301,237,703
308,935,581
Virginia
7,795,424
7,892,900
MRPDC
190,296
192,803
Grayson County
16,110
17,100
Wythe County
27,904
28,600
Bland County
6,918
7,600
Smyth County
31,905
33,800
Washington County
53,038
51,103
Bristol City, VA
17,424
16,800
Other Adjacent Counties
Pulaski County
34,409
34,200
Floyd County
15,173
15,800
Patrick County
19,288
20,000
Surry County, NC
73,388
74,216
Stokes County, NC
46,638
47,334
Alleghany County, NC
11,125
11,294
Sources: Weldon Cooper Center for Public Service, VEC, NC OSBM
*Included in Carroll County
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-0.3%
2.0%
1.8%
0.6%
0.7%
0.8%

-0.6%
4.1%
3.7%
1.1%
1.5%
1.5%

2020
Population
32,900
N/A
6,800
335,804,546
8,601,900
199,400
17,300
29,600
8,300
34,500
53,400
16,600
34,000
17,200
20,600
78,352
49,863
12,142

2010-2020
Annual
Growth
Growth
Rate
Rate
0.6%
6.1%
N/A
N/A
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
8.7%
0.9%
9.0%
0.3%
3.4%
0.1%
1.2%
0.3%
3.5%
0.9%
9.2%
0.2%
2.1%
0.4%
4.5%
-0.1%
-1.2%
-0.1%
0.9%
0.3%
0.5%
0.5%
0.7%

-0.6%
8.9%
3.0%
5.6%
5.3%
7.5%

2030
Population
34,900
N/A
6,800
363,584,435
9,275,101
204,600
17,500
30,600
8,800
35,200
54,400
16,400
34,000
18,500
21,200
82,700
51,350
13,000

2020-2030
Annual
Growth
Growth
Rate
Rate
0.6%
6.1%
N/A
N/A
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
8.3%
0.8%
7.8%
0.3%
2.6%
0.1%
1.2%
0.3%
3.4%
0.6%
6.0%
0.2%
2.0%
0.2%
1.9%
-0.1%
-1.2%
0.0%
0.7%
0.3%
0.5%
0.3%
0.7%

0.0%
7.6%
2.9%
5.5%
3.0%
7.1%

Education
In 2006-2008, 73% of people 25 years and over had at least graduated from high school and 14%
had a bachelor's degree or higher credential, as shown in Table 10. Twenty-seven percent were
not enrolled or had not graduated from high school. The total school enrollment in Carroll
County was approximately 6,100 in 2006-2008. Nursery school and kindergarten enrollment was
580 and elementary or high school enrollment was 4,100 children. College or graduate school
enrollment was 1,500.
Table 10: Educational Attainment
Level Attained
Population 25 years and over

Population
21,604

Less than 9th grade

2,446

9th to 12th grade, no diploma

3,381

High school graduate (includes equivalency)

8,088

Some college, no degree

3,339

Associate's degree

1,439

Bachelor's degree

1,989

Graduate or professional degree
Source: U.S Census 2006 – 2008 ACS
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922

Chart 7 below is an illustration of the difference between educational attainment levels of the
County, the State and the United States. Carroll County lags behind both. Various factors
attributing to this include the agricultural nature of the County, the overall age pattern and the
lack of retention of high school graduates within the County. Data obtained from the Virginia
Employment Commission allows us to gain a better understanding of the graduation rates of
more recent years.
Chart 7: Educational Attainment
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

Post Graduate Degree

50%

Bachelor's Degree

40%

Associate's Degree
Some College

30%

High School Grad/GED

20%
10%
0%
Carroll County
Source: 2000 U.S. Census / VEC
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Virginia

United States

Chapter 4. Land Use
In a nutshell - Carroll County is located in Southwestern Virginia, bordered by Patrick County to
the southeast, Floyd County to the east, Pulaski and Wythe Counties to the north, Grayson
County and the City of Galax to the west, and Surry County, North Carolina to the south. The
county was formed primarily from Grayson County, in 1842, and partly from Patrick County, in
1954. The Town of Hillsville is the County Seat and lies near the geographic center of the
county. There are five magisterial districts in the County – Fancy Gap, Laurel Fork, Pine Creek,
Pipers Gap, and Sulphur Springs. Land area totals approximately 494 square miles (316,160
acres), most of which is gentle rolling land, and includes forests, agriculture and open space, and
the Jefferson Nation Forest in the northwest corner. Local relief (difference in elevation
between highest and lowest points) is 2,470 feet. A base map is shown as Map 1.

Introduction
Addressing public safety, convenience and welfare needs of all Virginians is a fundamental
reason the state of Virginia has mandated that all local governments plan for the future. The
Code of Virginia, specifically Title 15.2, Chapter 22, outlines the legislative intent of the state
with respect to the laws and statutes every county, town and city must follow regarding the
planning and regulation of land within its political boundaries.
Localities in Virginia plan for two major reasons: state law mandates that every local
government in Virginia prepare and adopt a comprehensive plan (§ 15.2-2223), and to prepare
for and cope with change. Change is inevitable, and whether it is a positive or negative force
may depend on the effectiveness of the community’s planning efforts in managing change.
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The Comprehensive Plan is the
foundation for all decisionmaking, not just those
involving land use planning.

Map 1: Carroll County Base Map
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Using Planning To Protect Agriculture
Agriculture is an intrinsic part of life in Carroll County, contributing to the County’s heritage and
economic health. Agriculture has been the predominant force behind the historic development
and settlement patterns of the County. The County and its citizens recognize the importance of
preserving and maintaining agriculture’s role in the overall economy and life of the County and
of preserving natural resources for the future residents of the communities in the County.
Croplands and forested areas are shown in Map 2.

A key challenge of this Plan is
to protect agricultural uses
from encroachment by nonagricultural development.

In 2007, the 1,001 farms in Carroll County created agricultural sales of nearly $34 million,
employing 1,194 people. The total economic impact of agriculture in Carroll County in 2007 was
estimated to be $155 million, including the local economic impact for supplies and services
provided by local merchants, further procession of commodities grown in Carroll County, and
commodities grown outside the County but processed in the County to add additional value1.
The importance of agriculture is not solely economic. Food safety and security are also a
growing concern. As communities increase their resilience to natural and man-made disasters,
there is an increased awareness of the importance of having productive farms “close to home.”
Rising production costs, including fuel, fertilizer, feed and land, have generated interest in
growing food closer to home, thereby saving consumers money.
Supporting agriculture is meaningful even for those not actively employed in agriculture. Eating
“locally grown” has become a lifestyle for many people looking to improve their health, reduce
their impact on the environment, and support local farms and the local economy. Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA) is one example of the locally grown movement. CSA programs are
cooperatives that bring the farmer and the consumers together, enabling consumers to buy
shares of a harvest, keeping money in the local economy and bringing consumers into closer
contact with food producers and the environment.
The success of the Southwest Virginia Farmers Market shows the support for locally grown
produce in Carroll County. It is not only the sales of products at the Market, but also the

1

Sources: NASS 2001/2007 Agricultural Census Report.
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The total economic impact of
agriculture in Carroll County in
2007 was estimated at
$155 million.

festivals, events and social contact that occurs at the Market that shows community support for
agriculture.
But, while its value is clear, the sustainability of agriculture in Carroll County is not guaranteed.
One of the biggest threats to agricultural operations is the subdivision and development of land
in rural areas. Development can fragment agricultural lands, reducing the long-term viability of
agriculture. Conflicts between non-agricultural development and agricultural uses are
detrimental to everyone involved.
According to the American Farmland Trust (AFT), every year 1.2 million acres of the nations’
farmland is taken over for development. Nationwide, more than 4 million acres of active
agricultural land were developed from 2002-2007. Carroll County must develop strategies to
slow this trend and recognize the implications of a declining local agricultural base.
A key challenge of this Plan and any subsequent land development regulations is to protect
agricultural uses from encroachment by non-agricultural development, while still allowing
opportunities for a wide variety of needed development types. As discussed in the Future Land
Use section, the Land Evaluation and Suitability Analysis model and the Tiers system delineate
areas most appropriate for agricultural preservation and establish policies to prevent
incompatible or intensive development.
In addition to loss of prime farmland, there are other challenges for on-going agricultural
operations and development. It is becoming increasingly difficult to survive economically in the
farming business due to high expenses, lack of markets and environmental concerns.
Agricultural operations will be changing hands as aging farmers retire, and the future of
agricultural practices as they exist is uncertain. Large estate taxes play a role in whether the land
will remain agricultural or transition to residential development.
However, there are many emerging markets for local agricultural products. Expanding markets
for local agricultural products, local-value added food manufacturing and production present
opportunities for local farmers and processors. Such opportunities include “farms to schools”
programs that put fresh, local produce into schools and other institutional cafeterias; organic
and sustainably grown products; and agri-tourism, including “pick your own” operations.
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Map 2: Agricultural and Forested Lands
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Agricultural Land Use Challenges
There are a number of challenges to agriculture and efficient land management attributable to
past planning and development review outcomes. The timing of the Comprehensive Plan with
additional County geographic information system (GIS) capabilities allows stakeholders and
decision-makers the opportunity to learn from past practices via a birds eye (albeit riding atop a
satellite in geosynchronous orbit) view of development patterns, parcel boundaries and natural
features. As shown in Chart 8, there are numerous examples, countywide, of planning practices
that shouldn’t be repeated if we are to protect agriculture, efficiently manage our fiscal
resources and create a quality place for our families and businesses.

“Burn down your cities and leave
our farms, and your cities will spring
up again as if by magic; but destroy
our farms, and grass will grow in the
streets of every city in the country.”
- William Jennings Bryan,
July 9, 1896
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Chart 8: Land Use Challenges
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Inadequate roadway
access (too many
lots for one access
road, which also is
on a curve and hill),
too compact to
preserve woodlands
or open space,
incompatible with
adjacent farmland.

Accessibility was not
considered (lots with
no direct and legal
access to right-of-way
– roads in black), no
rational pattern of
subdivision (a spider
web of lots), drainage
was not considered
(blue lines are creeks
and streams).

No rational
subdivision or
development pattern
(another spider
web), many lots
without access to
right-of-way,
irregular-shaped
lots, little
consideration of
drainage, small lots
adjacent to and
encroaching on
active farms (future
nuisance
complaints).

This is not a rural
subdivision but a
series of rural cul-desacs (concerns for
public safety,
turnarounds and
connectivity), large
lots (future
subdivision?) with no
access to right-ofway, ultra-compact
development at lower
right corner not
compatible.

Smart Growth is growth that is fiscally sound and environmentally responsible. Among other
components, this means efficient provision of infrastructure and a greater emphasis on the mix
of uses, transportation options and environmental sensitivity. Smart Growth cannot be
achieved through the use of a single tool that accomplishes all of the community’s objectives,
but is achieved through the use of an integrated approach that uses carefully chosen tools
calibrated to the County’s needs and ability to implement specific programs.
Sprawl refers to unplanned, single use, auto dependent development built without regard to
availability of infrastructure, facilities and services. Smart Growth is the antithesis of sprawl.
Unplanned growth can produce negative externalities, such as fostering more growth in areas
that are unsuitable due to environmental constraints. It can create traffic congestion and
overcrowded schools. If unplanned, low density development prevents the orderly growth of
urban development contiguous to the existing urban center, it can cause long-term fiscal stress
for a jurisdiction. New growth should be planned in order to generate positive fiscal impacts
and not burden current residents with higher taxes to pay for infrastructure that primarily
serves new residents.
Smart Growth channels new development to areas already served with infrastructure, or into
areas where infrastructure provision is planned, and is referenced in the in a CIP. Smart growth
does not seek to change the character of the community, but instead builds on the community’s
existing characteristics and supports amenities that improve the quality of life for residents. It is
a framework for achieving Carroll County’s vision for the future.

Protecting Ag Supports Economic Development
Smart growth policies that protect agricultural lands also promote economic development
countywide. Economic vitality includes larger disposable income for residents, a larger tax base
and an increased standard of living community-wide. The economic stability of a community is
based, in part, on providing employment and development opportunities, including research
and educational facilities. Using Smart Growth to protect agriculture also means requiring
efficient development patterns, which can be designed to support and advocate economic
stability. The American Economic Development Council believes that when smart growth
concepts succeed, so do agriculture and rural prosperity.
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“Growth has helped fuel …
unparalleled economic and
population boom and has enabled
millions … to realize the enduring
dream of home ownership … but
sprawl has created enormous costs…
Ironically, unchecked sprawl has
shifted from an engine of … growth
to a force that now threatens to
inhibit growth and degrade the
quality of our life.”
Beyond Sprawl, 1995
Bank of America

The County has a strong agricultural economy. Though the County has experienced a loss of
farms and farmland, new markets for agricultural products provide opportunities for local
farmers. For example, local food markets capitalize on the growing interest in supporting
alternatives to imported foods that are better for human health and food security, the
environment and the stability of the economy. Supporting agriculture as a critical component of
economic development is important even for those not actively employed in agriculture.

Protecting Ag Promotes Land Use Compatibility
One of the primary purposes of the planning process is to ensure compatibility among various
land uses in order to preserve and protect the health, safety and general welfare of the
populous. Future land use planning provides predictability and security by protecting property
values and public and private investments in property improvements. Land use compatibility
provides compatible edges between communities, ensures adequate transportation network
capacity and establishes connectivity between existing and new development.
Key components of land use compatibility include the intensity of development and how
transitions between uses are addressed. Intensity of use is measured by density in residential
zones – typically dwelling units per acre. In commercial areas, intensity is typically measured by
floor area ratio (FAR), which compares the area of a building’s footprint on a lot to the amount
of total area that the building is allowed to encompass. A higher FAR ratio indicates a more
intense land use.
Land use compatibility issues include how well a proposed land use achieves the goals of the
Comprehensive Plan, if there are adequate facilities to serve the proposed use, and how
performance standards can be used to promote employment and economic growth while
protecting residential areas from noise, traffic, fumes and other externalities.

Protecting Ag Creates Efficient Development Patterns
While rural, large lot development is a popular lifestyle option, it is also resource-intensive,
expensive to serve, overly consumptive of land, and results in excessive vehicle miles traveled.
This low-density subdivision pattern is neither urban nor rural, a pattern that requires urban
facilities and services but is not dense enough to fiscally support such services. Continued
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CARROLL COUNTY AG HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pumpkins - #1 in Virginia
Vegetables - #4 in Virginia
Tomatoes - #4 in Virginia
Cattle & Calves - #5 in Virginia
Fruit - #7 in Virginia
Apples - #8 in Virginia

sprawl development erodes the County’s scenic appeal, threatens the viability of agricultural
operations, and undercuts the County’s fiscal stability.
Efficient land use planning results in compact, mixed-use development served by adequate
facilities and services that minimizes impacts on the environment and supports land and
resource conservation. An effective growth management strategy based on Growth Tiers, as set
forth by this Plan, directs intensive growth to appropriate areas served by facilities and services,
and preserves rural areas for open space, agricultural and less intensive rural uses. The Tier
system, by establishing specific levels of service, helps in directing growth to appropriate areas
of the county while preserving the rural character and agriculturally significant areas.

Protecting Ag Protects the Food Supply
Agriculture in the United States is the envy of the world, because of its ability to provide a safe
and economical source of food. America’s agricultural landscape, products, and methods are
exceptionally diverse-- ranging from compact practices to open fields, feedyards, pastures,
public auctions and farmer’s markets. The economic value of these products is based on the
abundance of animals and crops, made possible through successful farming techniques. Its
value, as America’s food supply, is among the most important, most vulnerable and least
protected of all potential targets of terrorists. With exposed fields, farms, and feedlots, our
livestock industry is considered a “soft” target in military terms.
Agriculture is one example of what can be called a critical infrastructure, or a system without
which our society cannot function. The contribution of agriculture to the overall economy is
undeniable and includes over $1 trillion per year, or approximately one-sixth of our gross
domestic product. As the nation’s largest employer, it includes one out of eight Americans, who
are involved in food production, distribution, or sales.
What is Agriculture Security?
Our trust in the modern food system (we have unparalleled access to food from around the
world) is so strong that many have come to take local agriculture for granted. The potential
for a breach of food security and/or skyrocketing costs seems increasingly more likely.
Relying on global markets as a main source of our food at the expense of a local food supply
system seems increasingly more questionable. The need for a comprehensive plan to
protect the food production system has emerged as a critical issue over the last several
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The issue of food security is
critical to a local ag-based
economy.

years. Partnerships—the best way to protect our food supply – requires the cooperation
and coordination of local farmers, truckers, feedlot owners, and other critical members of
the food-supply chain such as veterinarians and animal and plant health inspectors.
Communities throughout the United States are taking stock of what food and key items are
being produced locally (within a 100-mile radius) and identifying gaps in production. These
are first steps to securing on-going access to vital resources and addressing the issue of food
security as critical to a local economy. Emphasis on a localized economy will favor smallscale localized diverse industry over mass-marketed products.


Protect the national and international food chain from natural and manmade
events. Security from events that have a widespread negative effect on the food
chain, such as transportation disruptions, weather events, water shortage, foodborne illness, energy supply scarcity, protection of research facilities and other
components of the nation food system.



Viability of Local Farm/Local Food System. Security by promoting economic
viability of the local agriculture sector through management practices, resource
preservation, product diversity, value added activities, direct marketing and
complimentary uses.



Affordable access to food. Security exists when all people, at all times, have
physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their
dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life.

The goal for rural communities is to establish a system that protects agricultural operations,
protects the local economy, secures the local food supply and identifies threats to
agriculture before they become incidents. A broad range of tools, including communication,
partnerships, agricultural districts, community policing (Agro-Guard and Consolidated
American Network for Agriculture Resource Intelligence (CANARI) are two common
programs) can facilitate the transition towards a reliable and secure local, and regional, food
supply.
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Planning for Change
The Virginia Code (§ 15.2-2224) identifies four primary tools communities can use to implement
local plans - the Official Map, Subdivision Regulations, Zoning Regulations and the CIP. These
tools are identified in the land use element to emphasize their importance in helping coordinate
land use policy in a systematic and logical manner. Carroll County is committed to developing a
Comprehensive Plan that remembers our history, preserves our lifestyle, protect fiscal resources
and protects agricultural areas for future generations.

Official Map
The Carroll County Official Map is actually the series of maps found in the Comprehensive Plan.
Identifying all of the necessary components on a single map, such as public facilities, streets,
growth areas and future land uses, would produce an image only decipherable in an electronic
format. Using a series of specific purpose [official] maps is a more manageable and usable
approach. By showing the area on the Official Map, the County furthers the implementation of
the Plan by establishing the location of existing and proposed streets, open space, parks, other
public lands and facilities, waterways and floodplain, informing property owners and developers
of planned public improvements and land and easement acquisitions. The Official Map
identifies private and public lands for which the public may have a current or future need,
identifies and protects future improvements and extensions of the municipal road network and
provides notification of the location of potential public improvements and acquisitions, thus
preventing construction within future rights-of-way and other future public areas and
conservation easements. This provides for the coordination of public and private goals as
property owners are informed early in the capital improvements planning process of long-range
County goals for public facilities and services which allows development plans to be adjusted
before detailed and costly plans are prepared.
The Official Map is not a zoning map and it does not imply County responsibility for maintaining
or improving mapped roads or facilities. The inclusion of proposed right-of-way, easement or
other public facility does not constitute the opening or establishment of the street, the taking or
acceptance of land or obligate the County to improve or maintain such streets or land until the
time of dedication or purchase. The Official Map is not a taking of land; it does not prevent use
of all land rights on mapped parcels. Inclusion of a parcel within the Official Map indicates the
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need for additional review to ensure that the proposed use or development is compatible with
existing or planned County facilities, and that development will not preclude efficient building or
operation of such facilities.

Subdivision Regulations
"Subdivision" means the division of any parcel of land into a number of lots, blocks or sites as
specified in a local ordinance, law, rule or regulation, with or without streets or highways, for
the purpose of sale, transfer of ownership, or development. The term "subdivision" may include
any alteration of lot lines or dimensions of any lots or sites shown on a plat previously approved
and filed in the office of the county clerk or register of the county in which such plat is located.
Subdivisions may be defined and delineated by local regulation, as either "major" or "minor",
with the review procedures and criteria for each set forth in such local regulations.
Subdivision regulations set standards for streets, drainage ways, sewage disposal, water
systems, and other aspects of public welfare. They are needed to protect communities and
ensure building lots provide a wholesome living environment for future residents. These
regulations ensure adequate lot size, public access and the availability of public services to each
lot created. They also help to conserve natural, scenic, historic and recreational areas.
Subdivision regulations also eliminate the need for excessive public expenditures by making the
developer responsible for the installation of basic public facilities before the recording and sale
of lots.
The Plan will not impact the standards and requirements of the Carroll County Subdivision
Regulations.

Zoning Regulations
Zoning divides a locality into specific districts and establishes regulations concerning the use,
placement, spacing and size of land and buildings within the respective districts. Zoning is
intended to avoid disruptive land use patterns by preventing activities on one property from
generating external effects that are detrimental to other properties. Zoning ordinances, if
drafted by the planning commission and adopted by the governing body, must feature text
describing each district and the district regulations, as well as a map detailing the location and
extent of each district throughout the community.
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Development regulations are
considered the quintessential tool
of plan implementation.

To be effective, zoning ordinances need to reflect the views of how land within a jurisdiction
can, or should, be used at the present time, as well as in the future. These views should be
reflected in the community’s comprehensive plan. Thus, when a property owner petitions a
locality for a rezoning (zoning map amendment), the planning staff, planning commission and
the local governing body must refer to the comprehensive plan to determine if the rezoning
request comports with the plan’s goals, objectives, policies and vision. Indeed, the planning
commission and the governing body must each hold public hearings before acting on any
rezoning proposal. In addition to hearing the public’s perspective regarding the proposed
rezoning, the commission and governing body alike must identify and share the facts and
findings each body used in deciding to support or reject the proposed rezoning.
Zoning regulations, in both theory and practice, must be consistent with the Comprehensive
Plan - this is a mandate in Virginia and more than half of the states nationwide. This does not
necessarily mean that a community should zone to the plan, which means to rezone property to
conform to the planned future land use map. Rather, it means that the development standards
pertaining to various districts and land uses should reflect the goals and policies set forth in the
comprehensive plan. At present, Carroll County does not rely on zoning, and it is important to
understand that the Comprehensive Plan is not another name for zoning.
Zoning for Agriculture
Large lot zoning is one of the techniques in a more inclusive category of zoning techniques called
agricultural zoning or agricultural protection zoning. Agricultural zoning simply requires that the
minimum lot size in a designated rural zoning district is set at a large enough size to protect
agricultural activities from excessive encroachment of residential and other non-agricultural
land uses. In Virginia, many counties use large lot zoning.2 In particular, Virginia counties with a
large agricultural industry rely on many farm owners and operators to help protect farms and
rural areas from the encroachment of residential and other urban land uses.

2

Examples of Agricultural and Large Lot Zoning in Virginia, with their minimum lot sizes identified, include Accomack
County (5 acre minimum lot size), Amelia County (5 acre minimum lot size), Fauquier County (25 to 50 acre minimum
lot size), Hanover County (10 acre minimum lot size), Isle of Wight County (40 acre minimum lot size), Loudoun
County (20 to 40 acre minimum lot size), Powhatan County (10 acre minimum lot size), Prince William County (10 acre
minimum lot size) and Rappahannock County (25 acre minimum lot size). Of these, Accomack. Fauquier, Hanover, Isle
of Wight, and Loudoun also encourage clustering to preserve agricultural lands.
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Development regulations, in both
theory and practice, must be
consistent with the Comprehensive
Plan – this is a mandate in Virginia
and more than half of the states
nationwide.

At present, Carroll County does not
rely on zoning, and it is important to
understand that the Comprehensive
Plan is not another name for zoning.

Agricultural and large lot zoning limits the intensity of rural development by dispersing new
houses in a low density pattern. It reduces the immediate development pressure on farmland,
but is not a permanent measure. When establishing large lot zoning regulations, care must be
given to ensure that landowners continue to be permitted a reasonable use of their property.
The concept of agricultural zoning is very flexible. It can be broadly or narrowly defined, as
needed, to accomplish the goals the County is attempting to achieve. It also can be used to
prevent intense subdivision of land, or discourage non-ag uses, adjacent to farms. Through the
numerous discussions that have taken place during the planning process, Carroll County
absolutely concurs with the sentiment repeatedly heard and offered by the Farm Bureau that
the role for development regulations in agricultural areas isn’t about taking away rights, but
protecting farm investment and protecting public health and safety.
Agricultural zoning can be used as an incentive, to encourage the location of agricultural
businesses and support services in appropriate areas. It also can be used to promote the
clustering of lots, homes and structures on agricultural lands in order to protect other areas for
agricultural uses, and promote development on lands that have easy access to highways and are
served by public water and sewer. By promoting more compact development patterns, the
County can reduce the amount of land needed for new development; retain more land for
conservation and agricultural purposes.
Other frequently used tools for agricultural preservation include nuisance easements (also
referred to as ‘right to farm’ easements, conservation easements and supporting property tax
incentives.


Nuisance easements may be placed on any property in an agricultural area as a
condition of development. Future property owners are notified through the easement
that their property might be negatively impacted by nearby farm operations, and they
are restricted from taking legal action against agricultural uses for creating “nuisances,”
such as noise or odor.



Conservation easements allow agricultural property owners to voluntarily restrict the
right to develop their land. Related to this are Transfer or Purchase of Development
Right (TDR) programs. These programs allow a farmer to voluntarily give up the
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development rights of their property, and transfer or sell those development rights to a
developer in an area that is more appropriate for development. The farmer generally
receives a cash payment and tax benefits, and the developer is allowed to develop at
higher intensities than would otherwise have been possible. TDR programs are now
permissible in Virginia.


Common tax incentives include differential or preferential taxation. Differential
taxation ensures that a parcel is taxed at its value for agricultural use, rather than for its
potential value as developed property to reduce the tax burden on farmers.
Preferential taxation taxes property at a lower rate in exchange for the property owner
agreeing to not develop for an agreed upon time period in order to slow potential
conversion of agricultural land to development (there also may be federal tax credits
available for lands used and conserved as farms).



Farm Priority Areas (FPAs) can be established, which are smaller than exclusive
agricultural zoning districts, but may cross political jurisdictions. FPAs can be designed
to require that any development must serve farms or farming families in the area.



Small-Acreage Farming Areas (SAFAs) are a type of exclusive agricultural zoning district,
with a minimum lot size of less than 35 acres. These areas can be established to support
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) farms, including vegetable or other specialty
farms that don’t require large amounts of land and may be less intensive than other
commercial farming operations.

Capital Improvement Program
The CIP is an important tool that ensures the County has the capacity to provide and maintain
necessary public facilities and services and that the facilities and services are cost-effectively
planned and equitably financed. A short-range CIP (and budget) should identify and estimate
costs of capital improvements and annual obligations (for staffing, training, etc.) required to
serve development for a 5- to 10-year period, whereas a long-range CIP (and budget) should
identify and estimate costs of improvements and annual obligations needed to serve
development for a 10- to 20-year period. As part of the planning process, and updated with
each annual CIP and budgetary process, the County will use the new CIP to guide the
development of facilities and services in a sustainable, planned manner. Projects within the CIP
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would be prioritized to identify which are most important and critical, such as by the following
factors:


Removes/prevents imminent threat to public health or safety;



Improves the quality / corrects deficiency of existing services;



Provides incentive for economic development;



Reduces long-term operating costs;



Improves efficiency; and



Furthers the goals of the Comprehensive Plan.

The “2232” Review
The comprehensive plan is considered advisory and it serves as a guide for the physical
development of the territory within the locality’s jurisdiction. However, according to § 15.22232 of the Virginia Code, the comprehensive plan ―shall control the general and approximate
location, character, and extent of each feature shown.‖ Thus, while the comprehensive plan
itself does not directly regulate land use, the plan does have status as a fundamental instrument
of land use control once it is adopted by the local governing body.
Section 15.2-2232 provides that unless a feature is already shown on the adopted plan, no
street or connection to an existing street, park or other public area, public building or public
structure, public utility facility or public service corporation, whether publicly or privately
owned, shall be constructed, established or authorized until its location has been approved by
the local planning commission as being substantially in accord with the adopted comprehensive
plan.

Growth Boundaries / Community Services Boundaries
A growth boundary, also called a community services boundary, is an officially adopted and
mapped line beyond which the local government does not support development for a specified
period of time. Growth and service boundaries are planning tools that promote more efficient,
orderly, and compact development. For communities adopting them, they are two components
of a growth management program designed to uphold community character, protect water and
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other natural resources, promote efficient development and use of public infrastructure,
stimulate community and economic development, and impart long term, comprehensive
thinking about the community’s future. Growth is supported inside the boundary with utilities
and development-friendly policies. Growth is discouraged outside the boundary. Growth
boundaries promote compact and contiguous development patterns that can be effectively
served by public services and preserve open space, agricultural land, and environmentally
sensitive areas that are not currently suitable for urban development. Growth boundaries also
help:


Manage leapfrog or sprawling development;



Support densities needed for public transportation systems;



Protect natural resources;



Protect farmland so that it is viable for modern agriculture operations;



Manage expenditures for urban services including road maintenance, water and sewer
service provision, and police and fire protection.

Extensions of infrastructure, particularly water and sewer lines and major streets, significantly
affect the timing and density of development. Community service areas (the area within a
growth or services boundary) are the area in which certain public services, primarily water and
sewer, will be provided and outside of which such services will not be extended thus
discouraging development sprawl.
The Comprehensive Plan will designate areas which are planned for immediate or long-term
utility service, coordinating development approvals and utility extensions to achieve an orderly
and compact development pattern adjacent to existing developed area. Growth boundaries in
Virginia are not zoning designations, but rather policy designations established in the
comprehensive plan so as to guide decisions about rezoning applications and public
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infrastructure investments.3 As described in this element, a growth boundary and community
service areas are identified as the Planned Growth Area Tier.

Service Districts
A service district is a defined area within which the County would plan for, coordinate and
provide and maintain public facilities and services, such as water and sewer. Service Districts
(sometimes called Special Service Districts) are legally defined geographic portions of a
jurisdiction established by the local governing body.4 They are created to provide additional,
more complete, or more timely services of government than are desired in the locality as a
whole. Property owners within the special service district may pay a higher tax rate in exchange
for these enhanced services. The service district allows the County to develop and manage
facilities and services more efficiently and cost effectively. A district of this type also could be
used to stimulate infill development or economic development within its boundaries and
provide a more efficient use of land in harmony with its natural characteristics; preserve more
usable open space, agricultural land, tree cover, recreation areas or scenic vistas and expand the
opportunity for the development of affordable housing. Service districts are easy to create and
have a long history of use across the Commonwealth for the purposes listed above.

Building the Plan
The Carroll County Comprehensive Plan has been built around a methodology designed to serve
as a development guide for decision-makers and stakeholders. To accomplish this task, past and
current land use development patterns were examined and future patterns were projected
based data and local preferences. The process, which will be described in detail in the following
pages, can be summarized as follows:
1. Identify and analyze existing land uses and development patterns;

3

See Virginia Code § 15.2-2223, et seq. Chesterfield and Hanover counties identify Planned Growth Areas (public
water and sewer is required for development in the planned growth area). Chesterfield also has a Deferred Growth
Area (no planned water and sewer extensions in this area, where development is discouraged).
4
Sections 15.2-2400 through 15.2-2405 of the Code of Virginia grant localities the authority to create and fund service
districts.
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2. Use GIS (geographic information system) data to conduct a data-based land evaluation
and suitability analysis;
3. Apply zonal statistics aggregate the raw data into parcel-based data and maps;
4. Identify and apply existing and planned water and sewer service areas, using centroid
analysis to establish parcel-based service areas;
5. Refine the resulting data into broad Development Tiers, including an Agricultural
Protection Tier, a Planned Growth Areas Tier and a Developed Areas Tier; and a matrix
of future land uses applicable to each Tier, based on the need for and the availability
and adequacy of public facilities and services.

Existing Land Use
Table 11 and Map 3 show existing land uses in Carroll County, which indicates the following
trends:


Residential development is the single most intensive use of developed land in rural
areas. As the County expands, the demand for land for residential development far
surpasses the demand for land for other uses. Carroll County has a relatively low
projected rate of growth, but the greatest demand on the land will come from the
residential sector.



Suburban Residential uses, as designated by the Assessor, have sprawled across the
County, encroaching into agricultural and rural areas, but are most prevalent west of I77 and south of the Blue Ridge Parkway.



Traditionally, commercial activity within the County has been limited to scattered small
general merchandise stores located within farming communities, while high density
commercial development has occurred only in the population centers of Hillsville and
Galax. Evidence suggests a change in this historic pattern, however, as the commercial
sector expands to meet the increasing demands of the population. Increased
commercial activity of recent years has resulted in the development of commercial
establishments along major roadways, principally Highways 58, 52, and 221. With the
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completion of Interstate 77 through the County, income from travelers has played an
expanding role in the commercial sector.


Through the growth of manufacturing employment, industrial activity has become the
dominant economic factor in the County’s economy, and manufacturing jobs are now
the predominant type of employment. In order to enhance the continued economic
growth of the County and provide a stable and broad employment base to residents, the
Comprehensive Plan emphasizes continued development of the industrial sector.



It will only be a matter of a few years until development between Galax and Hillsville,
along Highway 58, forms a continuous commercial corridor. Planning now, to anticipate
how that corridor should look and operate is crucial.



Opportunities abound for creating a purpose-driven activity center at Fancy Gap as well
as other activity centers including recreation-based mixed use activity centers. The map
also shows the potential for rural activity centers, ideal for rural businesses, along
Highways 52 (in the south), 58 (in the southeast) and 221 (in the northeast).

Table 11: Existing Land Use
Acres
Vacant
Conservation
Forestry
Agricultural
Suburban Residential
Urban Residential
Commercial
Multi Family
Public Quasi Public
ROW
Unknown
Total
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48,364
14,422
34,635
165,700
30,821
1,042
2,677
71
3,605
162
398
301,897

Percent
16.0%
4.8%
11.5%
54.9%
10.2%
0.3%
0.9%
0.0%
1.2%
0.1%
0.1%

Map 3: Existing Land Use
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Table 12 and Map 4 show the distribution and size of parcels throughout the County. Map 5 is a
“heat map” that identifies parcel density.
Table 12: Parcel Size Distribution
Size in Acres
0.00 - 1.00

14,606

1.01 - 10.00

13,155

10.01 - 25.00

3,166

25.01 - 100.00

2,753

100.01 +
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Number of
Parcels

383

Map 4: Parcel Size Distribution / Fragmentation
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Map 5: Parcel Density
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Table 13 shows the average assessed dollar value of building permits by district and the total
assessed value of all building permits by district (districts are delineated in Map 1). The average
value per acre is illustrated in Map 6. Map 7 illustrates the relative assessed value per acre in
the County. The average assessed value per acre is $10,926.

Table 13: Assessed Value of Building Permit Activity
Average Value Building
Permit Activity

Total Value Building
Permit Activity

Fancy Gap

$65,451

$46,732,000

Laurel Fork

$53,244

$37,696,600

Pine Creek

$51,011

$22,750,900

Pipers Gap

$58,036

$55,018,400

Sulphur Springs

$50,068

$42,357,800

Hillsville

$32,801

$9,643,500

Total

$54,132

$214,199,200

District
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Map 6: Average Value Per Acre
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Map 7: Building Permit Assessment Value
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Land Evaluation and Suitability Analysis
A land development suitability model was developed to provide decision makers and interested
parties with a quantitative tool for assessing the environmental and infrastructural
opportunities and limitations within the County. The model incorporates a weighting procedure
that allows the user to increase or decrease the relative importance of a variety of economic
and natural resource factors. Factors are based on geographic information system (GIS) datasets
assembled from multiple sources including local, state, federal and other non-governmental
sources. A development suitability map is only one of many tools that are used in the
preparation of a land use plan. A final land use plan cannot be simply generated directly from a
suitability map; although it is possible to generate a conceptual-level map showing where
development should occur from a suitability map. Three broad factor categories were used:


Identify land suitable for agricultural protection;



Identify environmentally sensitive land;



Identify lands proximal to infrastructure and investment.

The purpose of a land use suitability analysis is to provide a rational, systematic guide for
identifying areas which are more suitable for development, and identifying areas which should
be maintained for rural or agricultural uses, or protected as conservation areas. The suitability
analysis is created using (GIS) data, which is data that is registered to a geographic coordinate
system. The fact that the data sets are registered to a coordinate system makes it possible to
add up the values of the input data sets, to create an overall score that indicates the degree of
development suitability at every point on the map within the Carroll County.
Various factors were weighted, as shown in Table 15, by applying multipliers that reflect
judgments regarding the relative importance of each factor. A total of twenty-three factors
were used to create the development suitability map for Carroll County. The source and
content of these input data sets, and their relevance to land development suitability, is
described in the following sections. Maps for each of the factors are shown following the table.
After each factor is presented, a composite map (Map 8) shows the output based on the 22
factors, indicating development suitability based on the following presumptions:
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Low Suitability for Development (High Agricultural Sensitivity). In these areas, there is a
presumption that land is not suitable for development. This does not preclude
development, but requires a showing by the applicant that sufficient conditions exist
that, should development occur, on- and off-site mitigation attributable to the proposed
development is required and addressed.



Moderate Suitability for Development (Moderate Agricultural Sensitivity). In these
areas, there is no presumption regarding suitability (that land is suitable or not suitable
for development).



High Suitability for Development (Low Agricultural Sensitivity). In these areas, there is a
presumption that land is suitable for development. This does not guarantee that a
proposed development is appropriate for any specific location.

Table 14 shows the total land acreage in each suitability ranking.
Table 14: Land Suitability Acreage
Percent

Acres

Protected

5.3%

16,228

Least Suitability

53.0%

162,007

Moderate Suitability

34.4%

105,094

Highest Suitability

7.4%

22,504
305,833
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Table 15: Factors and Weighting Table
Land Evaluation and Suitability Analysis Factors

Presumption of Non-Ag Development Suitability
Moderate
Low Suitability
High Suitability
Suitability

Factor
Weighting

Factor 1
1.1
1.2

Identify land suitable for agricultural protection
Identify on-site agricultural use
Identify prime farmland classification

Cropland
All Prime farmland

Grassland
Farmland of
Statewide
Importance

Developed
Not Prime
Farmland

6
1

15.0%
2.5%

Factor 2
2.1

Identify environmentally sensitive land
Identify land proximal to wetlands

within 500 ft

outside, within 1/4mile
modeled
10% to 25%
outside, within 1/4mile
within 500 feet
moderate risk

outside, 1/4-mile
or greater
not within
Below 10%
outside, 1/4-mile

1

2.5%

2
2
1

5.0%
5.0%
2.5%

outside 500 feet
lowest risk
non-forest land
outside, 1/4-mile
or greater
Not Limited
outside 1/4 mile

2
2
1
1

5.0%
5.0%
2.5%
2.5%

1
1

2.5%
2.5%

Not Limited
within boundary
less than 2-miles
less than 1/2 mile
Within 1/4-mile
less than 1/4-mile
inside
within 1/4 mile
within 1/4 mile
within 1/4 mile

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
1

2.5%
2.5%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
7.5%
7.5%
2.5%

2.2
2.3
2.4

Identify important habitat areas
Identify lands with steep slope
Identify land proximal to drainage

confirmed
Greater than 25%
within 500 ft

2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8

Identify land proximal to 100 year floodplain
Identify land within fire risk areas
Identify forested land
Proximity to impaired and or scenic rivers

within 100 year FP
highest risk
forest land
within 500 ft

2.9
2.10

Identify land with septic limitations
Conservation and game lands

Very Limited
within 500 ft

outside, within 1/4mile
Somewhat Limited
within 1/4 mile

Very Limited
outside 1/2 mile
greater than 4-miles
greater than 1 mile
More than 1/2-mile
greater than 1/2-mile
outside
outside 1/2 mile
outside 1/2 mile
outside 1/2 mile

Somewhat Limited
within 1/2 mile
2-mile to 4-miles
1/2 mile to 1 mile
1/4-mile to 1/2-mile
1/4-mile to 1/2-mile
within 1/2-mile
within 1/2-mile
within 1/2-mile

Factor 3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10

Identify lands proximal to infrastructure and investment
Identify soil suitable for dwellings without basements
Identify land proximal to municipal boundary
Identify land proximal to fire station
Identify land proximal to school
Identify land proximal to highway interchange
Identify land proximal to major road
Identify economic development opportunities
Identify land proximal to sewer lines
Identify land proximal to water lines
Proximity to community trails and parks
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Map 8: Composite Land Evaluation and Suitability Analysis Map
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Factor 1.1 – Agricultural Use of Land
Data Source:
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), National Agricultural
Statistics Service (NASS).
Description of the Data:
The USDA, National Agricultural Statistics Service, 2008 Virginia Cropland
Data Layer (CDL), 2008 Edition. The CDL is produced using satellite imagery
from various sources that are converted to agricultural crop types. The
strength and emphasis of the CDL is agricultural land cover. Please note that
no farmer reported data are derivable from the Cropland Data Layer.
Relevance:
When farmland is developed, the resulting fragmentation of the land base puts new
pressures on farmers and foresters who now face a public that is increasingly
divorced from agriculture, and who are not accustomed to the sights, sounds and
smells associated with working farms and forests. Approximately 1/6th of the
County is harvested agricultural land.
Methodology:
The Cropland Data Layer depicts numerous types of agricultural products. All of
these crop types were consolidated into an agricultural use class. The agricultural
class was given the lowest development suitability, grasslands and other barren
land was given a moderate suitability, and developed or urban classed lands were
given the highest suitability.
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Total Harvested Acres
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Factor 1.2 – Prime Farmland Soil Classification
Data Source:
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), National Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS).
Description of the Data:
Prime farmland is land that has the best combination of physical
and chemical characteristics for producing food, feed, forage, fiber,
and oilseed crops and that is available for these uses. It has the
combination of soil properties, growing season, and moisture supply needed
to produce sustained high yields of crops in an economic manner if it
is treated and managed according to acceptable farming methods.
Relevance:
Food is produced on prime farmland more efficiently and with less soil erosion, resulting
in less pollution from sediment, nutrients and pesticides. When prime land is lost, it not
only takes more non-prime land to produce the same amount of food, but
also results in lower returns per unit of production input. Approximately
1/3rd of the County is Prime or Statewide Importance lands.

Farm Land Classification

Methodology:
Prime Farmlands received the lowest suitability rating, Statewide
Importance land received a moderate rating while Not Prime Farmland
received the most suitable for development rating.

All areas are prime
farmland

Farmland of
statewide
importance
Not prime farmland
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Factor 2.1 – Wetlands
Data Source:
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), Virginia Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ).
Description of the Data:
“Wetlands” is the collective term for marshes, swamps, bogs, and similar
areas found in generally flat vegetated areas, in depressions in the
landscape, and between dry land and water along the edges of streams,
rivers, lakes, and coastlines. This data set represents the extent,
approximate location and type of wetlands and deepwater habitats in the
conterminous United States.
Relevance:
Wetlands have important filtering capabilities for intercepting surface water runoff from
higher dry land before the runoff reaches open water. Wetlands
comprise 1.5% of the County. Benefits include:






filters and replenishes groundwater
acts as a flood buffer like a sponge
provides and protects fishing and hunting habitat
mitigates / prevents erosion
provides natural products (food)

Methodology:
Areas in or within 500 feet of wetlands received the least suitable
rating, lands between 500 feet and ¼ mile were moderate and land
outside ¼ mile received the highest development suitability rating.
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Types of Wetlands within
Carroll County
Freshwater Emergent Wetland
Freshwater Forested/Shrub
Wetland
Freshwater Pond
Other
Riverine

Factor 2.2 – Habitat
Data Source:
Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (DGIF), Virginia Marine
Resources Commission (VMRC), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS).
Description of the Data:
Carroll County is mostly situated within the “Blue Ridge” habitat region as
defined within the Virginia Wildlife Action Plan. According to the Wildlife
Plan, the County is habitat for one endangered turtle species (Bog turtle).
This indicates either a lack of bio-diversity within the County, or a lack of
habitat fragmentation due to development.
Relevance:
Fragmentation and development of habitat is one of the most frequently identified
issues facing wildlife preservation and diversity. To address these issues, those
responsible for land planning will need to be more fully engaged in wildlife
conservation efforts.
Methodology:
Areas that are confirmed to be habitat of the Bog turtle received a least suitable
rating; areas that were calculated to be habitat of the bog turtle received a
moderate rating, while areas outside of those received the highest development
suitability rating.

Percent Habitat
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Confirmed
Habitat
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Predicted
Habitat

Non-Habitat

Factor 2.3 – Steep Slope
Data Source:
United States Geological Survey (USGS).
Description of the Data:
The data is a 10 meter grid file of elevation within the County. This data is
widely used in LESA type models.
Relevance:
Steep slope areas are more prone to erosion, subsidence, and landslide
hazards, as well as high wildfire hazards (wildfire spread rapidly up steep
slopes). Erosion on steep slopes contributes to siltation and other water
quality problems in water bodies that are fed by runoff from these slopes. In
addition, most of the scenic landscape features in the County (canyons, escarpments,
prominent peaks and ridges) are characterized by steep slope areas. Development is
more costly due to grading.

Percent Slope

Methodology:
50.0%

Topography was evaluated for the% of slope using GIS software. The areas of
less than 15% slope were given the highest suitability rating while areas over
25% received the least suitable rating. Land in between 15% and 25% received
a moderate development suitability rating.

40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
0 - 15%
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15 - 25%

Over 25%

Factor 2.4 – Drainage
Data Source:
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS); Horizon Systems.
Description of the Data:
Horizons Systems has been tasked with updating drainage paths data. This
data depicts likely and known paths of water flow and their direction.
Relevance:
Carroll County is uniquely situated within 50 miles of 4 (out of 18 contiguous
USA) sub-basins; the Mid-Atlantic, the South Atlantic-Gulf, Ohio and
Tennessee. Areas in close proximity to surface waters have a higher degree
of impact on these surface waters from storm water runoff contaminants,
siltation, septic tank effluent, and leaks and spills of chemicals and petroleum
products. Areas in close proximity to streams and rivers are also more prone
to flash flooding, and often contain significant wildlife habitat and wildlife
movement corridors. Protecting drinking water sources is always a high
priority for sustainable development.
Methodology:
"High Constraints" are locations within 500 feet of stream or river. "Moderate
Constraints" are within 500 feet and one quarter mile from drainage. "Low
Constraints" are greater than one quarter mile from drainage and are most
suitable for development.

Percent Within Riparian
Area
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Within 500 Feet Betweem 500 fet Beyond 1/4 Mile
and 1/4 Mile
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Factor 2.5 – Floodplain
Data Source:
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Description of the Data:
Flood hazard areas are determined using statistical analysis of records of
river flow, storm tides, and rainfall; information obtained through
consultation with the community; floodplain topographic surveys; and
hydrologic and hydraulic analyses. FEMA defines a 100 year flood as: a flood
that has a 1% chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year. The
100-year flood, which is the standard used by most Federal and State
agencies, is used by the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) as the
standard for floodplain management and to determine the need for flood
insurance. A structure located within a special flood hazard area shown on a
NFIP map has a 26% chance of suffering flood damage during the term of a 30
year mortgage. Mortgaged property within areas designated in the 100 year
floodplain is required to carry flood insurance.
Relevance:

Land Area in Carroll County
Within 100 Year Floodplain

Percent

5,713

1.9%

Outside 100 Year Floodplain

299,725

98.1%

Total

305,438

100-year floodplain consists of those areas that are most susceptible to inundation from
floods. Development in floodplains has a high level of susceptibility for damage to life
and property.
Methodology:
"Least Suitable" locations represent those areas within
FEMA's 100 year floodplain "Moderate Suitability" are
within a 500 foot buffer of the 100 year floodplain, and
"Most Suitable" areas are outside the 500 foot buffer.
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Acres

Factor 2.6 – Fire Risk
Data Source:
The Virginia Department of Forestry (VDOF)
Description of the Data:
The VDOF Wildfire Risk Assessment model that aims to: (1) identify areas
where conditions are more conducive and favorable to wildfire occurrence
and wildfire advancement; (2) identify areas that require closer scrutiny at
larger scales; and (3) examine the spatial relationships between areas of
relatively high risk and other geographic features of concern such as
woodland home communities, fire stations and fire hydrants.
Relevance:
High wildfire fuel loads is associated with a high level of hazard for wildfire
damage to property and injuries to persons, and high costs to the public for fighting
wildfires.
Methodology:
Lands with the highest Fire Risk received the lowest development
score while lands with the lowest Fire Risk received the highest
development suitability score.

Land Percent Within Fire Risk
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Highest Fire Risk
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Moderate Fire Risk

Lowest Fire Risk

Factor 2.7 – Forested Land
Data Source:
United States Forest Service
Description of the Data:
The Virginia Forest Cover Map (VFCM 2005) was developed to identify forest
in Virginia as defined by the United States Forest Service (USFS) Forest
Inventory and Analysis (FIA) Program.
Relevance:
Forest fires can endanger and burn homes and businesses. Fires that start as
structural fires can also spread to the forest. Ninety-eight% of forest fires in
Virginia are caused by humans. More people in or near the forest can cause
more forest fires. Surveys show that over the past 15 years the number of woodland
homes developments in Virginia has increased from 524 to 2,914 and the number of
dwellings in those developments from 18,203 to 138,111.
Methodology:
Data is based on VFCM forest fragmentation analysis dataset.
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Factor 2.8 – Impaired or Scenic River
Data Source:
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ); Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation (DCR)
Description of the Data:
The DCR Scenic Rivers Program encourages the protection of rivers with
scenic, recreational, historic and natural characteristics. If locally adopted,
the properties along designated scenic rivers may be eligible to get a special
tax assessment to reduce the tax liability. DEQ Impaired Rivers data derives
from water quality reporting requirements of the Commonwealth of Virginia
under Sections 305(b), 303(d), 106, 314 and 319 of the Federal Clean Water
Act and the Virginia Water Quality Monitoring, Information and Restoration
Act (Section 62.1-44.19:5 C of the Code of Virginia).
Relevance:
Additional conservation measures should be considered for rivers designated as
Impaired and or scenic. These rivers have been specially designated by either a panel or
advisor committee or through thorough analysis of existing conditions as mandated by
Federal Law. Encroaching development can have adverse impacts on both the scenic
and ecosystematic qualities of rivers.
Methodology:
Impaired and Scenic River datasets were merged into one file. Areas within 500 feet of
an impaired or scenic river received the least development suitability score, areas
between 500 feet and ¼ mile received moderate suitability score while areas outside ¼
mile received the highest development suitability score.
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Carroll County Rivers

Length in Miles

Impaired River
Scenic River
*There is a small degree of overlap.

111.6
57.8

Factor 2.9 – Soil Septic Limitations
Data Source:
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
Description of the Data:
Septic tank absorption fields are areas in which effluent from a septic tank is
distributed into the soil through subsurface tiles or perforated pipe. Only
that part of the soil between depths of 24 and 60 inches is evaluated. The
ratings are based on the soil properties that affect absorption of the
effluent, construction and maintenance of the system, and public health.
Saturated hydraulic conductivity, depth to a water table, ponding, depth to
bedrock or a cemented pan, and flooding affect absorption of the effluent.
Stones and boulders, and bedrock or a cemented pan interfere with
installation. Subsidence interferes with installation and maintenance.
Excessive slope may cause lateral seepage and surfacing of the effluent in downslope
areas.
Relevance:
Areas with soils that are poorly suited to septic tank use are more prone to surface and
groundwater contamination from septic tanks, higher costs of septic tank installation
and maintenance, and higher risks of septic tank failure.
Methodology:

Soils with Septic
Limitations
Not rated
Somewhat limited
Very limited

Areas that are classified as “Very Limited” received the least
suitable development score, while “Somewhat limited” areas
Acres
received a moderate score. There are no areas that are
32,694
classified as “Not Limited” within Carroll County. “Not Rated”
56,177
Areas received the lowest suitability score. These areas
219,772
generally are areas with excessive slope.
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Factor 2.10 – Conservation and Recreation Protected Lands
Data Source:
Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR)
Description of the Data:
This dataset contains the boundaries for lands of conservation and
recreational interest in Virginia.
Relevance:
Development is usually discouraged in close proximity to lands that have
been identified as conservation or are managed by a conservation entity
such as VLCF, VDOF, DCR, and other various state federal and local
organizations and agencies. These lands include:
 lands for recreational purposes
 lands for threatened or endangered species, fish and wildlife habitat
 natural areas
 and agricultural and forestall lands and open space.

Methodology:
Areas within 500 feet of protected land
received the least development
suitability score, areas between 500 feet
and ¼ mile received moderate suitability
score while areas outside ¼ received
highest development suitability score.
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Carroll County Conservation Land Acres
Big Branch NF Special Biological Areas
Blue Ridge Boy Scout Camp*
Blue Ridge Parkway National Park
Crooked Creek Wildlife Management Area
George Washington and Jefferson National Forest
Hawks State Forest
Mountain Meadow Preserve
New River Trail State Park
Stewarts Creek Wildlife Management Area
Total
*Boy Scout Camp abuts the County and is included
within the analysis

Federal
498

Local

Private

State

13,822
40,642
1,733
140,726
122
42

181,865

42

13,822

642
1,080
3,577

Factor 3.1 – Soil Dwelling without Basements Limitations
Data Source:
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
Description of the Data:
The ratings for dwellings are based on the soil properties that affect the
capacity of the soil to support a load without movement and on the
properties that affect excavation and construction costs. The properties that
affect the load-supporting capacity include depth to a water table, ponding,
flooding, subsidence, linear extensibility (shrink-swell potential), and
compressibility.
Relevance:
Areas with low bearing strength and stability of soils for structure are associated with
higher development costs and potential failure of structures, roads, and water and
sewer lines from subsidence.
Methodology:

Soil Rating: Dwellings
without Basements

Areas rated as “Not Limited” received the highest suitability score while
areas rated “Very Limited” received the lowest score. “Not Rated” areas
are generally areas of significant slope.
Not limited
Not rated
Somewhat limited
Very limited
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Factor 3.2 – Proximity to Municipal Boundary
Data Source:
Carroll County GIS
Description of the Data:
Municipal Boundary proximity is commonly used in LESA systems throughout
the County. Current municipal boundaries usually indicate areas where
investment in infrastructure is greatest. Building upon and utilizing existing
infrastructure is generally regarded as a more sustainable approach to new
development.
Relevance:
Proximity to existing municipalities associated with the availability and
efficiency of public facilities and services, and proximity to employment and retail
centers which are more commonly found within municipalities, as opposed to outlying
areas. Encouraging development within areas close to existing municipalities promotes
a compact and efficient pattern of development, which decreases the cost of public
facilities and services and transportation.
Methodology:
Areas within the communities of Hillsville and Galax were determined to be most
suitable for development activity, while areas outside of half mile were determined to
be least suitable for development.
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Factor 3.3 – Fire Station Proximity
Data Source:
Carroll County GIS
Description of the Data:
The dataset represents the location of each fire station within the County.
Relevance:
Proximity to fire stations is associated with adequate emergency response
times, and is associated with the cost to the public of maintaining adequate
levels of fire protection. Response coverage also affects insurance rates.
Methodology:
Areas within a 2 mile radius (4 minute response radius at 35 mph) received the highest
development suitability, areas within 2 – 4 miles (8 minute response radius at 35 mph)
received moderate suitability score while areas outside the 8 minute response radius
received the least suitable for development score.

Carroll County Fire Stations
Laurel Fork Fire
Cana Fire #1
Cana Fire #2 - Lambsburg
Hillsville Fire #1
Hillsville Fire #3 - Dugspur
Cana Fire #3 - Mt Bethel
Cana Fire #4 - Cascade Station
Carroll County Fire And Rescue
Hillsville Fire #2 - Airport
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Factor 3.4 – Elementary and Middle School Proximity
Data Source:
Carroll County GIS
Description of the Data:
The dataset represents the location of each school within the County.
Relevance:
Proximity to elementary and middle schools is associated with the
desirability of land for residential development (parents generally prefer to
be close to schools), and is associated with the costs to the public of
transporting children to and from schools.
Methodology:
Areas within .5 mile of elementary or middle schools receive the highest suitability score
while areas between .5 and 1 mile receive moderate development suitability scores.
Areas outside 1 mile receive the lowest suitability score.
Carroll County Elementary and Middle Schools
Gladesboro Elementary School
Fancy Gap Elementary School
Laurel Elementary School
Woodlawn School
Gladeville Elementary School
Oakland Elementary School
Carroll County Intermediate
Hillsville Elementary School
St Paul School
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Factor 3.5 – Highway Interchange Proximity
Data Source:
Planning Works, ESRI
Description of the Data:
Planning Works identified major highway interchanges within the County.
Relevance:
Proximity to freeway interchanges is an indicator of the degree of access of
land to the thoroughfare network and the regional transportation system.
These areas tend to foster commercial investment.
Methodology:
Areas within ¼ mile of an interchange receive the highest development suitability.
Areas between ¼ mile and ½ mile receive moderate suitability score, while areas outside
½ mile receive the least development
suitability score.
Carroll County Highway Interchanges
Exit 1 (Old Pipers Gap & I-77)
Exit 8 (Chances Creek and I-77)
Exit 14 (58 Highway and I-77)
Exit 19 (Coulson Church and I-77)
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Factor 3.6 – Major Road Proximity
Data Source:
Carroll County GIS, ESRI
Description of the Data:
The most recently available depiction of the road network was utilized.
Relevance:
Major roads are highways, arterials and major collectors that carry a
significant portion of the County’s traffic. Proximity to highways and other
major roads is an indicator of the degree of access of land to the
thoroughfare network and the regional transportation system, and the cost
of building and maintaining local roads between major roads and
development sites.
Methodology:
Areas within ¼ mile of an interchange receive the highest development suitability.
Areas between ¼ mile and ½ mile receive moderate suitability score, while areas outside
½ mile receive the least development suitability score.

Street Type
Major
Minor (Local)
Private (Driveway)
Grand Total
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Miles
221
1,052
77
1,351

Factor 3.7 – Economic Opportunities
Data Source:
Virginia Economic Development Partnership (VEDP)
Description of the Data:
The datasets depict available industrial sites and land that are within an
Enterprise Development Zone. Enterprise zone boundaries are important
when creating information packages for economic development prospects.
This coverage is useful with other business quality of life or environmental
layers to help identify areas available for development that may benefit from
certain tax advantages. This coverage is also used to identify sites and
buildings available that are in an enterprise zone.
Relevance:
These sites have been identified as areas with tax incentives. Tax incentives can drive
growth and development.
Methodology:
Areas within these sites receive the highest development suitability score while areas
outside the sites receive the least suitable for
development score.
Economic Opportunities Sites
Enterprise Zones and Industrial
Sites
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Acres
4,561.61

Factor 3.8 – Sewer Infrastructure Proximity
Data Source:
Carroll County GIS
Description of the Data:
The data depicts both existing and proposed waste-water infrastructure
within the County.
Relevance:
Proximity to sewer lines is associated with the feasibility of providing sewer
to new development, which impacts service efficiency and cost. Availability
of sewer allows for clustered development and higher densities without
adversely impacting groundwater quality.
Methodology:
Areas within ¼ mile of a sewer line receive the highest development suitability. Areas
between ¼ mile and ½ mile receive moderate suitability score, while areas outside ½
mile receive the least development suitability score.
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Factor 3.9 – Water Infrastructure Proximity
Data Source:
Carroll County GIS
Description of the Data:
The data depicts both existing and proposed water infrastructure within
the County.
Relevance:
Proximity to central water lines is associated with the feasibility of water
to new development, which impacts service efficiency and cost.
Methodology:
Areas within ¼ mile of a sewer line receive the highest development
suitability. Areas between ¼ mile and ½ mile receive moderate suitability
score, while areas outside ½ mile receive the least development suitability
score.
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Factor 3.10 – Recreational Parks and Trails
Data Source:
Carroll County GIS
Description of the Data:
The data depicts the extents of trails in Carroll County.
Relevance:
Proximity to parks and recreation facilities provides residents with
opportunities for active recreation which helps to encourage and facilitate
healthy lifestyles. Parks and recreation areas may also provide secondary
environmental benefits of preserved natural areas as well as better
property values.
Methodology:
Areas within ¼ mile of a trail receive the highest development suitability. Areas
between ¼ mile and ½ mile receive moderate suitability score, while areas outside ½
mile receive the least development suitability score.

Suitability
Protected
Low
Moderate
High
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Acres
16,228
162,007
105,094
22,504
305,833

Percent
5%
53%
34%
7%

Growth Tiers
The Growth Tiers system is the first step in moving the County to a more reliable and functional
land use scheme with a future land use that will provide confidence to residents and businesses
about future development expectations. Each Tier includes a broad mix of land uses that
describe and identify preferred future development patterns. Tiers are used to establish a
framework for determining which growth management goals, policies and strategies should be
used in different areas of the County, recognizing the uniqueness of each area and community,
and to direct the location, timing and phasing of growth in order to achieve rational growth
patterns, efficiently provide facilities and services and protect rural, agricultural,
environmentally sensitive or other important open spaces from inappropriate development.
The Tiers Map for Carroll County is not a zoning map. The Map is conceptual and functions as a
guide on which future land use decisions can be made. Future land uses should be based on the
goals and policies set forth in the Plan. Tools such as development regulations, transportation
plans and capital improvement plans all are used to implement the Plan. Consideration should
be given to the following:


Tiers are not zoning designations -- they are intended to guide local
decisions on when and where growth should occur.



Tiers reflect a future condition -- uses designated on the map may be appropriate in 10
to 20 years, but currently may not be appropriate due to reasons of compatibility,
availability of adequate public facilities, or proximity to services.



The Tiers Map is dynamic -- as justified by changing conditions in the community, the
Tiers should change. While map amendments should not be made frequently, periodic
adjustments to better achieve community goals will help the community achieve its
planning goals.



The Tiers Map and text of the Plan are to be used together -- the text and maps of the
Plan will guide interpretation and implementation of the overall growth management
strategy.
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Carroll County has been divided into three tiers, described below. The tiers allow similar policies
and programs to be used in similar areas while distinguishing different areas and using special
policies to address their growth. Map 9 illustrates the Development Tiers.


The Developed Area Tier is suitable for most types of residential and non-residential
development. This tier is encompasses the areas adjacent to Galax and Hillsville,
consistent with their adopted plans. The highest density and intensity development will
be located in areas closest to the respective communities, where service facilities are
available; lower density and intensity development will be located at the edges of the
more intense service areas.



The Planned Growth Area Tier accommodates residential growth. It is characterized by
suburban and rural residential development intermingled with small agricultural uses.
As continued development occurs, there will be a significant increased demand for
roads, water, emergency services, schools and other public services and infrastructure,
as well as some non-residential development. The amount and timing of development
will be subject to the availability of adequate public facilities.



The Agriculture Protection Tier is intended to support ongoing agricultural operations
and preserve valuable natural resources. Policies within this tier allow sparse residential
development to minimize negative impacts on agricultural operations and to minimize
the demand for public services and infrastructure. Commercial uses are limited to
agricultural related services and limited retail. The County also recognizes the
importance of the Agriculture Protection Tier to protect farms, residents and lifestyles in
the most rural areas of the County. The County’s policies are designed to retain this
agricultural character rather than support encroachments of urban or suburban
development in these very rural areas. Some agriculture-related or service commercial
uses to meet the needs of local residents may be appropriate, including some home
occupations and home industry. The Agriculture Tier offers the opportunity to preserve
agriculture and open space while still allowing some development through the use of
conservation subdivisions and conservation easements.
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Existing and Future Community Service Areas are shown in Map 10. Table 16 shows the
amount of land in each tier and Community Service Areas. These areas are located within
the Planned Growth Area Tier, but recognize that more intensive uses will require public
facilities and services. This concept builds on the Tiers system by recognizing that different
areas of the County face different needs and solutions related to growth and development.
The service areas target and leverage public and private funding and investment to these
priority growth areas, identifying areas in which urban/suburban-level growth is expected to
occur within the next 20 years. These also serve as an incentive for compact development.


Existing Service Areas identify where urban and suburban development is likely and
reasonable to occur within the next 10 years. Infrastructure is either planned,
budgeted or reasonably available. New infrastructure may be installed provided
that there is required participation by new development to fund. Service providers
should plan and construct facilities in these areas to meet the needs of development
at these urban intensities. Capital Improvement Projects should be utilized for
these primary growth areas first, before investment in Future Service Areas.



Future Service Areas show where development is likely and reasonable to occur in
these areas over the next 10 to 20 years. Infrastructure may not be currently
available, but may be extended, provided there is funding participation by new
development. Infrastructure may be reasonably available (it may be close, in time
or location) and funding alternatives may be identified, but participation by new
development would be required. These secondary growth areas are not expected
to develop at urban intensities until public facilities, primarily water, sewer and
improved roads, are installed, which is not intended to occur until years 10 to 20 of
the planning term. Clustering will be required, but some large lot development may
be permitted provided that significant open space is provided and total
development capacity occurs at the maximum density identified on the future land
use map.

In comparison, in the Agricultural Protection Tier, there are no plans to provide additional public
facilities and services. Infrastructure is not available or budgeted and any use that requires
infrastructure to be provided solely at expense of new development. Urban and suburban
development is not likely and reasonable to occur in more than 20 years, if at all. As this area
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contains agriculture, hillsides and areas identified as environmentally sensitive, lands will not be
sewered nor receive other capital infrastructure.
The outer boundary of the Planned Growth Area is effectively the growth boundary between
developed/developing areas and the agricultural and conservation (protected national forest)
areas. This defines the outer boundary of undeveloped lands that should accommodate most of
the County’s future growth, though it may be revised when the land contained within them is
developed and additional land is needed to accommodate growth. This boundary promotes
coordination between service providers and citizens in determining where urban services should
and can be extended, creates an incentive to infill existing developed areas. It also provide
certainty to developers in defining which areas will receive services, such as water, wastewater
and improved roads in the near future. Combined with other tools, the growth boundary may
help Carroll County identify where growth should and should not occur and effectively guide
development accordingly.
Table 16: Tiers and Community Service Area Acreage
Tier
Protected Area
Agricultural Protection

Acres
13,751
229,170

Planned Future Service Area

38,557

Existing Service Area

13,336

Developed
Total
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6,342
301,576

Map 9: Carroll County Growth Tiers
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Map 10: Community Service Areas
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Future Land Use
This Plan authorizes compact development served by adequate facilities and services that
minimizes impacts on farms and the environment and supports land, resource and energy
conservation. While the County has tradition of rural uses, many newer uses are resourceintensive, inordinately expensive to serve and overly consumptive of land creating excessive
vehicle miles traveled, which results in unnecessary air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.
While rural, large lot development is a popular lifestyle option, the public and private costs of
such development are excessive and do not position the County or its residents to attain fiscal
sustainability or protect farms. To allow continuation of large lot development that damages
natural and cultural resources and lacks a desirable sense of place will also erode the County’s
appeal as a tourist destination, further impacting the quality of life and economic opportunity.
The Comprehensive Plan also assures that future large lot rural residential development will
contribute to the environmental, traffic, fiscal integrity, adequate public facility, and sustainable
design and improvement standards of the County.
This Plan identifies two parts to identifying appropriate future development once the Tier is
identified where development is proposed to occur. First, using Table 17, one would identify
appropriate future land uses in each tier, including the average lot size for each land use type.
Then, once the proposed future land use is identified, one would use Table 18 to identify the
necessary infrastructure and improvement standards to serve the development. The tables are
described in more detail as follows:
Future land uses are identified to show the range of uses permitted, planned
development patterns and relationship to growth tiers, and, together with the goals and
policies contained in the Plan, establishes the County’s policy direction and acts as a
guide for decisions affecting future development. But, future land uses area not zoning.
Future land uses operate as a guide to future land use patterns and infrastructure
planning. The list of broad future land uses is shown in Table 17, and depicts only
general expectations rather than formal regulations and requirements. This exhibit
depicts where different types of development should occur based on the growth tiers
framework. It is intended to guide the decision-making process for development and
subdivision proposals and help staff and elected and appointed officials make
recommendations.
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“The problems we face today will
not be solved at the same level of
thinking we were at when we first
created them.”
-Albert Einstein

Infrastructure and improvement requirements shall be consistent with applicable tier
policies and future land use types. Public service providers should use the plan to guide
infrastructure improvements to accommodate future growth. The location and capacity
of public service improvements may be determined by comparing existing land use and
service demands with the proposed land use pattern. Table 18 indicates the general
level of public service, infrastructure and on-site improvements required prior to or
concurrently with development within each tier. Density and intensity bonuses also
may be offered for projects that surpass open space requirements and provide
additional sustainability and ‘green design’ features.
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Table 17: Part 1 - Future Land Use
Land Use

Agriculture

Rural
Residential

Community
Residential

Average Density
/ Lot Size

Uses

Ag Protection
Tier

20 acres

Farm and timber lands to be protected from encroachment of non-farm
development and conversion to urban uses. Non-farm development is strongly
discouraged. Rural homes on large lots, sometimes as part of rural subdivisions
(a subdivision of only a few lots and very low densities).

P

5 acres

Farms and ag uses permitted. Large lot single-family residences with access to
adequate water and road improvements. Centralized water and sewer service
and access to chip-sealed or paved roads are required for subdivisions in this
category. Clustering and conservation and nuisance easements are encouraged
and may be required as a condition of subdivision approval.

P

4 DU per acre

Residential development connected to centralized water and wastewater
systems. This category is limited to areas with access to paved roads, centralized
water and wastewater systems. This type of development is allowed only in
Developed or Planned Growth Areas.

Planned
Growth Areas

Developed
Areas

C

P

Rural Business

Limited commercial uses serving the needs of rural residents. Uses include small
retail, agricultural support operations (co-ops, feed stores, etc), rural services
and natural resource based uses.

Community
Center

Neighborhood or community scale shopping centers and personal and
professional services conveniently located near residential areas. Intended to be
designed and integrated with adjacent uses and development patterns, typically
as part of a mixed use or planned development. Mixed use encouraged.

P

P

Regional
Center

Larger, regional scale shopping centers, which may be anchored by department
or home improvement stores or other large-scale anchors, and employment
centers. Because of intensity, must be designed and integrated with adjacent
uses and development patterns as mixed use or planned development. Mixed
use encouraged.

C

P

Opportunity
Center

Unique, site- or purpose-specific uses, not likely to be replicated in other
locations, benefiting from locational attributes, such as natural resources,
viewsheds or recreational/environmental amenities. Non-residential uses range
from energy, to eco-tourism, to supporting other economic development
activities.

C

C

P = Permitted; C = Conditionally Permitted
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P

C

Table 18: Part 2 - Infrastructure and Improvement Requirements
Improvement
WATER
Centralized
Individual Well
Site and Use Dependent
WASTEWATER
Centralized
Onsite
Site and Use Dependent
TRANSPORTATION
Legal Access
Grants of Right-of-Way and Easements
Arterial
Paved Road
Within 1/4-mile of a Paved Road
Within 1/2-mile of a Paved Road
Dust Control Required
Site and Use Dependent
PUBLIC SAFETY
Sheriff - Average Response Time of Less Than 8 Minutes
Sheriff - Average Response Time of 8 Minutes or More
Fire - Average Response Time of Less Than 8 Minutes
Fire - Average Response Time of 8 Minutes or More
Adequate Fire Flow
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN
Curbs, Gutters, Sidewalks
Paved Parking
Shared Parking
Drainage Detention/Retention Facility
Landscaping, Buffering
Open Space
Cluster, Conservation Subdivision
Planned Development
Density Bonus for Additional Open Space
Density Bonus for Sustainability
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Regionalism
Regionalism means more than neighborliness. Regionalism recognizes that the future quality of
life and competitiveness of a region is a shared responsibility, of all communities. It requires the
coordination, cooperation and consensus of communities working strategically to effectuate
change. That a regional approach is needed goes without challenge - southern Virginia is facing
new challenges. The region faces years of slow growth and uncertainty following our worst
recession in 50 years. Despite the considerable funds local government and providers spend
every year on facilities and services; the uncomfortable truth is that communities have been
living off the legacy of investments of previous generations. The region continues to be
challenged by sprawling development into rural and sensitive environmental areas. A regional
perspective is the proper scale and context for analyzing and addressing many of these difficult
and challenging issues.
Our region shares a common destiny. Regionalism recognizes that our communities are
intertwined, transcending arbitrary political divisions. Regionalism lays the foundation for
building more effective regional partnerships in the metropolitan area. Intergovernmental
cooperation is any arrangement by which two or more jurisdictions can communicate visions
and coordinate plans, policies, budgets and capital improvement programs to address and
resolve regional issues of mutual interest. Many issues in today’s interdependent complex
society cross jurisdictional boundaries, affecting more than one community with the actions of
one governmental unit impacting others.
Increased communication technologies and personal mobility enables people, money and
resources to move across jurisdictions as quickly and freely as air and water. Persons traveling
along roadways use a network of transportation routes, moving between jurisdictions without
even realizing it. Increasingly, we have come to the realization that many vital issues are
regional in nature – watersheds, air quality, ecosystems, economic conditions, land use, service
delivery, commuter patterns, housing, employment centers and other growth impacts ‘spill
over’ County and municipal boundaries and impact the region as a whole. The health of Carroll
County and the welfare of our region are interconnected. Issues cross jurisdictional boundaries.
The activities of one level of government have extraordinary impacts beyond its jurisdictional
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Counties are not islands - the
problems we face do not begin and
end at our borders, neither should
our solutions.

boundary. Coordinated planning efforts will result in benefits to citizens of all communities in
the region, such as:


Coordinated strategies - to address regional issues by communicating and coordinating
actions to address and resolve issues which are regional in nature.



Cost savings - by increasing efficiency, avoiding unnecessary duplication and using areawide cooperation and economies of scale to provide services that would otherwise be
too costly, as well as to stabilize taxes by improving the performance and delivery of
programs and services. To reduce the cost of providing facilities and services by local
government and other providers (water districts, fire districts, school districts, etc) and
improve the level of service and delivery of facilities and services. Man-made (roads,
transit, stadiums and jails) and natural features (water basins, air shed) affect the
region.



Economic development - by enhancing economic growth by planning, funding and
providing the infrastructure and services needed for sustainable community and
regional growth including requiring developments whose impacts or services and
facilities cross the approving jurisdiction’s boundaries, to pay their fair share of the costs
needed to mitigate the impacts generated by their growth and demand.



Sustainability - to achieve sustainable development practices. Development is
pushing against capacity. As we balance growth with environmental preservation
and social equity, part of the solution requires acting regionally.



Early identification of issues - to identify and resolve potential conflicts at an early
stage, before public and private entities have established rigid positions, before the
political stakes have been raised and before issues have become conflicts or crises.



Reduced litigation - by resolving issues before parties engage in litigation, resulting in
diverting funds that could have been used to provide facilities and services, unwanted
outcomes, and reducing tensions to improve the working relationships of local
government, service providers and community organizations in the region.



Consistency and predictability - of plans, development regulations, policies,
implementation actions and development approvals between service providers and
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among neighboring jurisdictions, for residents, businesses and developers that
establishes a framework of reasonable expectations and decision-making in the
development process.

Land Use Goals and Policies
Goal 1:

Growth is managed through designation of Development Tiers that guide the
location, timing and phasing of development.
Policy1.1:

Establish a Sustainable Development Tiers program that
maintains a balanced, sustainable land use pattern based on the
availability, timing, adequacy and equitable funding of
necessary infrastructure and services.

Policy1.2:

Establish a Developed Area Tier to distinguish existing
developed areas that are served by facilities and services and
where compatible infill development is likely to be appropriate.

Policy1.3:

Establish a Planned Growth Area Tier that contains Existing
Service Areas and Future Service Areas.

Policy1.4:

Existing Service Areas include areas where urban and suburban
development is likely and reasonable to occur within the next
10 years. Infrastructure is planned, budgeted or reasonably
available. New infrastructure may be installed provided that
there is required participation by new development to fund.

Policy1.5:

Full urban services will be required for any development in
Existing Service Areas, including approved public water and
wastewater systems, urban road improvements, and urban
service levels for public safety, fire and emergency medical
assistance. Service providers should plan and construct facilities
in these areas to meet the needs of development at these urban
intensities.
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Policy1.6:

County and service provider Capital Improvement Projects
should be utilized for Existing Service Areas first, before
investment in Future Service Areas.

Policy1.7:

Future Service Areas, urban and suburban development is likely
and reasonable to occur in these areas over the next 10 to 20
years. Infrastructure may not be currently available, but it is
planned and identified in short- or long-range Capital
Improvements Plans. Infrastructure may be reasonably
available (it may be close, in time or location) and funding
alternatives may be identified, but participation by new
development is required.

Policy1.8:

Future Service Areas are not expected to develop at urban
intensities until public facilities, primarily water, sewer and
improved roads, are installed, which is not intended to occur
until years 10 to 20. Clustering will be required, but some large
lot development may be permitted provided that significant
open space is provided and total development capacity occurs
at the maximum density identified on the future land use map.

Policy1.9:

Establish an Agricultural Protection Tier to protect farms and
agricultural uses and prevent all non-compatible development.

Policy1.10:

Direct new development to the Developed Area Tier and
Planned Growth Area Tier where infrastructure and service
levels are adequate to minimize development costs.

Policy1.11:

Direct growth to Developed and Planned Growth Area Tiers to
curtail haphazard and scattershot development patterns.

Policy1.12:

Use Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) to support provision of
water and sewer in Developed and Planned Growth Areas in
coordination with partial or full funding by new development.

Policy1.13:

Limit provision of water and sewer service to the Developed and
Planned Growth Area Tiers.
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Goal 2:

Policy1.14:

Limit extension of utilities in the Agricultural Protection Tier and
require development to fund the expense of extending
infrastructure.

Policy1.15:

Curtail County subsidies for development in the Agricultural
Protection Tier by no longer providing free water and sewer
access in order to prevent further encroachment into
agricultural areas.

Policy1.16:

Improve the value and quality of new and existing development
through establishment of zoning, subdivision and design
standards in Developed and Planned Growth Area Tiers.

Policy1.17:

Identify and support opportunities for regular and continuing
intergovernmental communication, including but not limited to
economic development, agricultural protection, tourism, parks
and recreational facilities, transportation, water and sewer
facilities, solid waste, and stormwater management.

A sustainable, orderly and compatible mix of land uses in Carroll County is
achieved through coordinated growth management.
Policy2.1:

Engage community residents and property owners in the
development and implementation of plans and development
standards for residential, commercial and mixed-use
neighborhoods throughout the County.

Policy2.2:

Promote appropriate interconnectivity between adjacent land
uses, including connections between non-residential
development and adjacent neighborhoods. Lot patterns should
be designed to provide safe and direct connections between
residential and non-residential uses for pedestrians as well as
automobiles.

Policy2.3:

Develop and maintain a coordinated intergovernmental
planning and development review process to foster efficient
County growth patterns.
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Policy2.4:

Policy2.5:
Goal 3:

Use the Comprehensive Plan and future land use map to guide
land use and development decisions. Require findings that any
amendments to the Future Land Use Map:


Will be consistent with Plan priorities;



Will be compatible with existing and future land uses for
surrounding areas of the County;



Will not create a shortage of any particular type of
residential or non-residential land;



Will support the efficient provision of public facilities and
services; and



Will enhance the overall quality of life in the County.

Provide and support a detailed, County-wide GIS database of
existing data and enhance data inclusion and availability.

A high quality built environment exists throughout the County.
Policy3.1:

Promote private investment in existing commercial and
residential neighborhoods through a combination of public
investment in infrastructure and active efforts to enforce
County codes and eliminate code violations that erode property
values.

Policy3.2:

Enhance the overall design and quality of development along
major corridors and at key intersections, including enhanced
gateway signage and standards for building site design,
materials, architectural design, signage, landscaping and street
trees and other design considerations. Ensure that open space
areas and street frontages project attractive images of the
development.

Policy3.3:

Promote good site design and layout, architectural design and
building materials through regulatory tools and incentives.
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Goal 4:

Policy3.4:

Provide additional sidewalks and trails in development
neighborhoods and require the development of such amenities
in new neighborhoods and commercial areas

Policy3.5:

Promote high quality design of signage through regulatory tools
and incentives.

Policy3.6:

Promote high quality landscaping and encourage the use of
environmentally sensitive landscaping techniques, such as rain
gardens, xeriscaping and the use of native plants through
regulatory tools and incentives.

Policy3.7:

Ensure that new development and redevelopment along major
corridors includes pedestrian oriented design features that
provide linkages between residential and commercial uses.

Policy3.8:

Support a clean and attractive environment.

Policy3.9:

Improve visual appeal by encouraging and requiring property
maintenance.

Commercial centers meet the needs of residents and visitors.
Policy4.1:

Enhance downtowns and commercial centers as destination
places for residents and visitors and promote the development
of retail, service and entertainment businesses.

Policy4.2:

Maintain the predominant scale and design character
established by historical development patterns in downtown
areas.

Policy4.3:

Encourage mixed use buildings in downtown areas that are
primarily occupied by retail uses on the ground-level and office
or residential uses on upper levels.

Policy4.4:

Encourage walkability in downtown and commercial areas by
requiring walkways and sidewalks and supporting the provision
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of pedestrian amenities, including green spaces, seating areas,
plazas and public art.

Goal 5:

Policy4.5:

Promote convenient and safe access to commercial centers and
prevent linear or “strip” development along roadways.

Policy4.6:

Direct the development of commercial activities in or adjacent
to the areas that they primarily serve, such as convenience
stores in residential areas, and agriculturally oriented
enterprises in agricultural areas.

Policy4.7:

Coordinate with the Town of Hillsville to ensure that
infrastructure is available to establish the Town as a prime
regional commercial center

Policy4.8:

Encourage local-serving commercial development.

Diversified industrial development contributes to economic development and
a strong tax base.
Policy5.1:

Promote industrial development to provide employment
opportunities.

Policy5.2:

Direct industrial development to locations where it will have a
minimum adverse impact on existing and future residential
development, agricultural lands and natural resources.

Policy5.3:

Protect existing and potential industrial sites from
encroachment by non-industrial activities.

Policy5.4:

Direct industrial development to established or planned
industrial parks to more efficiently provide necessary facilities
and services.

Policy5.5:

Establish performance, site, dimensional, design and access
standards to ensure high quality, compatible industrial
development.
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Policy5.6:

Encourage industrial development in areas served by
transportation infrastructure, including at I-77 exits.

Policy5.7:

Develop Wildwood Commerce Park at I-77 Exit 19.

Policy5.8:

Support aggressive marketing of commercial/industrial sites to
encourage companies to locate in Carroll County to aid in job
creation.

Policy5.9:

Encourage expanded Workforce Development.

Agriculture Goals and Policies
Goal 6:

Agriculture contributes to the local economy and local character due to the
preservation of agricultural land.
Policy6.1:

Preserve agriculture land, forested land and open space for its
local economic benefit, scenic beauty, and place in Carroll
County’s heritage.


Maintain land use taxation in its current form.



Phase in the removal of the personal property tax on
farm machinery.

Policy6.2:

Protect productive agricultural lands from encroachment by
incompatible residential, commercial or other intensive
development.

Policy6.3:

Promote local agricultural production by supporting locally
grown food and local food security initiatives.


Policy6.4:
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Support local producers in obtaining BQA (Beef Quality
Assurance) and GAP (Good Agricultural Practices)
certifications.

Support agriculture as a way of life by keeping agriculture in the
school curriculum and supporting FFA and 4-H, and encourage
the use of the school system agriculture farm for teaching.

Policy6.5:

Support agri-tourism.

Policy6.6:

Support development of food processing plants, cold storage,
and warehousing and distribution infrastructure for valueadded and processed foods.

Policy6.7:

Encourage new crop processing development.

Policy6.8:

Support the role of the Virginia Cooperative Extension and the
Food Processing Safety Initiative.

Policy6.9:

Encourage producers to become GAP (Good Agriculture
Practices) certified.

Policy6.10:

Support the role of the Southwest Virginia Farmers’ Market,
including to:


Research the feasibility of constructing a forced-air
cooling facility.



Find the best, most stable prices available for locally
grown fruit and vegetable crops.



Complete improvements to the retail building.



Complete construction of hydro-cooler.



Receive grants to supplement budget for needed
improvement projects.



Conduct small grower meetings to educate about the
need for a diversified crop.

Policy6.11:

Encourage local market development and develop non-local
markets and marketing programs.

Policy6.12:

Protect farms and agricultural facilities from uses that affect
operations and security by minimizing encroachment of
incompatible uses while allowing complementary activities.
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Policy6.13:

Support site plan flexibility to allow for security of the site and
encourage consideration of emergency preparedness training
and plans.

Policy6.14:

Encourage and promote private and community gardens.

Policy6.15:

Protect and preserve factors of production through land and
natural resource conservation measures.
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Chapter 5. Economic Development
Continued Opportunity
Carroll County has taken an economic hit with the demise of the textile industry, but with the
continued emphasis on tourism, infrastructure and regional partnerships the economic base is
being rebuilt and the county has a promising economic future.
The completion of I-77 through the County has had a tremendous impact on the development of
the County’s economy. The availability of interstate transportation has been and is an
advantage not to be taken lightly by County leaders as they attempt to attract desirable jobs to
the county.
The County has other stimulants to development on the horizon, which will add to the County’s
ability to compete for jobs in the future. These are the completion of U. S. Route 58 as a 4-lane
highway, the construction of natural gas distribution lines thru Hillsville to Galax, and the
construction of a fiber-optic backbone thru the county. The many opportunities for the County
include:

Create a tourist-friendly environment
Tourist-based business could be enhanced through creating a more tourist-friendly environment
by, in addition to addressing the code enforcement and crime issues addressed above,
developing signs to guide tourists, creating a more walkable streetscape connected to an
areawide system of bike, pedestrian and hiking trails, and developing a concentrated mix of
specialty retail and service businesses that support tourism. These efforts will require a
collaborative effort between public and private interests. Encouraging and supporting a role for
local businesses, similar to the budding Fancy Gap experience, to identify their needs and
expectations, will make the County a stronger player in the regional economy.
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Increase employment opportunities
The County has areas planned for commercial and industrial development, primarily at the
highway interchanges. While most of these areas are currently served by adequate facilities,
many of the sites have constraints, such as slope and drainage problems, proximity to identified
habitat areas and potential incompatibility with existing development (including use and
design). By proactively addressing some of these constraints, the County could increase the
attractiveness of these sites as employment centers.

Capture a greater share of sales taxes
Carroll County loses a significant share of sales tax revenues because of the limited shopping
opportunities within the County, along I-77 and the Blue Ridge Parkway. The County could
better capitalize on the regional market through the establishment of appropriately located
large-scale retail centers, particularly in areas with better access to traffic along the Interstate
and Parkway. Additionally, with the surge in local development, the County must determine
the best locations for transportation corridor commercial centers that will serve the needs of
future residents and visitors. Once the County has determined the best locations for community
and regional scale retail centers, it must ensure that these sites are protected from incompatible
development that would displace needed retail uses opportunities.

Existing Conditions
Employment
Carroll County, like the Nation as a whole, is experiencing a shifting economic base. Historically,
agriculture was the primary economic activity that supported a host of businesses in other
sectors. Agriculture’s influence in the local economy has steadily declined for many decades, as
is shown in Chart 9, while other sectors have grown. According to Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA) there has been a steady decline in the% of Carroll County’s employment base working in
the agricultural sector. Between 1969 and 2008, agricultural employment as a% of the County’s
workforce peaked at 9.5% IN 1983. In 2008 that% dropped to 4.7% of the workforce employed
in the agricultural sector.
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Agriculture’s influence in the local
economy has steadily declined for
many decades while other sectors
have experienced growth. In
1983, agricultural employment as
a percentage of the County’s
workforce peaked at 9.5%.
In 2008 that percentage dropped
to 4.7%.

Chart 9: Percent Agricultural Employment by Year
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Recent trends indicate that Carroll County’s work force is being employed increasingly in service
classifications. According to the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) published
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and republished by the VEC, manufacturing employment
has plummeted from 39.3% in 1999 to 21% in 2008 a decline over 46%. From 2003 - 2008
employment gains (as a percentage of total employment) occurred in the construction (3.2%),
wholesale trade (0.8%), retail trade (0.6%), FIRE (Finance, insurance and real estate, 0.2%), and
services (2.8%). The most significant percentage change from 2003 - 2008 in a single sector
occurred in the Construction sector which increased employment from 468 in 2003 to 661 in
2008 a gain of over 41%. The following Table 19 shows employment per sector by year
according to the QCEW. It should be noted that BLS datasets exclude a number of potential
workers within Carroll County, most importantly the self-employed.
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Construction sector employment
increased by over 41% from
2003 - 2008.

Table 19: Carroll County Employment by Industry; 3rd Qtr 2009
Industry

1999

2003

2006

2008

2003 - 2008

Persons

Percent

Persons

Percent

Persons

Percent

Persons

Percent

Change in%

450

9.0%

468

8.8%

631

11.5%

661

12.0%

3.2%

1,964

39.3%

1,397

26.4%

1,315

23.9%

1,154

21.0%

-5.4%

Wholesale Trade

59

1.2%

72

1.4%

120

2.2%

117

2.1%

0.8%

Retail Trade

925

18.5%

707

13.4%

692

12.6%

767

13.9%

0.6%

Transportation and Warehousing

285

5.7%

319

6.0%

299

5.4%

240

4.4%

-1.7%

Information

40

0.8%

38

0.7%

34

0.6%

31

0.6%

-0.2%

Finance and Insurance

74

1.5%

75

1.4%

96

1.7%

82

1.5%

0.1%

Real Estate, Rental, and Leasing
Professional and Technical
Services
Administrative and Waste
Services
Health Care and Social Assistance
Arts, Entertainment, and
Recreation
Accommodation and Food
Services

30

0.6%

27

0.5%

33

0.6%

31

0.6%

0.1%

73

1.5%

73

1.4%

80

1.5%

98

1.8%

0.4%

37

0.7%

47

0.9%

83

1.5%

68

1.2%

0.3%

336

6.7%

1,032

19.5%

1,015

18.5%

1,181

21.5%

2.0%

47

0.9%

36

0.7%

76

1.4%

75

1.4%

0.7%

573

11.5%

640

12.1%

665

12.1%

610

11.1%

-1.0%

108

2.2%

97

1.8%

91

1.7%

90

1.6%

-0.2%

N/A

N/A

38

0.7%

32

0.6%

41

0.7%

0.0%

N/A

N/A

224

4.2%

229

4.2%

256

4.7%

0.4%

5,491

100.0%

5,502

Construction
Manufacturing

Other Services (except Public
Administration)
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing &
Hunting
Public Admin

Total
5,001
100.0%
5,290
100.0%
Source: Virginia Employment Commission, Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
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To supplement the VEC/BLS table, the BEA provides a measure of employment by industry that
includes estimated self-employed as well as other employed persons not captured within the
BLS universe. It should be noted that another major difference between the datasets is that BEA
includes the City of Galax for historical continuity. Table 20 provides the BEA estimates of
employment in North American Industry Classification sectors.
Each table should be given merit and used as complimentary data points as opposed to
conflicting data points. The VEC/BLS table shows an employment pattern specific to the County
only and is more current for the slice of unemployment-insured wage earners, while the BEA
tables indicate the amount of entrepreneurial spirit within the area.
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Table 20: Annual Employment by Sector for Carroll County and Galax City

Total employment
Wage and salary employment
Proprietors employment
Farm proprietors employment
Nonfarm proprietors employment (2)
Farm employment
Nonfarm employment
Private employment
Forestry, fishing, and related activities
Mining
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and warehousing
Information
Finance and insurance
Real estate and rental and leasing
Professional and technical services
Management of companies and enterprises
Administrative and waste services
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment, and recreation
Accommodation and food services
Other services, except public administration
Government and government enterprises
Federal, civilian
Military
State and local
State government
Local government
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2001
20,362
15,634
4,728
1,017
3,711
1,094
19,268
16,640
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
5,434
(D)
2,831
(D)
192
327
356
(D)
(D)
376
(D)
(D)
171
1,143
926
2,628
104
136
2,388
699
1,689

2002
20,819
15,410
5,409
920
4,489
1,005
19,814
17,112
(D)
(D)
(D)
1,353
5,231
(D)
3,034
(D)
197
320
401
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
1,060
2,702
106
136
2,460
715
1,745

2003
20,598
15,397
5,201
901
4,300
1,004
19,594
16,847
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
4,828
(D)
2,877
(D)
201
329
426
460
17
525
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
1,022
2,747
106
134
2,507
719
1,788

2004
20,555
15,142
5,413
893
4,520
981
19,574
16,849
(D)
(L)
(D)
(D)
4,491
(D)
2,776
608
193
358
449
484
12
(D)
(D)
(D)
223
1,236
1,094
2,725
105
130
2,490
710
1,780

2005
20,800
14,882
5,918
892
5,026
969
19,831
17,135
(D)
(L)
(D)
(D)
4,119
(D)
2,840
582
195
389
479
514
13
564
(D)
(D)
232
1,339
1,183
2,696
102
123
2,471
756
1,715

2006
20,238
14,118
6,120
881
5,239
961
19,277
16,593
(D)
10
(D)
(D)
3,466
(D)
2,765
540
194
407
476
(D)
(D)
531
(D)
(D)
228
1,391
1,230
2,684
107
119
2,458
694
1,764

2007
20,494
14,021
6,473
895
5,578
974
19,520
16,781
(D)
11
(D)
(D)
3,154
(D)
2,740
503
202
454
482
637
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
1,297
2,739
105
118
2,516
694
1,822

2008
20,586
13,835
6,751
889
5,862
968
19,618
16,823
(D)
14
(D)
(D)
2,856
(D)
2,752
501
200
475
517
672
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
252
1,363
1,330
2,795
104
125
2,566
708
1,858

Source: Bureau of Economic
Analysis
(D) Not shown to avoid
disclosure of confidential
information, but the estimates
for this item are included in the
totals.
(L) Less than 10 jobs but the
estimates are included in
totals.
(2) Excludes limited partners.

Carroll County has been faced with periods of unemployment in excess of the state and national
unemployment rates. In the fifteen-year span between 1995 and 2010, the unemployment rate
peaked at 13.7%. While Carroll County generally fluctuates around the national unemployment
rate, unemployment is consistently above that of the state. The current unemployment rate
exceeds the state and national averages. The increase in unemployment during the early 2000s
is largely due to the relocation of textile industries out of the United States while the current
recession has driven unemployment rates to their highest in 70 years. Chart 10 depicts annual
smoothed unemployment rates for the County, State, and Nation.
A detailed analysis of employment trends over the past fifteen years, shown in Chart 11 above,
shows the rather dramatic fluctuation of unemployment in Carroll County with a fairly sharp
decline in the county’s annual unemployment rate between mid-2001 and mid-2004. From 2004
until the beginning of the Mortgage Crisis of 2008 unemployment remained steady within the
4% and 6% range generally. Post crisis, reflecting the state of the nation’s economy,
unemployment drastically rose to multi-decade highs.

Carroll County’s civilian labor
force has not grown at the same
rate as population growth and
has actually declined since 2000.

Chart 10: Annual Unemployment Rate; 1995-2010
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Source: Virginia Workforce Commission, based on data from the BLS
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Chart 11: Monthly Unemployment Rate; Jan. 1995 – March 2010
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According to data from the VEC, the County’s civilian labor force has not grown at the same rate
as population growth, declining by 506 persons since 2000. Factors that can be attributed to the
decline include the current recession, retirement aged persons diluting the labor force and
farmers still working but not considered part of the labor force due to age. From 1995 – 2010
the labor force has grown 0.01% as illustrated in Chart 12.
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Chart 12: Civilian Labor Force by Year
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The shifts in economic activity within Carroll County mirror the national trend towards retail,
service and information based activities. Table 21 lists the 50 largest employers within the
County and is consistent with the Employment by Industry table above with publicly owned
health care services and social services (education) the top two employers.
Table 21: Major Employers
Rank

Employer

Employment Type

Owner Type

Size

1

Carroll County School Board

Educational Services

Local Government

500 to 999 employees

2

SW Virginia Training Center

Nursing and Residential Care Facilities

State Government

500 to 999 employees

3

Parkdale Mills Inc

Private

250 to 499 employees

4

D.L.B., Inc.

Private

100 to 249 employees

5

County of Carroll

Local Government

100 to 249 employees

6

Mohawk Esv Incorporated

Textile Mills
Heavy and Civil Engineering
Construction
Executive, Legislative, and Other
General Gov
Textile Product Mills

Private

100 to 249 employees

7

Cockerham's Fuel Center

Gasoline Stations

Private

100 to 249 employees
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2010

Rank

Employer

Owner Type

Size

8

Lowes' Home Centers, Inc.

9

Barker Microfarads

10

Hills Trucking Company

Building Material and Garden
Equipment and Su
Computer and Electronic Product
Manufacturing
Truck Transportation

Private

100 to 249 employees

Private

100 to 249 employees

Private

50 to 99 employees

11

McDonald's

Food Services and Drinking Places

Private

50 to 99 employees

12

Trinity Mission of Hillsville

Nursing and Residential Care Facilities

Private

50 to 99 employees

13

Heritage Hall

Nursing and Residential Care Facilities

Private

50 to 99 employees

14

MT. Rog. Com. Men. Hlh. Ret. Svc. Bd.

Social Assistance

Local Government

50 to 99 employees

15

Turman Sawmill

Private

50 to 99 employees

16

VDOT

State Government

50 to 99 employees

17

Tri-Area Health Clinic

Wood Product Manufacturing
Heavy and Civil Engineering
Construction
Ambulatory Health Care Services

Private

50 to 99 employees

18

Bucyrus America, Inc.

Private

50 to 99 employees

19

M G Golf Facilities LLC

Private

50 to 99 employees

20

Food Lion

Machinery Manufacturing
Amusement, Gambling, and Recreation
Industries
Food and Beverage Stores

Private

50 to 99 employees

21

Shoney's
South West Virginia Home Health
Care

Food Services and Drinking Places

Private

50 to 99 employees

Ambulatory Health Care Services

Private

20 to 49 employees

Private

20 to 49 employees

Private

20 to 49 employees

22

Employment Type

23

Sowers Construction Company

24

Parkdale America

Heavy and Civil Engineering
Construction
Textile Mills

25

Postal Service

Postal Service

Federal Government

20 to 49 employees

26

Johnson Management Service

Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers

Private

20 to 49 employees

27

Zip Mart

Gasoline Stations

Private

20 to 49 employees

28

Wheatland Hillsville

Nursing and Residential Care Facilities

Private

20 to 49 employees

29

Exceptional Personnel Inc

Private

20 to 49 employees

30

Town of Hillsville

Local Government

20 to 49 employees

31

Virginia Produce Co LLC

Food Services and Drinking Places
Executive, Legislative, and Other
General Gov
Merchant Wholesalers, Nondurable
Goods

Private

20 to 49 employees

32

Carroll County Department of Social
Services

Social Assistance

Local Government

20 to 49 employees
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Rank

Employer

Employment Type

Owner Type

Size

33

Wendnoke Corporation

Food Services and Drinking Places

Private

20 to 49 employees

34

Bryant Management Company

Private

20 to 49 employees

35

Eagle Carports

Private

20 to 49 employees

36

Hardee's

Accommodation
Fabricated Metal Product
Manufacturing
Food Services and Drinking Places

Private

20 to 49 employees

37

Appalachian Power Company

Utilities

Private

20 to 49 employees

38

Dugspur Deli Mart Inc

Gasoline Stations

Private

20 to 49 employees

39

Kidz World Learning Center Inc

Social Assistance

Private

20 to 49 employees

40

Flying J Transportation L

Private

20 to 49 employees

41

H & M Motor Company

Private

20 to 49 employees

42

Blue Ridge Concrete Prod. Inc

Private

20 to 49 employees

43

Berrier Farms Inc

Truck Transportation
Clothing and Clothing Accessories
Stores
Nonmetallic Mineral Product
Manufacturing
Crop Production

Private

20 to 49 employees

44

Burger King

Food Services and Drinking Places

Private

20 to 49 employees

45

Revco

Health and Personal Care Stores

Private

20 to 49 employees

46

The Hungry Farmer

Food Services and Drinking Places

Private

20 to 49 employees

47

Sundram Corporation

Accommodation

Private

20 to 49 employees

48

Twin County Ford Mercury

Private

20 to 49 employees

49

Virginia State Department of Health

State Government

20 to 49 employees

50

Clark Gas and Oil Company Inc.

Motor Vehicle and Parts Dealers
Administration of Human Resource
Programs
Gasoline Stations

Private

10 to 19 employees

51

Holiday Inn Express

Accommodation

Private

10 to 19 employees

Nursing and Residential Care Facilities

Private

10 to 19 employees

52
Joy Ranch
rd
Source: VEC 3 Quarter 2009

Many of the jobs held by Carroll County residents are in neighboring Galax City and Surry
County, not reflected in the above tables. According to the 2006 – 2008 Census ACS, 82% of
Carroll County workers drove to work alone, 13% carpooled, less than 0.5% took public
transportation, and 2% used other means. The remaining 3% worked at home. Among those
who commuted to work, it took them on average 25.3 minutes to get to work.
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In 2000, nearly half (49.4%) of employed Carroll residents worked in other counties with 16.3%
working in City of Galax. Of those employed in Carroll County, 3,314 live in other counties. The
2000 decennial Census describes the commuting pattern of Carroll County residents as shown in
Table 22.
Table 22: Community Patterns
Out-Commuters to:

Number

In-Commuters from:

Number

City of Galax

2,189

Grayson County

1,172

Surry County, NC

1,827

City of Galax

783

Wythe County

627

Wythe County

403

Pulaski County

469

Surry County, NC

249

Patrick County

229

Floyd County

169

Forsyth County, NC

218

Patrick County

132

Grayson County

173

Pulaski County

107

Montgomery County

94

Alleghany County, NC

57

Floyd County

85

Mercer County, WV

30

Alleghany County, NC

75

Wilkes County, NC

20

Work Elsewhere
Total Out-Commuters

655
6,641

Net In-Commuting
People who live and work in the county

From Elsewhere
Total In-Commuters

192
3,314
-3,327
6,806

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 Census

The average travel time to workplace in the year 2000 was 26.5 minutes. By 2008, average
travel time to work had declined to 25.3 minutes. Greater separation between home and work
increases the number of vehicle miles traveled, which equates to greater demands on public
funded road construction and maintenance. It also means greater commute times and less
family time.
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In 2000, one-half of all employed
Carroll County residents worked
in other counties.

Economy
As shown in Table 23, median income values in Carroll County are much lower than median
values in the state. In fact, 2008 values in the county are lower than 1999 state values. The rate
of change in Carroll County has declined against the state, bucking the historical trend.
Table 23: Estimated Median Income
Carroll County
Percent
1999
2008
Change
Median Household Income
$30,597 $35,823
14.59%
Median Family Income
$36,755 $45,761
19.68%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, 2006 - 2008 ACS
Income Type

Virginia
1999
$46,677
$54,169

2008
$61,044
$72,733

Percent
Change
23.54%
25.52%

In 2008, according to the BEA, Carroll County (plus Galax) had an average per capita personal
income (PCPI) of $28,415. This PCPI ranked 86th in the state and was 64.5% of the state average
($44,075) and 70.7% of the national average ($40,166). The county’s average annual PCPI
growth rate over the past 8 years has accelerated to 4.3% from 3.6%, while the average annual
growth rate for Virginia has declined somewhat to 4.2% from 4.5%. Southwest Virginia has a
tradition of income below the state average, and these figures indicate that Carroll County is
gaining somewhat versus the state average.
According to the Census 2006 – 2008 ACS, 8.3% of households had incomes less than $10,000,
down from 13.9% in 2000. Just over a quarter of the households had annual incomes ranging
from $10,000 to $24,999 in 2000 a number that has declined to 21% in 2008. A significant rise
has occurred between 2000 and 2008 in the number of households with income over $50,000,
rising from 22.8% to 28.9%. Table 24 provides data on household income in the county.
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Carroll County’s average annual
per capita personal income
growth rate over the past 8 years
has accelerated to 4.3% from
3.6%. Additionally, a significant
rise has occurred between 2000
and 2008 in the number of
households with income over
$50,000, rising from 22.8% to
28.9%.

Table 24: Household Income
Income Category

2000

2008

Percent
Change

2000

2008

Less than $10,000

1,693

1,222

-38.5%

13.9%

8.3%

$10,000 to $14,999

1,068

1,075

0.7%

8.8%

7.3%

$15,000 to $24,999

2,258

2,027

-11.4%

18.5%

13.8%

$25,000 to $34,999

1,912

1,517

-26.0%

15.7%

10.3%

$35,000 to $49,999

2,479

2,610

5.0%

20.3%

17.7%

$50,000 to $74,999

1,882

2,589

27.3%

15.4%

17.6%

$75,000 to $99,999

473

1,074

56.0%

3.9%

7.3%

$100,000 or greater

423

585

27.7%

3.5%

4.0%

12,188

14,707

17.1%

100%

100%

Total

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 Census, 2006 - 2008 ACS

Another indicator of income distribution is poverty status of the population. As shown by the
data in Table 25, the overall “poverty rate” in Carroll County is higher than the rate in the
Commonwealth. The disparity is particularly strong when one looks at the groups with persons
age 65 and over and families with female householder. Female householder families with
children under eighteen is the family group with the highest poverty rate, with 47.2% living in
poverty, a significant increase from 1999. Data published by the U.S. Census Bureau ACS for
2008, shows the rate of families living in poverty increased by 0.8% since 2000. A similar
upward trend can be seen for families living in poverty with related children under eighteen. The
rate of poverty for this family group is similar to the statewide average.
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The overall “poverty rate” in
Carroll County is higher than the
rate in the Commonwealth.
Female householder families with
children under eighteen is the
family group with the highest
poverty rate.

Table 25: Poverty Status (Percent Below poverty level)
By Population Group
All Persons
Persons 65 & up

1999
Carroll
Virginia
County
12.5%
9.6%

2008
Carroll
Virginia
County
13.7%
9.9%

14.1%

9.5%

14.2%

8.9%

8.7%

7.0%

9.5%

7.0%

Families with children under
13.3%
eighteen
Families with female
32.0%
householder
Female householder with
41.5%
children under 18
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000 Census, 2006 - 2008 ACS

11.4%

11.7%

10.8%

23.0%

37.6%

22.5%

29.8%

47.2%

29.1%

All Families

Table 26 indicates the change in average weekly wage rates between 1997, 2000, 2003 and
2008. Carroll County’s wage rate remained well below the state average and only slightly lower
than the average for the Mount Rogers Planning District. By 2008, the average weekly wage had
climbed to 56.4% of the state average, compared to 88.7% for the planning district. Carroll
County has had a consistently lower weekly wage than the planning district for the entire
period.
Table 26: Annual Average Weekly Wage (All Occupations)
Locality

1997

2000

2003

2008

Carroll County

$346

$394

$419

$506

MRPD

$399

$450

$496

$570

Virginia

$568

$676

$741

$897

Source: Virginia Employment Commission

Table 27 shows the average weekly wages per worker by industry sector and locality during the
third quarter of 2009, the latest data available during the planning process. Carroll County’s
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average wage for all industries was the second lowest in the planning district. Furthermore, the
City of Galax and Carroll County have the lowest average weekly wages in the manufacturing
sector in the entire planning district.
Table 27: Average Weekly Wage; 3rd Qtr 2009
Area Name

All Industries

Percent

Manufacturing

Percent

Retail

Percent

Bland County

$662

74%

$848

91%

$319

66%

Carroll County

$492

55%

$553

60%

$387

80%

Grayson County

$465

52%

$621

67%

$303

63%

Smyth County

$587

65%

$715

77%

$358

74%

Washington
County
Wythe County

$645

72%

$708

76%

$403

83%

$530

59%

$712

77%

$404

83%

Bristol city

$575

64%

$709

76%

$378

78%

Galax city

$513

57%

$539

58%

$397

82%

Virginia

$897

100%

$929

100%

$484

100%

Source: Virginia Workforce Connection

Real estate and personal property in Carroll County represent the two major sources of income
available to the county. These two indicators provide a good measure of the overall economic
base and relative wealth of the county’s citizens. Chart 13 illustrates tax revenues for each year
since 2000. As can be seen in the in the chart, tax revenues enjoyed a steady increase until the
2008 recession when revenues began to decline.
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Chart 13: Tax Revenues ($) by Fiscal Year
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Sectors
Economic activity is commonly categorized for analysis into business type and functions called
sectors. Sector delineation varies, but for purposes of the Plan, data is based on the following
sectors: agricultural; manufacturing; retail trade; services; and tourism. Through the use of
location quotients based on employment figures it can be determined if a region has
“specialization” in a sector. Specialization occurs based on macro employment distribution,
where the local jurisdiction employs more people than needed to meet local demands. A local
economy that employs a higher percentage of one sector than the national percentage
generates activity that is used outside of the jurisdiction and thereby exports goods and imports
payment for those goods.
Employment that generates exports is often referred to as “base employment” that brings
monetary assets into the community. However, employment that does not produce a level of
goods and services sufficient to meet local demand creates a net import sector. A net import
sector is a “lost opportunity” - it leaks monetary value to providers outside of the jurisdiction.
Understanding the dynamics of base employment through location quotients provides guidance
for targeted diversification of businesses to minimize leaking dollars to businesses outside the
jurisdiction. Employment sectors with a location quotient of 1.00 meet local needs. A location
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Over the last approximately 20
years there has been an increase
in the amount of land allocated
to farming within the County.

quotient less than 1.00 is a net importer while quotients over 1.00 are net exporters.
Employment tables obtained from the BEA and BLS generate a location quotient as well as other
metrics to determine sector specialties. Again, it should be noted the differences between the
two metrics as well as the inclusion of Galax within the BEA data.
Farm
Carroll County’s farming sector represents an area of specialization for the County, as shown
in Table 28. Although agriculture sector employment has been declining consistently for a
number of years, the sector is increasingly becoming a point of specialization for the County.
This is due to the fact that the national rate of agricultural sector employment decline is
greater than that of the County’s. It’s interesting to note that Virginia as a whole has a
declining agricultural specialization which would indicate that specialization is also
increasing compared to the State level.

Virginia, as well as the Nation, is
experiencing a greater rate of
decline in the agriculture
employment sector compared to
Carroll County.

Table 28: Agricultural Location Quotient; 2001-2008

2001

Sector
Employment
1,094

Carroll County
Total
Employment
20,362

Location
Quotient
2.91

Sector
Employment
60,149

Virginia
Total
Employment
4,410,040

Location
Quotient
0.74

2002
2003

1,005
1,004

20,819
20,598

2.75
2.85

57,785
57,818

4,403,066
4,452,669

0.75
0.76

2,902,000
2,838,000

165,063,100
166,019,500

2004
2005

981
969

20,555
20,800

2.97
3.03

54,244
51,742

4,574,960
4,693,310

0.74
0.72

2,719,000
2,655,000

169,026,700
172,551,400

2006

961

20,238

3.24

50,804

4,771,956

0.73

2,579,000

176,124,600

2007
2008

974
968

20,494
20,586

3.21
3.23

50,483
50,131

4,865,718
4,916,428

0.70
0.70

2,663,000
2,642,000

179,871,700
181,755,100

Year

Source: BEA

The United States Department of Agriculture collects farming data every 5 years in its
Census of Agriculture program. Over the last approximately 20 years there has been an
increase in the amount of land allocated to farming within the County, as well as the
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United States
Sector
Total
Employment
Employment
3,060,000
165,510,200

number of farms. The gap between average and median size indicates there is a wide
variation in the size of farms with the County, as shown in Table 29.
Table 29: Size and Number of Farms

1992

884

113,165

128

N/A

Total Value of
Products
(Revenue) Sold
$19,743,000

1997

913

110,201

121

76

$18,358,000

$20,108

2002

953

121,910

128

90

$25,912,000

$27,190

2007

1,001

123,678

124

67

$34,447,000

$34,413

Year

Number of
Farms

Land Area
(Acres)

Average Size
(Acres)

Source: USDA Census of Agriculture; 1992, 1997, 2002, 2007
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Median Size
(acres)

Average
Revenue per
Farm
$22,333

Manufacturing
Despite manufacturing employment decreasing significantly recently, Carroll County still
maintains a positive, although declining, location quotient, while the State has remained
relatively steady during the same time period. The County has experienced drastic swings in
manufacturing employment in the past. A relatively steady location quotient indicates this
sector’s decline is a national phenomenon, as shown in Table 30.

Table 30: Manufacturing Quotient; 2001-2008
Carroll County
Sector
Total
Employment Employment
2001
5,434
20,362
2002
5,231
20,819
2003
4,828
20,598
2004
4,491
20,555
2005
4,119
20,800
2006
3,466
20,238
2007
3,154
20,494
2008
2,856
20,586
Source: BEA
Year
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Location
Quotient
2.61
2.63
2.60
2.50
2.32
2.05
1.91
1.79

Sector
Employment
351,192
329,606
312,890
306,861
303,401
294,791
286,836
276,097

Virginia
Total
Employment
4,410,040
4,403,066
4,452,669
4,574,960
4,693,310
4,771,956
4,865,718
4,916,428

Location
Quotient
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.77
0.76
0.74
0.73
0.72

United States
Sector
Total
Employment Employment
16,913,600
165,510,200
15,745,700
165,063,100
14,974,000
166,019,500
14,791,900
169,026,700
14,729,200
172,551,400
14,688,200
176,124,600
14,477,800
179,871,700
14,090,900
181,755,100

Retail Trade
Carroll County’s and Virginia's retail trade sectors are comparable to that of the nation,
therefore no significant specialization currently exists in the two jurisdictions, as shown in
Table 31. This indicates that local needs are being sufficiently met by local economic activity
within Carroll County.

All “other service” sectors are
significantly below the national
location average which indicates
services are being imported or
residents are obtaining services
outside of the County.

Table 31: Retail Quotient; 2001-2008
Year

Carroll County

Virginia

United States

2001

Sector
Employment
2,831

Total
Employment
20,362

Location
Quotient
1.26

Sector
Employment
478,453

Total
Employment
4,410,040

Location
Quotient
0.98

Sector
Employment
18,256,800

Total
Employment
165,510,200

2002

3,034

20,819

1.32

479,415

4,403,066

0.99

18,193,100

165,063,100

2003

2,877

20,598

1.27

481,529

4,452,669

0.98

18,233,100

166,019,500

2004

2,776

20,555

1.24

491,098

4,574,960

0.99

18,385,500

169,026,700

2005

2,840

20,800

1.26

500,382

4,693,310

0.98

18,697,800

172,551,400

2006

2,765

20,238

1.28

505,366

4,771,956

0.99

18,846,800

176,124,600

2007

2,740

20,494

1.26

510,670

4,865,718

0.99

19,024,300

179,871,700

2008

2,752

20,586

1.29

504,680

4,916,428

0.99

18,862,200

181,755,100

Source: BEA
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Services
Although recent gains in service sector employment have been made within the County, the
sector’s location quotients have for the most part declined, as shown in Table 32. This is
likely due to the overall National economy becoming more service sector oriented. One
area of increase within the County has been the “Other Services” category. All other service
sectors are significantly below the national location average which indicates services are
being imported or more likely residents are obtaining services outside of the County.
Table 32: Service Industries Location Quotient; 2001-2008
Industry
Transportation and warehousing
Information
Finance and insurance
Real estate and rental and leasing
Professional and technical services
Management of companies and enterprises
Administrative and waste services
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment, and recreation
Accommodation and food services
Other services, except public administration
Source: BEA
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2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

0.39
0.34
0.52
0.32
0.44
0.86
0.83

0.42
0.32
0.56
0.89

0.45
0.33
0.57
0.36
0.08
0.43
0.86

0.92
0.45
0.37
0.57
0.37
0.05
0.54
0.89
0.92

0.86
0.45
0.39
0.56
0.39
0.06
0.45
0.56
0.95
1.00

0.82
0.48
0.42
0.56
0.43
0.56
1.01
1.07

0.74
0.50
0.45
0.54
0.47
1.11

0.73
0.50
0.46
0.55
0.48
0.58
0.98
1.14

Tourism
Carroll County has recently begun to push and market tourism activity within the County
guided by the recently created Carroll County Tourism Strategic Plan. Tourism is a
significant source of revenue for the County; Chart 14 depicts the amount of tax revenue
generated by lodging and meals taxes. While only fiscal year 2007, 2008 and the first half of
fiscal year 2009 were provided, it appears the revenue stream has been flat and thus not
significantly affected by the recent economic downturn.
Chart 14: Lodging and Meals Tax Revenues

$100,000
$90,000
$80,000
$70,000

$60,000
$50,000
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$20,000
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FY 2007
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Source: Carroll County Tourism Strategic Plan
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Tourism is a significant source of
revenue for Carroll County. The
summer months are the most
active for tourism related
activities.

Supporting Economic Expansion
The Economic Development Department exists to promote entrepreneurial and new business
activity that will result in incremental jobs for Carroll County residents. The department's
primary responsibility is to assist existing and potential businesses in developing business plans
and locating both public and private sources of funding. The department will also recruit new
businesses to the area and participate in whatever local and regional collaboration is necessary
to help ensure the economic vitality of the region.

Jobs / Housing Balance
The jobs / housing balance within the County has implications for residents and employers as
well as for service providers. Balanced County development has employment options for
residents, so that they can live and work in the same community; and an educated workforce for
employers, so that they are able to hire employees who are vested in their community and in
their job. Communities with an imbalanced ratio of jobs to housing are unsustainable for both
residents and employers. Commercial uses generate more revenues for jurisdictions than
residential uses, and therefore an imbalanced land use mix can also negatively impact the ability
of service providers to maintain levels of service.
There is an opportunity for planned growth areas to develop with a balanced jobs to housing
ratio from the outset to reduce traffic congestion, support revenue generation and provide a
high quality of life for residents. While the build-out land use mix is ultimately most important,
it will also be important to encourage jobs / housing balance during the phasing of development
in growth areas.
Critical to the achievement of jobs / housing balance is the designation of appropriate sites for
non-residential development. The availability of appropriate sites, while necessary, isn’t likely
to induce economic growth on its own. However, the lack of appropriate sites is certain to limit
economic growth.
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Infrastructure Development to Support Economic
Development
Like other rural localities in Southwest Virginia, Carroll County’s economic base has evolved
from predominantly agricultural to a diversification of employment in the manufacturing,
service, and trade sectors. The unemployment rate has generally been a problem in the Mount
Rogers region since the national economic downturn in 1991-92 and appears to have been
exasperated by the current downward trend. The lack of infrastructure (water and sewer) and
limited industrial recruitment have been limiting factors to job growth. Until Carroll County can
expand its industrial base, much of the county’s labor force will continue to look for
opportunities in the City of Galax, Wythe County, Surry County, North Carolina and other
locations.
A key to attracting and keeping both existing industries and the target industries described
above is the development of twenty-first century infrastructure within the County. Without
adequate infrastructure, other community and economic activities are weakened and
increasingly difficult to support. In assessing current strengths and weaknesses related to
infrastructure, the County has identified regional infrastructure development in broadband,
renewable energy and agriculture infrastructure as key to advancing the local economy into the
future.
The County, in its effort to aid the attraction, expansion and retention of economic investment,
has identified several key structural components necessary to develop a sustainable local
economy. These components include:


Economic infrastructure that is sensitive to environmental and community needs,
addressing both current deficiencies and developing new capacity as necessary. Specific
examples include the expansion of broadband service, the local generation and
distribution of renewable energy, and the enhancement of transportation systems.



A viable, educated, trained and skilled labor force, including the development of a green
workforce and support of the local youth workforce. Specific examples include offering
supportive services and opportunities to allow workers to transition from outdated to
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currently marketable skills and enabling local youth to develop skills at an early age to
lead to meaningful employment later on.


Adequate economic development services. Specific examples include promoting
entrepreneurial and small business capacities and supporting key cluster industries.



The strategic development of cluster industries such as the “green” industry,
agriculture, outdoor recreation and ecotourism.



Stronger local and regional community participation and organization. Partnering with
other governmental agencies and non-profit organizations allows for coordination and
cooperation on a regional basis, strengthening economic development outreach and
ensuring future economic activity is diversified and appropriate to area communities
and regions/supported by these groups. Partnerships create a stronger front, allowing
more targeted approaches and a greater ability to seek out desired businesses.

Initiatives to Promote Agricultural Economic Development
The same approach to growing and attracting new commercial and industrial businesses applies
to supporting and encouraging the agricultural economy, which means a supporting
infrastructure for a local food industry needs to be in place. One of our biggest challenges is to
"jump start" this industry by developing local markets for locally grown food. Opportunities for
immediate expansion include sales to local institutions such as schools, hospitals, food
assistance agencies, restaurants and locally-managed stores capable of sourcing their food
locally. Other areas of consideration for the short-term include local food networks
(partnerships between farmers, buyers and consumers) and ethanol plants.

CARROLL COUNTY FARMERS ARE
“PLOWING NEW FIELDS”
• By 2010, there were three
broccoli farms on 90 acres
• By 2007, there were 13
pumpkin farms on 518 acres

Virginia Cooperative Extension
The Virginia Cooperative Extension responds to the needs of individuals, families, groups and
organizations in the three broad areas of Agriculture & Natural Resources, Family & Consumer
Sciences, and 4H Youth Development. Virginia residents can participate in Carroll County
programs through the local extension office. Agriculture and Natural Resources programs help
sustain profitability of agricultural and forestry production, while protecting and enhancing the
quality of our land and water resources. Family and Consumer Sciences programs improve the
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• By 2010, there were six
cilantro farms on 60 acres

quality of life for individuals, families, and communities, and support economic self-sufficiency
and family stability and emphasize appropriate and safe food and nutrition choices, encourage
physical activity, and improve health literacy. 4-H is the comprehensive youth development
program of Virginia Cooperative Extension. Young people from ages 5 to 18 engage in hands-on
learning experiences under the guidance of 4-H agents and trained adult or teen 4-H volunteers.

Southwest Virginia Farmers' Market
The Southwest Virginia Farmers' Market is responsible for the operation and maintenance of
wholesale and retail fruit and vegetable market buildings. In addition, they provide a location for
local farmers to learn about and participate in innovative ways of marketing, packaging and
cooling their crops. The Farmers’ Market:


Buys, sells, packages and cools vegetable and fruit crops grown by Southwest Virginia
farmers.



Provides a location for retail vendors to operate their business.



Provides a location for wholesale vendors to operate their business.



Is a regional leader in promoting crop diversification.



Assists local farmers in marketing their crop.

In FY 2009, the accomplishments of the Farmers’ Market included:


Leading a regional effort to increase pumpkin production.



Receiving grant funding to build a hydro-cooling facility.



Securing an additional retail vendor.



Increasing the number of cases of broccoli supplied to Food City by three fold.



Forming a small cooperative of farmers to grow, hydrocool and market corn together.



Receiving grant funding to make improvements to the parking lot of the retail building.
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Initiatives to Support Tourism
Successful tourist venues tell the story of a place to visitors and inspire them to become a part
of a place’s future history, encouraging repeat visits, purchases of vacation homes and priceless
word-of-mouth advertising. Carroll County is a product of its history, location, regional
attributes and development trends. It has enjoyed the impacts of tourism over the years, but
the challenge of the future is to re-tell the story and maintain and increase the tourist appeal,
while remaining committed to providing services to permanent residents. One key challenge for
Carroll County will be to bring people off the main highway to stop at destinations inside the
County, and the opportunity will be to provide a higher quality of shopping, dining and
recreational experiences to meet the demands of an increasingly sophisticated tourist market.
The qualities that make Carroll County an attractive place to live are much the same as the
qualities that make it an attractive place to visit. Year round residents as well as part time
residents and visitors demand basic amenities such as clean air and water, reliable emergency
services, efficient transportation and retail options. Residents and visitors alike value the
natural beauty of Carroll County and the surrounding environs in addition to the many
recreational amenities and facilities available. Recognizing that tourism has a profound effect
on the local economy and government, including employment, revenues, infrastructure and
service demand, the environment and overall quality of life factors, the goals and policies for
tourism aim to promote tourism within a sustainable framework for the entire Carroll County
community.
According to the Virginia Tourism Corporation, the economic impact of tourism in Carroll County
has steadily increased in recent years. Estimated expenditures increased from $41 million in
2003 to an estimated $54 million in 2007. To increase the benefits and revenues of tourismrelated activities, the County adopted a Five-Year Strategic Plan drafted by the Carroll County
Tourism Advisory Committee and County Staff in early 2010. The Visitor Center became a state
certified local/regional visitor center on March 1st 2008.

Heritage Tourism
The historic and cultural resources in Carroll County draw visitors to the area, making historic
preservation an element of the County’s economy. Historic preservation aims to identify,
preserve, and protect sites, buildings, and structures that have significant cultural, social,
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The Tourism Mission Statement for Carroll
County is:

To promote and develop tourism
in Carroll County while preserving
its natural resources. Ensuring
and preserving a high quality of
life, by including community
involvement, economic
development, and meeting the
needs of our visitors through
regional and corporate
partnerships.

economic, political, archaeological, or architectural history. The social and cultural benefits to
historic preservation are numerous; it can revitalize neighborhoods and instill pride in the
community. Preservation is also associated with sustainability, as it encourages the use of
existing buildings and sites as well as their infrastructure, rather than building new structures in
greenfields. By taking advantage of existing infrastructure through adaptive reuse (using historic
buildings for new purposes), preservation reduces the environmental toll of growth.
Historic preservation also increases and encourages heritage tourism. The National Park Service
identifies heritage tourism as “traveling to experience the places, artifacts, and activities that
authentically represent the stories and people of the past and present.” From an economic
perspective, a study by the Travel Industry Association of America found that people who
engage in historic and cultural activities do more, spend more, and stay longer than other types
of U.S. travelersi. While on vacation, visiting historic and cultural sites ranks second only to
shopping, which underscores the economic importance of preservation.
Scenic Routes and Heritage Sites
A small portion of the Jefferson National Forest (the Mount Rogers National Recreation
Area) lies within the northwestern corner of Carroll County, and thirty miles of the Blue
Ridge Parkway is located within the county. The Blue Ridge Parkway, completed in 1977, is
a 469-mile scenic route through Virginia and North Carolina. According to Blue Ridge
Parkway Superintendent Daniel Brown, the Blue Ridge Parkway is consistently one of the
most visited national park areas administered by the National Parks Service. Approximately
20 million tourists travel the Blue Ridge Parkway annually, causing a great economic impact
for the counties in which the parkway lies. The economic impact can be as great as two
million dollars per year for the 29 counties of Virginia and North Carolina. The Blue Ridge
Parkway not only provides Carroll County residents with recreational opportunities, but with
the possibility of substantial economic growth.5
Heritage tourism in Carroll County is also supported by The Crooked Road: Virginia’s
Heritage Music Trail. The Crooked Road is a driving route through the coalfields,
Appalachian Mountains, and the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia. Carroll County is home
5

th

Brown, Daniel. “An Into from the Superintendent of the Blue Ridge Parkway: Parkway Marks 70 Anniversary—
Three Score and ten.” www.blueridgeparkway.org
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The Tourism Vision Statement for Carroll
County is:

To be a premier world-class
destination known for our
nationally recognized natural
scenic beauty, recreational,
agricultural, and
cultural/heritage assets. Because
of our superior hospitality and
opportunities for a unique
experience, our tourism
development efforts, and our
expansion of entrepreneurship
opportunities, tourism will be a
positive economic asset.

to two stops on the trail: the Blue Ridge Music Center and the Rex Theatre. The Blue Ridge
Music Center is located near mile marker 213 on the Blue Ridge Parkway in both Carroll and
Grayson Counties. Phase I of the music center opened in 2001, which includes an outdoor
amphitheatre with seating capacity for 2,000 people, picnic areas, and a gift shop. Phase II,
now underway, will feature a 17,000 square foot facility with interpretive center, exhibit
gallery, music sales and information area, an indoor auditorium, a listening library and a
classroom area to accommodate visiting school groups.
The second stop on The Crooked Road is the Rex Theatre, located in the City of Galax. Every
Friday night since 1999, WBRF-FM 98.1 has broadcast “Blue Ridge Backroads” live from the
Rex Theatre. Listeners in four states are able to enjoy the sounds of “Old Time Mountain
Music.”6
Visitors to the area are encouraged to visit the Blue Ridge Plateau Visitors Center located in
Hillsville. The visitor center is situated off Interstate 77 Exit 14. The center provides visitor
information for the entire state of Virginia, as well as, emphasizing information on Carroll,
Grayson, Patrick, and Floyd Counties, and the City of Galax.
Heritage Events
The Annual Old Fiddler’s Convention is held annually in August in Galax. Originating in the
spring of 1935, the Convention was dedicated to "Keeping alive the memories and
sentiments of days gone by and make it possible for people of today to hear and enjoy the
tunes of yesterday". The contest attracts thousands of musicians and fans every year,
attracting over 1,900 musicians in 2009.

Ecotourism
Conservation of open space and environmentally sensitive areas can increase revenues because
businesses and residents are drawn to areas with a high quality of life, which includes high
percentage of protected lands and open spaces in and near to urban areas and prime research
and educational facilities. According to the Trust for Public Land, “economic advantage will go to
communities that are able to guide growth through land conservation and other smart growth
measures…. One 1998 real estate industry study predicts that over the next 25 years, real
6

www.thecrookedroad.org
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The Blue Ridge Parkway in Carroll County.

estate values will rise fastest in the smart communities that incorporate the traditional
characteristics of successful cities: a concentration of amenities, an integration of residential
and commercial districts, and a “pedestrian friendly configuration.”ii Further, businesses in the
Sierra Nevada Region of California, where urban areas are close to mountains, wildlife preserves
and open landscapes identified these amenities as drivers of the region’s successful economy.iii
Within Carroll County, tourism is a significant and clean industry with great influence over the
County and regional economy. Visitors are attracted to Carroll County’s cultural assets and
natural beauty. Protection of these unique environmental and cultural resources will ensure
that our competitive advantage in tourism is preserved and enhanced to ensure the viability of
tourism.
Ecotourism is the fastest growing market in the United States’ $699 billion dollar tourism
industry, and a significant amount of tourist activity in Carroll County can be regarded as
“ecotourism.” Ecotourism includes all tourist activities that have a reduced impact on the
natural environment, encourage education awareness of the environment and culture of a
place, and improve the welfare of the local people. These types of activities usually include
scenic trips, such as visiting National parks and wildlife preserves, educational and awareness
trips, such as guided tours, and volunteer trips, as well as canoeing, hiking, and other outdoor
adventures. Ecotourism is increasing in popularity in concert with the growing popularity of
green products, sustainable development and environmentally friendly alternatives to
conventional standards of the past. Ecotourism can be a fast growing and important economic
development component for the County in the near future, provided that it “fits” with the
environmental and community constraints.
It is important to note that promoting developing ecotourism is only one component of a
successful ecotourism development program. First and foremost, a healthy environment with
connected, protected and accessible natural areas is critical. For the County to protect its
ecotourism assets, it must prevent development from infringing on a critical mass of natural
preserves. Carroll County has several natural trails that should be protected and promoted as
key ecotourism assets, including Stewarts Creek Wildlife Management Are, Crooked Creek
Wildlife Management Area/Fee Fishing/Birding Trail, Devil’s Den Nature Preserve and Beaver
Dam Creek Wildlife and Birding Trail.
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Economic Development
Goal 7:

Goal 8:

Tourism is a foundation for the local economy, with enhanced amenities and
attractions for residents and visitors.
Policy7.1:

Support development of cultural and recreational attractions.

Policy7.2:

Support development of eco-tourism and protect the natural
resources that contribute to the viability of ecotourism and
outdoor recreation.

Policy7.3:

Promote and protect the scenic beauty of the Blue Ridge
Parkway.

Policy7.4:

Enhance quality lodging options for visitors.

Policy7.5:

Encourage expanded dining options for visitors.

Policy7.6:

Support implementation actions from the Tourism
Development Plan.

Policy7.7:

Support the development and programming of the Crooked
Road: Virginia’s Heritage Music Trail.

Policy7.8:

Support the role of the Office of Tourism, including to:


Coordinate with the Tourism Advisory Board to
implement the five year strategic plan.



Help build and sustain our regional tourism marketing
groups.



Continue to work on tourism related infrastructure.

A sustainable local economy provides employment opportunities and supports
a high quality of life.
Policy8.1:
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Support agricultural-based economic development and
maintain the viability of the agricultural sector of the County’s

economy through developing and supporting new, local and
enhanced markets for locally grown food and local products.
Policy8.2:

Promote a diversified regional economy with more high-tech
industry.

Policy8.3:

Support workforce training opportunities.

Policy8.4:

Encourage small business development.

Policy8.5:

Support the use of economic development incentives to create
employment opportunities, establish public-private
partnerships, and encourage development that provides public
benefits and amenities.

Policy8.6:

Promote, encourage, and support Blue Ridge Crossroads
Economic Development Authority (BRCEDA), which is a regional
authority of Carroll, Grayson, and Galax that promotes regional
efforts.

Policy8.7:

Support the Crossroads Institute, which serves as an off-campus
site for WCC and workforce training, houses the Carroll
Economic Development Department, the Small Business
Institute, and BRCEDA.

Policy8.8:

Encourage wind turbines/farms and other green energy options.

Policy8.9:

Encourage job creation.

Policy8.10:

Encourage development of manufacturing and distribution
centers.

Policy8.11:

Support facilities and services that contribute to quality of life to
attract new businesses.

Policy8.12:

Support and finance County acquisition of land for business and
industrial development.
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Policy8.13:

Support the role of the Carroll County Industrial Development
Authority to promote Carroll County as a rising center for
commercial and industrial development.

Policy8.14:

Support the role of the Economic Development Department,
including to:
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Assist new clients seeking Economic Development
Services.



Locate and secure funding for new and existing Carroll
County businesses.



Generate new capital investment in Carroll County.



Generate new business activity that stimulates new jobs
for the Carroll, Galax, and Grayson area.

Chapter 6. Housing
Provision of adequate and attainable housing is a vital foundation for supporting sustainable
community and economic development. Demographic factors such as an aging population and
changing economic conditions play a role in the development of policies and actions related to
housing needs and demand. Unique community characteristics and diverse development
patterns in different parts of the County impact policy and implementation strategies.
Sustainable communities provide housing options for all residents, so that people can stay
vested and participating within their community though their housing needs may change over
time. In terms of housing, social sustainability means that housing is available for people of all
racial, ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds, as well as all household types (families, singles,
un-related individuals, elderly, etc.). Sustainable neighborhoods provide a mixture of housing
forms, sizes, prices and densities, as well as opportunities for social interaction, such as
neighborhood parks or neighborhood-based schools. Conventional subdivisions are often
designed and marketed to separate housing products based on small pricing increments, for
instance, homes with two bedrooms priced very closely to one another are all located in one
pod, while slightly larger homes with three bedrooms priced just higher are located in a
different pod. While this is presented as a way to maintain property values, it really serves to
isolate people based on very small economic factors and matters of preference.
From an economic perspective, adequate workforce housing should be available to support a
high-quality employment base for local and regional employers. Workforce housing is necessary
if the County is to maintain and enhance its economic health and vitality. Additionally, the
provision of adequate, attainable housing helps to prevent neighborhood deterioration and a
declining tax base. It is normal in Carroll County and many other regions of the country for
workers to seek housing in other more affordable communities, forcing them to commute long
distances to work. This economic factor influences social and personal health aspects of
people’s lives as well as the environment, as long-distance commutes have huge impacts on
local and global air quality.
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Finally, from an environmental perspective, housing should be sustainable in terms of energy
efficiency and its ecological footprint. The design of neighborhoods should support alternative
transportation methods and public health goals through the integration of pedestrian facilities
and proximity to employment opportunities.

Terminology
Providing a balance of housing types within the community can be a challenging endeavor. Local
housing issues often involve a broad range of considerations and terminology. Before any
meaningful discussion can occur on housing policy, it is important to clarify specific definitions
frequently used by those who are addressing local housing issues in the community.
National definitions housing are created by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD). According to HUD, the term affordable refers to the ability of a person or
household to pay no more than 30% of their (gross) income for housing. Low/Mod income
household is HUD’s definition for families earning 80% or less of Area Median Income (AMI).
The majority of federal and state subsidy programs are geared to assist Low/Mod income
households.
However, in many communities, households earning more than 80% of the Area Median Income
are also in need of some form of housing assistance, due to locally unsustainable wage levels or
high housing prices. Attainable is a term that Carroll County may use to refer to households
earning between 80% and 125% of AMI. Housing programs to meet the needs of both low/mod
income households as well as families earning above 80% of AMI can contribute to the social
and economic sustainability of growth.
An umbrella term used to refer to both target populations is workforce housing. This term refers
to the concept of providing programs that meet the County’s diverse workforce housing needs,
consisting of both owner- and renter-occupied housing that is affordable to the local workforce
and carefully located to meet their needs. Lack of housing that is affordable to the local
workforce causes increased commuting times, increased pollution, increased roadway
congestion and less time at home with family. Quality of life suffers and the social balance of
the community is disrupted.
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There are also special needs populations outside of the workforce who need housing assistance.
These groups include military families, seniors, persons with disabilities and the homeless.

Workforce Housing
The availability of workforce housing has real impacts on the regional economy. Employers in
the region will find it increasingly difficult to attract and retain employees due to the lack of
affordable quality housing, exacerbated by skyrocketing real estate values, which impacts
economic development efforts and the very fabric of the community.
The persons and families that need affordable workforce housing are, for the most part,
‘working people’. This is a particular hardship for those who work in entry level jobs that are
vital to sustaining a good economy and a good quality of life for everyone, and also includes
essential workers (police, fire, health care, utilities, teachers and child care workers) retail,
industrial, office and service industry workers, entry- and mid-level professionals and public
sector (government and non-profit community organizations) employees. The relationship
between commercial enterprises and workforce housing is key to employment supply and
demand factors, focusing location of residence, business location and transportation and
accessibility.

Senior Households
Retired people often have smaller household sizes, reduced incomes, and can suffer impaired
abilities and mobility as they age. Without housing choices, long-time residents may be forced
to leave the community they have always lived in to find appropriate housing as they age. It is
expected that senior housing will be a growing concern as baby boomers age.
Senior housing is generally based on market-rate rents, and provides a community for seniors to
live in that provides for their increasing needs. Communities that are designed for those 55
years of age and older are increasingly committed to an “active lifestyle” for seniors and cater to
the increased health and vitality of today’s seniors. Community input has indicated that there
are seniors living within the community that are interested in market rate, senior-specific
housing. Many middle-income seniors that are looking for housing do not qualify financially for
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the available government-subsidized senior housing. The preference of many seniors is to
obtain modestly-sized residences where they can live near to their children and grandchildren.

Special Populations
Special populations, seniors, developmentally and physically disabled, large families, single
parents, the homeless or near homeless and ex-offenders. Various program strategies can be
implemented to meet the needs of special populations, such as property tax abatement for
lower income home owners, developing more group homes or shared living for the disabled,
increasing emergency shelter options and offering transitional housing.

Existing Conditions
Households and Families
The housing stock in Carroll County grew by 20.2 (1.9% annual growth rate) between 1990 and
2000 for a total of 14,680 housing units. This rate declined to an annual rate of 1% between
2000 and 2008 despite the housing boom of the early and mid 2000s, as shown in Chart 15.
Twenty-five% of the housing units within the County were built within the past twenty years.
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Chart 15: Year Structure Built
Built 2005 or later
Built 2000 to 2004
Built 1990 to 1999
Built 1980 to 1989
Built 1970 to 1979
Built 1960 to 1969
Built 1950 to 1959
Built 1940 to 1949
Built 1939 or earlier
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Source: U.S. Census ACS 2006 – 2008

According to the Census 2006 – 2008 ACS, Carroll County had 16,000 housing units, 20% of
which were vacant, as shown in Table 33. The majority of occupied homes are owner occupied
(75%). Of the total housing units, 69% was in single-unit structures, 4% was in multi-unit
structures, and 27% was mobile homes, shown in Table 34.
Like neighboring Grayson County, much of the increase in vacant housing units can be attributed
to the development of recreational homes. Housing units identified as seasonal, recreational, or
occasional use in the 2000 Census numbered 1,380, an increase of 502 units compared to
Census year 1990. The growth in Carroll County’s recreational housing is a function of the
County’s natural beauty and the presence of the Blue Ridge Parkway. Recreational or second
home reporting is not available in the 2006 – 2008 Census ACS.
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Table 33: Housing Tenure
Tenure

Number

Total Housing Units

15,841

Occupied housing units

12,699

Percent Vacant

19.8%

Owner-occupied

9,524

Renter-occupied

3,175

Avg hh size of owner-occupied unit

2.25

Avg hh size of renter-occupied unit

2.3

Source: U.S. Census ACS 2006 - 2008

Table 34: Units in Structure
Unit Type

Number

Total housing units

15,841

1-unit, detached

10,874

1-unit, attached

127

2 units

133

3 or 4 units

163

5 to 9 units

136

10 to 19 units

82

20 or more units

58

Mobile home

4,268

Source: U.S. Census ACS 2006 - 2008

In 2006 – 2008 there were approximately 13,000 households in Carroll County. The average
household size was 2.3 people. Families made up 70% of the households in Carroll County. Chart
16 includes both married-couple families (60%) and other families (10%). Nonfamily households
constitute 30% of all households in Carroll County. A non-family household consists either of
one person living alone or of two or more persons who share a dwelling, but do not constitute a
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In 2006-2008 families made up
70% of the households in Carroll
County.

family (such as college roommates). Most of the nonfamily households feature people living
alone.

Type of Household

Chart 16: Household Type
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Addressing Housing Needs
Programs exist in Carroll County to help eligible recipients with home purchase, emergency
housing needs, weatherization, heating costs, and rehabilitation of low-income housing.
Available programs and services for Carroll County include the following:


District III Senior Services: This agency provides services to people aged 55 and over
in Bland, Carroll, Grayson, Smyth, Washington, and Wythe counties, and the cities of
Bristol and Galax. Services include a limited range of home repairs. The agency is
based at 4453 Lee Highway outside of Marion. For more information call 276-7838157.



Carroll County Department of Social Services: This agency, located in the Carroll
County Governmental Complex, provides rental assistance to eligible recipients
(276-728-9186).
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Hostel of the Good Sheppard: This is a 20-bed emergency shelter for the homeless
located at 405 West Center Street in Galax. Call 276-236-7573 for more information.



Mountain Shelter, Inc.: This nonprofit agency is based at 170 East Main Street in
Wytheville. It develops low-income housing in Smyth, Wythe, Bland, Carroll, and
Grayson counties, and the City of Galax. Call 276-228-6280 for more information.



Rooftop of Virginia Community Action Agency: This nonprofit agency, serving
Carroll County, Grayson County, and the City of Galax, stands at 205 North Main
Street in Galax. Its services include a weatherization program to insulate homes and
reduce high utility costs. Call 276-236-7131 for more information.

Housing Goals and Policies
Goal 9:

High quality residential neighborhoods and workforce housing with a variety
of healthy and compatible housing types serve the various needs of Carroll
County residents.
Policy9.1:

Promote the construction of a broad range of housing types to
accommodate the varied needs and incomes of the County’s
residents.

Policy9.2:

Direct “clustering” of residential development to provide
community services efficiently and economically.

Policy9.3:

Encourage residential development in or adjacent to the Town
of Hillsville and other existing higher density neighborhoods and
communities with available services.

Policy9.4:

Encourage multi-family developments that are compatible with
surrounding land uses and located in areas with available or
planned public facilities and services, including water, sewer
and transportation.
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Policy9.5:

Encourage the development of mobile home parks that are
served by available or planned public facilities and services and
include amenities for residents.

Policy9.6:

Direct the location of singular mobile homes to reduce conflicts
with permanent residential structures and development.

Policy9.7:

Ensure that multi-family and mobile home parks contribute to
quality of life and community character through improvement
and design standards.

Policy9.8:

Encourage development of housing for elderly and disabled
populations.

Policy9.9:

Encourage development of workforce housing.
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Chapter 7. Natural & Community
Resources
Physical Conditions
Physiographic Provinces and Geology
The majority of the Carroll County area lies in the Blue Ridge Physiographic Province. A small
portion of the county’s northwestern corner is in the Ridge and Valley Province and a part of the
Piedmont Province occupies a section in south central Carroll County.


Blue Ridge Province - This is mountain plateau characterized by moderate to steeply
rolling land with much of the area having a slope in excess of 20%. Within the
county, the most prominent features of the province are the northwest and
southeast slopes. The pre-Cambrian rocks of the Blue Ridge Province are igneous
and metamorphic. The lava flows, gneissic and schistose rock have been moved
(faulted) with respect to one another; and with the work of erosion a plateau-like
region has resulted.



Ridge and Valley Province - This region consists of parallel valleys and ridges
oriented in a roughly northeast to southwest direction. Several of these ridges form
the northwest border of Carroll County. These ridges consist of Paleozoic-Cambrian
dolomite, shale, and sandstone.



Piedmont Province - Part of the southeastern corner of the county extends into the
Piedmont Province. This province is underlain by Triassic sedimentary rocks and
sporadic basaltic sills and dikes. The Piedmont Province consists generally of gently
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rolling low hills, dropping gradually toward the Coastal Plains and the Atlantic
Ocean.

Relief
Elevations in Carroll County vary from a maximum of 3,570 feet at Fisher Peak to a low of 1,100
feet above sea level in the southeast near Cana—where Lovills Creek flows into North Carolina.
It is in the southern portion of the county that the most striking changes in elevation occur.
Stretching northeast from Fisher Peak, the Blue Ridge Escarpment separates the lowlands of
North Carolina from the Blue Ridge Plateau. Northward from the escarpment, the land slowly
drops toward the New River with long, low parallel ridges. To the west of the New River,
Chestnut Knob (a point on Ewing Mountain—the eastern extremity of Iron Mountain), rises to
an elevation of 3,374 feet. In the northeast corner of the county, Bear Knob (near the CarrollPulaski County line), a peak on Macks Mountain reaches 3,390 feet.
Slightly more than half of the total land area has a slope in excess of 20%.

Climatology
Carroll County has a moderate continental climate. The maximum average temperature occurs
in July and is about 75.1 degrees Fahrenheit with the average minimum temperature in January
being about 34.6 degrees Fahrenheit. The growing season averages about 180 days.
Average annual rainfall in Carroll County is about 44.7 inches. Precipitation during the six warm
months, April through September, ranges from an average of 28 inches in the southeast to less
than 24 inches in the northwest. Snowfall averages about 20 inches annually.
The prevailing winds in the county are from the west with southern and northern winds
occurring infrequently. The mountains, along with the westerly wind flow, tend to isolate the
county from the effects of severe storms originating over the Atlantic Ocean.

Hydrology
Surface Water
Carroll County is situated in two major watersheds. The eastern continental divide runs
through the county, roughly along the Blue Ridge Parkway. To the south, the headwaters of
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the Yadkin River drain to the Atlantic Ocean. To the north, tributaries of the New River drain
to the Gulf of Mexico.
The major streams of the Yadkin River Basin in Carroll County include Stewarts Creek, Paul’s
Creek, and Lovills Creek. All drain south into North Carolina. The largest, Lovills Creek, is a
water source for Mount Airy, North Carolina.
The New River, with headwaters in North Carolina, flows through the northeastern portion
of the county northward to the Ohio River. In Carroll County, it has a gradient (defined as
drop in feet per stream mile) of 14 feet per mile and ranges from 300 to 800 feet in width
with numerous rapids and shallows.
The Carroll County tributaries of the New River are Chestnut Creek, Crooked Creek, Little
Reed Island Creek, and Big Reed Creek. All are shallow, relatively fast moving streams with
gradients between 10 and 20 feet.
There are two dams on the New River in Carroll County—the Byllesby and Buck. They are 54
feet and 32 feet high, respectively, and are owned and operated by the Appalachian Power
Company.
Groundwater
Except for a small area along the northwestern boundary, igneous and metamorphic rocks
underlie Carroll County. These rocks have been deeply weathered and have sufficient
permeability to absorb and hold groundwater. However, recharge to full storage, except in
aquifers near streams and below the elevation of their beds, is slow because of the steep
land surface and low absorption rate of most soils. These conditions produce a few low
springs.
The range of estimated potential well yield is 20 to 100 gallons per minute. It is possible
that a series of shallow wells would provide sufficient water for moderate demands in some
of the larger stream valleys.
In the northwestern portion of the county, the New River crosses folded and faulted
dolomite, limestone, and shale formations. The groundwater recharge capability in the area
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is not known, but conditions seem to be favorable for obtaining large quantities of
groundwater at properly located sites.

Soils
The soils of Carroll County have been mapped and delineated into 11 soil associations. A soil
association is a region that has a distinctive proportional patter of soils—that is, each
association has a certain repeating pattern of soils and other features that give it a characteristic
landscape. The soils in one association may occur in another, but in a different patter. An
association normally consists of one or more major soils and one or more minor soils, and is
named for the major soil.
The following are descriptions of the soil associations in Carroll County:


Manor-Talladega-Watauga Association: Shallow to moderately deep, well-drained to
excessively drained, micaceous, sloping to very steep soils on strongly dissected
uplands.



Ramsey-Wiekert-Hazel association: Shallow to moderately deep, excessively drained,
very stony and channery, sloping to very steep soils on strongly dissected uplands.



Hazel-Manor-Gilpin association: Shallow to moderately deep, well-drained to
excessively drained, sloping to very steep, soils on dissected uplands.



Madison-Wickham-Talladega association: Deep, well drained and excessively drained,
gently sloping to steep soils on uplands.



Madison-Talladega association: Deep to shallow, well-drained and excessively drained,
gently sloping to steep soils and uplands.



Chester-Glenelg-Manor association: Deep and moderately deep, well-drained or
somewhat excessively drained soils on dissected uplands.



Porters-Chester-Glenelg-Manor: Deep to shallow, well-drained or somewhat excessively
drained, gently sloping to very steep soils on strongly dissected uplands.



Chester-Glenelg-Manor-Porters association: Deep and moderately deep, well- drained
to excessively drained soils on uplands.
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Stony land-Manor-Rock land association: Moderately deep and deep, well-drained,
gently sloping to steep soils on uplands.



Myersville-Chester-Glenelg association: Deep and moderately deep, well-drained,
gently sloping to very steep soils on uplands.

Soil and Water Conservation
The New River Soil and Water Conservation District comprises the counties of Grayson and
Carroll and the City of Galax. The District's overall objective is to see that every acre of land be
treated according to its capabilities. This not only includes farm uses, but urban and industrial as
well. These objectives are carried out by encouraging every farm to have a conservation plan,
and every county and town to adopt and carry out Virginia's Erosion and Sediment Control
Program. The New River Soil and Water Conservation District works toward these objectives
through education, evaluation of Erosion and Sediment Control plans, farm planning and the
Best Management Practices (BMP) Cost-share Program. Their goal is to improve the
environment and the conservation of our natural resources. The District strives to achieve this
goal by educating residents about environmental assessment, data collection, watersheds, lake
ecology, wildlife and soils.
The mission of the New River-Highlands Resource Conservation and Development Area is to
promote the management of natural resources for the enhancement of the quality of life and
environment in the New River-Highlands Resource Conservation and Development Area.
Carroll County boasts many fine trout streams, and has over 50 combined miles of trout waters,
the most famous being Crooked Creek. The County must preserve the natural watershed to
maintain the sustainability of these natural assets. A watershed is the area of land where all of
the water drains to the same area. To protect the streams, land within the watershed must be
managed to protect the waters from pollution and sedimentation that accumulates due to
stormwater runoff.
The Plan supports protection of the Crooked Creek watershed from development. The Plan
recommends policies and strategies to direct inappropriate development away from sensitive
areas in the watershed. Property owners are encouraged to seek the use of Land Trust and
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Conservation easement vehicles that are available to them, as well as to use soil and water
conservation strategies in the management of their property to increase the stewardship of the
County’s natural resources.

Historic Preservation
In order to preserve and enhance the heritage of the Carroll County, it is essential to preserve
historic and cultural sites, landmarks and buildings. Such sites, landmarks and buildings include,
but are not limited to, structures which either are designated by the official register of cultural
properties maintained by the Virginia Department of Historic Resources, or are properties which
may contain historic or pre-historic structures, ruins, sites or objects. Desecration or destruction
of these resources would result in an irreplaceable loss to the public of their scientific,
educational, informational, or economic interest or value.

Carroll County Character and Design
This Plan includes policies and strategies for improving the aesthetic quality of Carroll County’s
gateways, corridors and other public spaces to reflect the high quality of life and pride of
community. Above all, local and regional styles and preferences should be celebrated!
Residents and visitors entering the community should know that have reached a unique
destination based on the visual cues they see in the built environment and landscape.
Guidelines for landscaping, signs, lighting and open space should ensure an aesthetically
pleasing environment that residents are proud to call home. These standards are especially
important along key corridors and gateways that serve as the public “face” of the County.
The design of public and private places, including street, sidewalks, buildings and open spaces
influences how we interact with our environment. Whether we walk or drive, linger or hurry,
feel safe or look over our shoulder, is directly influenced by the quality and design of our
surroundings. A public space can invite you to sit and relax, or can make you feel open and
exposed. The following section describes various techniques and programs that can be
implemented in Carroll County to maintain and enhance the high quality public realm and
private development. These techniques can be modified to apply to the County’s rural areas,
small communities and development in planned growth areas.
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Source: Carroll County Office of Tourism

Form-based regulations and design guidelines are one potential implementation tool that can be
used to achieve desired development patterns and design elements. Form-based regulations
regulate the design of a structure rather than the use of that structure, which is what traditional
ordinances are meant to accomplish. The use of a structure still plays a role, but its role is
subservient to that of development character and intensity. It is often noted in thriving urban
areas (whether they be walkable small towns or larger cities) that many buildings change their
use repeatedly over time, or contain a variety of uses, but they still fit within the larger context
of the area because of their design characteristics. Architectural design standards and/or formbased codes can be applied to a community as a whole, or to a specific area, such as a
community, corridor or historic neighborhood.
The key to creating successful design guidelines is to communicate clearly and concisely to
address the community’s individual issues – a one-size fits all approach will not suffice. Any new
standards should encourage creativity and individuality, while fitting in with the broader context
of Carroll County. Preventing monotony and lowest-cost options for new construction, including
franchise design, should be a priority, while special care should be taken to prevent property
owners from avoiding the review process due to unattainable improvement standards.
In new and infill development, building architecture and materials should reflect the character
of surrounding development. The Plan recommends that development reflect regional and
historic building styles. New development should be designed with architecture and quality,
climate-appropriate materials in mind. A key to sustainability is that buildings are of high quality
and timeless design so that they encourage maintenance and reinvestment to remain in service
for many years, with adaptive re-use in mind for future uses.

Site Design
Site design plays the most significant role in assuring land use compatibility. Factors must
include transitioning between land use types, intensities, and densities using buffers and floor
area ratios; conserving environmental assets using standards to preserve open space and to
limit impervious surfaces; providing adequate vehicular and pedestrian traffic circulation and
connectivity; mitigating potential nuisances, such as signage, excessive noise, smoke, heat, light,
vibration or odors detectable to human senses off the premise; and, designing for public safety.
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Signage
Signs are an integral part of the built environment. The manner in which a community regulates
signs impacts the character and quality of development, ultimately influencing economic
development opportunities and quality of life. Commercial signs, political signs, traffic and
public safety signs, temporary signs and wayfinding signs are but some of the types of signage
that one encounters on a major County corridor. While the negative visual impacts of
uncontrolled signage are obvious to any visitor driving into a new place, signs are a very
necessary tool for businesses and visitors. An ongoing concern in Carroll County is the design
and character of the major gateways and corridors that lead into the County, on scenic byways,
rural corridors, near and through communities and scenic sites. Revising the sign standards to
limit the size and number of signs on a given property, and to regulate the materials, lighting,
colors, orientation, height and other design considerations will enhance the visual appeal and
first impressions of the community.

Walkability
The physical condition of streets, sidewalks, utilities, public spaces and other infrastructure
often provides visitors with their first impression of a place and sets the tone for the level of
maintenance of private property. High quality streetscapes enhance the community identity
and encourage pedestrian activity, adding vitality to commercial and residential areas.
Pedestrian amenities make walking and biking attractive for recreation and travel. Such
amenities include:


Sidewalks and bike lanes;



Street furniture: benches, trash receptacles, bicycle racks, etc.;



Street trees and street lights;



Other public spaces, such as plazas and squares;



Dedicated public access easements; and



Public art.

Obesity and related health problems, such as diabetes and heart disease are a widespread
public health issue that dominate media and public health campaigns across the nation.
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Obesity-related health problems result in increased health care costs and reduced productivity,
as well as a possible decline in quality of life. Walking has been touted as one of the easiest,
most affordable and accessible strategies for improving public health. Provision of adequate
infrastructure and destinations to support walkability is key to achieving public health benefits.

Handicap Accessibility and Visitability
As of 2006, approximately 15% of Americans had a disability status,iv yet the majority of
American homes and communities are neither welcoming nor safe for physically handicapped
people to visit. Communities and homes that are inaccessible to so many create social barriers,
increase the number of institutionalized individuals, and increase the chance of injury for
handicapped individualsv. As the baby boomers reach retirement age, the need for accessible
housing increases.
Currently there are limited federal mandates that affect the way a new home is constructed in
regard to handicap accessibility, but these do not apply to single-family housing. Title II of the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), as well as many state laws require homes built with public
funding to be accessiblevi. However, more and more states are mandating or adopting incentives
for homes built accessible for a growing number of disabled Americans.
Universal design, accessible design and “visitability” are related concepts that address the
design of homes to accommodate individuals with all levels of abilities, as well as the ability of
physically handicapped individuals to visit a home or community without needing assistance.
Since the cost of converting a built home to accessible standards is much greater than that of
building accessible homes initially, the following minimum requirements for new homes are
recommended:


32 inch wide passage doors and hallways;



At least a half bath room on the main floor large enough to accommodate a wheel chair;
and



At least one zero-step entrance approached by an accessible route where feasible due
to flood zone requirements.
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The County is home to persons with various special needs, including an aging baby boomer
population that will require accessible housing. With the natural increase and immigration of
retirement aged people into Carroll County, accessible housing will become a more sought-after
housing product. Standards should be different to reflect topography, development and
character, but by considering these needs in the planning and development review process, the
County can set itself apart as a place with a high quality of life for all its citizens and a
progressive view of inclusiveness.

Complete Streets
Complete Streets, context sensitive design and green streets are similar concepts that promote
a more comprehensive approach to the design and function of roadways. The key premise is
that roadways should be designed and operated to enable safe access for all users, including
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and bus riders of all ages and abilities. Streets should be
engineered to meet the demands placed on the roadway, but should be done so in a way that
minimizes negative impacts and recognizes the character and function of the surrounding area.
For instance, even though a downtown street may be heavily travelled, it should not be
designed to function like a high speed arterial.
Consideration should include:


Consider the needs of all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit vehicles and
users, and motorists, of all ages and abilities;



Create a comprehensive, integrated, connected network;



Recognize the need for flexibility in design dependent upon the context of the roadway
and the character and design of surrounding development;



Consider exceptions to established standards to enhance safety, promote traffic calming
and walkability or achieve other objectives;



Seek opportunities to involve the community in the design of roadways;



Direct the use of the latest and best design standards; and



Ensure that streets fit in with context of the community.
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Safe Routes to School
According to the Federal Highway Administration, the number of school children that walk or
ride a bike to school has dropped from 50% in 1969 to less than 15% today. This is particularly
alarming in consideration of the rising rates of childhood obesity and the associated chronic
health disorders, including Type II diabetes and asthma. Aside from the public health concerns
of a less physically active school-age population, the number of children who cannot walk to
school due to safety concerns is problematic in terms of the increasing costs of fuel for cars and
busses. An additional concern is that as more children are driven to school, the increased traffic
and air pollution around schools makes it more challenging for the remaining walkers and bike
riders to travel safely.
Parents repeatedly identify safety as the number one reason their children ride in vehicles. Safe
Routes to School (SRTS) is a national program that addresses the issues that prevent students
and parents from utilizing transportation alternatives. Schools provide a unique opportunity to
educate students as well as provide school-based walking programs where students can walk
safely in supervised groups. The SRTS Program is having success in communities around the
nation and is expected to continue to grow.
While children in rural communities are not necessarily within safe walking distance from
school, development in planned growth areas and communities should incorporate safe route
concepts. To promote safe routes to school and the quality of the overall pedestrian
environment, the County should include specific design components for new and existing
facilities, parks, schools and other community gathering places, such as pedestrian crosswalks,
sidewalks and bike trails, signage, schools near to neighborhoods, traffic calming measures,
pedestrian refuges and other techniques, including community education.

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
Proper design of the physical environment can be used to reduce opportunities for criminal
activity to occur and improve public perceptions of safety and well-being. When residents feel
safe in their community, they experience a higher quality of life and the community becomes
more attractive for investment of all types. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) uses four physical design strategies, as described below, to create safer neighborhoods,
shopping, recreation and business areas, as well as public spaces. Encouraging these principles
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“Any town that doesn’t have
sidewalks doesn’t love its children.”
- Margaret Mead

through the development review process may contribute to great comfort and perceptions of
safety.
Four Strategies of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design1


Natural Surveillance - A design concept directed primarily at keeping intruders easily
observable. Promoted by features that maximize visibility of people, parking areas and
building entrances: doors and windows that look out on to streets and parking areas;
pedestrian-friendly sidewalks and streets; front porches; adequate nighttime lighting.



Territorial Reinforcement - Physical design can create or extend a sphere of influence.
Users then develop a sense of territorial control while potential offenders, perceiving
this control, are discouraged. Promoted by features that define property lines and
distinguish private spaces from public spaces using landscape plantings, pavement
designs, gateway treatments, and "CPTED" fences.



Natural Access Control - A design concept directed primarily at decreasing crime
opportunity by denying access to crime targets and creating in offenders a perception of
risk. Gained by designing streets, sidewalks, building entrances and neighborhood
gateways to clearly indicate public routes and discouraging access to private areas with
structural elements.



Target Hardening - Accomplished by features that prohibit entry or access: window
locks, dead bolts for doors, interior door hinges.

Open Space, Trails and Recreation
Open Space
While sustainability in terms of open space preservation is a simple and appealing concept, it is
difficult to measure. Incremental losses of open space or habitat rarely have measurable or
predictable impacts -- it is the cumulative impact of many decisions over time that has more
profound effects. This, combined with the fact that developed land is rarely redeveloped as
open space, increases the importance of ensuring that adequate land is set aside to maintain
the community's environmental integrity.
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While all undeveloped land can be considered “open space,” this discussion centers on land that
is desirable as permanently protected open space because it has certain characteristics that the
community values over and above its development potential. For instance, its visual appeal,
such as scenic vistas; public safety features, such as steep slopes or fire and flood protection; or
cultural or environmental features, such as historic areas or wildlife habitat. As with other
facets of planning, balancing the value of development with the value of open space
preservation to the community is central to the design and implementation of an open space
preservation program. Prioritization of important parcels for preservation should be monitored
on an on-going basis.
Open Space is usually considered to be:


In a natural or primarily natural state. Some development of limited intensity is
appropriate in specific open space areas such as trailheads and access points for passive
recreation or wildlife management purposes.



Containing significant features that warrant protection. Such features should be
determined by community values, but may include environmentally sensitive areas,
wildlife habitat, migration corridors cultural/historical areas, scenic vistas, visual open
space, important recreational areas, water re-charge areas, drainageways or other
locally-determined features.



Permanently protected from development. Undeveloped land is not open space unless
it is permanently protected from development. The community must understand that
private and publically-owned lands may be subject to development unless it takes steps
to properly protect important land from development.

Varying degrees of protection apply to existing open space depending on the physical and
regulatory development constraints effective on each parcel. For instance, while a parcel in a
floodway may be permanently protected from development, some federally-owned lands are
not permanently protected. Federal lands may be subject to certain kinds of development,
such as mining or access roads, or may be transferred or sold in certain instances. A
comprehensive plan to preserve open space in the County should identify the level of protection
for existing open spaces, identify and prioritize desired open space, authorize potential tools for
open space preservation and implement strategies to achieve multiple open space objectives.
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As Open Space is incorporated into the land use plan, the County must assume a variety of
responsibilities for the management of that land, potentially including property
negotiation/acquisition, construction and maintenance of improvements, environmental
stewardship, and public safety/education. There are many tools and techniques that may be
used to acquire and fund open space and trails, such as conservation easement, cluster
development, deed restrictions/covenants, reserved life estate, cash purchase, donation or gift,
land exchange, purchase of development rights (PDR), transferable development rights (TDR),
estate planning, conservation subdivision development, and intergovernmental agreements
(IGAs).
Carroll County’s assets include abundant natural and cultural resources as well as incredible
outdoor recreational opportunities. The public lands, parks, trails, and scenic vistas and
landscapes enhance the quality of life and economic value in the County. Open land and trails
attract businesses and tourism and help strengthen communities by providing opportunities for
residents to recreate and connect with the landscape and nature.
Population growth and continuing urbanization threaten the County’s distinctive landscapes and
increase public demand for additional recreation opportunities. Increased population and land
consumption can result in conflicts between development and land conservation, including
increased demand from residents of growing urban areas for access to recreation and trails.

Recreational Opportunities
Parks, recreation and open space are an important part of the quality of life element for any
community and an important aspect of the Comprehensive Plan. Recreational opportunities are
abundant in Carroll County, including hiking, biking, canoeing, fishing, and golfing.
Hiking and biking locations include Beaver Dam Creek Walking Trail, Granite Quarry Overlook,
Agricultural Lease Interpretative Overlook, and Carter Pines Community Park. The major
canoeing locations in Carroll County are the Fries to Byllesby New River Route and Lovill’s Creek
Lake Recreation Area. Some of the prime fishing areas are the Crooked Creek Wildlife
Management Area and Stewart’s Creek Wildlife Management Area. There are three golf course
located within the county - Olde Mill Golf Resort, Skyland Lakes Golf Club, and the Blue Ridge
Golf Course. Other competitive sports, such as baseball, basketball, and football, are available
through the county recreation program; these sports are also available through the public
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school system. New River Trail State Park is a key location for outdoor recreation, providing
opportunities for hiking, biking, canoeing, horseback riding, fishing, and wildlife observing.
Camping is available at the New River Trail State Park, the Fox Trail Campground, the
Carrollwood Campground and Fish Lakes, R-J Ranch RV Resort, and Utt’s Campground.
The Carroll County Recreation Department was created in February 1975 to provide a well
rounded recreation program for citizens of all ages in Carroll County. The Recreation
Department offers year-round recreational activities such as Dixie League Baseball/Softball and
Church League softball.
In Fiscal Year 2009, Parks and Recreation served 2,024 participants in organized sports, as shown
in Table 35. Accomplishments for the year included raising $3000 via raffle for new
cheerleading uniforms, building new dugouts for both ball fields, sponsoring an Atlanta Braves
Trip, and providing children with adequate means to participate in basketball, softball, baseball,
football and cheerleading.
Table 35: Parks and Recreation Organized Sports Participation
Sport
Basketball
Dixie Ball
Football
Cheerleading
Church League Basketball (Adults)
Church League Softball (Adults)

2007

Participants
2008

359
550
163
124
120
100

449
582
186
120
120
120

2009
545
800
254
75
175
175

The Carroll County Parks and Recreation Department has identified a number of specific needs
to ensure that adequate facilities and services are available to accommodate projected
growth. Currently the County lacks adequate gym space, ball fields, and a public swimming
pool. Additionally, the County is in serious need of more parking spaces. In order to
accommodate the County residents, the construction of multiple new sports complexes has
been proposed.
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One complex should be devoted to baseball and softball. At least four lighted baseball/softball
fields would be required. The baseball and softball complex should contain the following: locker
rooms, bathrooms, dugouts, concession stands, scoreboards as well as necessary fencing and
bleachers. Adequate parking adjacent to the baseball and softball sports complex would also be
required.
An additional complex should be devoted to soccer and football. At least two full sized lighted
football/soccer fields would be required. This complex should contain the following: bathrooms,
concession stands, scoreboards as well as necessary fencing and bleachers. Adequate parking
adjacent to the soccer and football complex should allow for future expansion.
The Parks and Recreation Department has prepared components of a desired recreation fitness
center. The center would be home to a variety of programs, services and equipment to meet
the recreational and fitness needs of the Carroll County Community. The center should contain
the following: locker rooms, a swimming pool, three full sized gymnasiums, an indoor walking
track, cardiovascular and resistance training equipment, offices, multipurpose rooms, storage
areas, and a kitchen for cooking classes.
Additional proposed facilities include a new fair ground as well as a playground area, picnic
shelters, and walking trails. The picnic shelters would consists of two large picnic shelters and
four small picnic shelters. Both would be equipped with electricity, storage capacity, and
restrooms. Preferably the walking trails would be paved and lighted. A family sports area would
consist of volley ball courts, a basketball court, an area for horse shoes, and a general area for
family activities. Future needs identified by the Parks and Recreation Department include tennis
courts and a water park, to provide opportunities for recreation for both residents and visitors.

Trails
Trails are an important community asset, providing both recreational and transportation
opportunities for a variety of users. Understanding the types of trail users and their needs and
preferences is key to designing a system that is well-used for both practical and recreational
purposes. The sidewalks, walking trails, equestrian trails, bike lanes and informal pathways that
make up a trail system connect residents to the places they go, such as work, school or a
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neighborhood business, as well as to their neighbors, as one resident meeting another on a
community trail is more likely to spark a personal connection than passing each other on a
congested freeway. The social, environmental and public health benefits of a well-designed trail
system contribute to a high quality of life and associated economic benefits for the community.
New trails should be connected to new and existing trails, creating opportunities for
pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians to travel to destinations including schools, parks, natural
areas and community gathering places. Unique aspects of the climate and terrain should be
taken into consideration when designing and building trails. Features such as shaded arbors and
drinking water stations should be included when appropriate. Public education and outreach
regarding trail safety should be incorporated into the design of trailheads and other high-use
areas. There is an opportunity with the trails system to focus on the ecology and heritage of
Carroll County, incorporating design elements and educational components that reference the
natural setting.
Three basic considerations to understand when discussing a trail system include:


Trail Users. Children, adults, residents and visitors, who might be walking, jogging,
biking or rollerblading, or equestrians.



Trail Routes. Trails connect homes, parks, shopping areas, businesses, schools and
public lands and other transportation modes. Direct routes are preferable to reach
practical destinations, such as schools or shopping, while scenic routes are preferable
for recreational users.



Design. Surface materials, width, grades, signage and lighting are some of the design
issues to consider when thinking about the trail users and their needs.

Trail Users


Commuters. Commuters use the trail system to access specific destinations, such as
work, school, shopping and parks. Travelling efficiently and safely from place to place is
of key concern, with safety being of greater importance when considering the needs of
children walking to and from school. Trails and sidewalks surrounding schools should be
clearly marked with safe crossings planned whenever the route intersects a street.
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Recreational Users. Recreational use is a very broad category including everything from
adult cyclists to young children. The trail system should be designed to minimize the
potential for conflict among trail users and be built wide enough in high traffic areas to
allow for multiple users and user types. Maximum grades and trail side hazards (such as
steep drops) are among the many considerations. Trail-side attractions, such as fitness
stations, educational displays/nature areas, park equipment, benches and other
amenities can enhance the trail experience. Different surfaces appeal to different users,
for instance, in-line skaters preferring smooth, hard surfaces while casual walkers might
like a natural surface.



People with Disabilities. People with disabilities are a sometimes overlooked
population of trail users, especially those without access to or ability to drive. While not
every portion of a trail system is accessible to those with certain disabilities, especially
those using walkers or wheelchairs, neighborhood trails and other high use areas can be
designed to accommodate many levels of users at little or no additional cost.
Considerations should include: smooth, consistent surfaces, wheelchair ramps at curbs,
appropriate railings and gentle grades. ADA guidelines should be considered.



Active Adult (55+). Active adult and retirement housing is expected to increase due to
the aging of the population and influx of retirees into Carroll County. Active adults run
the same spectrum of ability and preferences as the general population of trail users,
but it is likely that active adults will be heavy users of a comprehensive trails system,
using it recreationally and as commuters to work, shopping and social events. As for
other user groups, integrating aspects that will appeal to the active adult population,
such as benches, lighting, appropriate railings, grades and crossings should be
considered.

Types of Trails


Neighborhood Trails. Neighborhood trails connect homes to schools, parks, and
businesses. They also provide recreational “escapes” for walkers and cyclists as well as
safe routes to school for children. Neighborhood trails may act as feeder trails to the
larger community trail system.
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Natural Surface Trails. These trails are for less intensive use and are primarily for
recreational use, maintained in a more natural state and suitable for hiking or mountain
biking, as well as possible equestrian use. Natural surface trails may also connect to
public lands.



Bike Trails. Bike trails can be incorporated into the design of streets in the County. A
bike trail system can consist of both bike lanes and bike routes. Bike lanes are striped on
streets and marked with signage, while bike routes are low traffic streets suitable for
use by cyclists and designated by signage.



Drainageway Trails. Trails can be incorporated into the design of natural or man-made
creeks, streams and other waterways. With the incorporation of trails, these natural
features can serve multiple functions as both drainageways and linear parks. Due to the
drainage function of these areas, this land is unsuitable for more intense development
and the dual use of the land for recreation will be a net benefit to the community.



Rails-To-Trails. Rails-To-Trails turn abandoned railroad tracks into community assets by
re-purposing these areas of vacated right-of-way as public trails. In Carroll County, the
Norfolk and Southern Railway track area has been turned into the New River Trail for
walking, biking, horseback riding.

Resource Protection Goals and Policies
Goal 10:

Natural resources, rural character and historic resources are protected and
preserved.
Policy10.1:

Preserve and promote the heritage of County life for succeeding
generations.

Policy10.2:

Protect surface and ground water quality and quantity.

Policy10.3:

Direct development away from stream valleys, floodways,
sensitive waterways and other areas that are at high risk of
water pollution.
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Policy10.4:

Require erosion and sedimentation control best management
practices.

Policy10.5:

Protect open space, viewsheds and environmental features that
contribute to the visual beauty and natural aesthetic of Carroll
County.

Policy10.6:

Preserve current natural areas, including Crooked Creek WMA,
Stewarts Creek WMA, Poplar Knob Area NPS, Blue Ridge
Parkway, Beaverdam trail, Devils Den Nature Preserve, Jefferson
National Forest, and New River Trail State Park.

Policy10.7:

Limit development activities on environmentally sensitive lands,
including areas with high slopes and poor soil suitability.
Depending upon the fragility of the resource, restrictions should
limit or prohibit construction, grading, and vegetative clearing.
Constrained land should be subtracted from land acreage on
which development density is calculated.

Policy10.8:

Require new development to preserve on-site natural features
critical to healthy watersheds and ecosystems, including trees,
vegetation, drainageways and other features.

Policy10.9:

Require new development to capture storm water to enhance
aquifer recharge and minimize erosion.

Policy10.10:

Prevent light pollution.

Policy10.11:

Support the mission of the New River Soil and Water
Conservation District.

Policy10.12:

Support the mission of the New River-Highlands Resource
Conservation and Development Area.
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Historic Preservation Goals and Policies
Goal 11:

Cultural, historic and archaeological sites that contribute to the heritage of
Carroll County are preserved.
Policy11.1:

Support identification of cultural, historic and archeological sites
and development of a plan for their preservation.

Policy11.2:

Protect cultural and historical landmarks against encroachment
from incompatible land uses.

Policy11.3:

Encourage the active use and adaptive reuse of historic sites so
that they may become or remain an integral function of County
life.

Policy11.4:

Support preservation of historic sites and buildings including the
Allen House, the Carter House and the Courthouse. Support
preservation of sites of Quaker history, including meeting house
sites such as Burke’s Fork, the “Old Quaker graveyard” (site of
the Mount Pleasant Friends Meeting) and the Wards Gap
Meeting.

Parks and Recreation Goals and Policies
Goal 12:

Trails and recreational areas establish the County as a destination for outdoor
recreation.
Policy12.1:

Enhance and expand County parks and recreation areas.

Policy12.2:

Provide trails for hiking, biking, walking and equestrian,
including trails along the river.

Policy12.3:

Support reservation of parks, recreation areas, trails and
sidewalks by reserving right-of-way and establishing
mechanisms for acquisition.
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Policy12.4:

Support inclusion of bike lanes, walking paths and sidewalks
into road improvement projects.

Policy12.5:

Provide safe areas for walking.

Policy12.6:

Provide more opportunities for adult and youth recreation.

Policy12.7:

Support development of additional recreation facilities or
community centers (with amenities such as swimming pool,
walking track, senior citizens activities, tennis courts, hiking
trails, etc.).

Policy12.8:

Maintain and bring recreational facilities up to standards to
support provision of adequate recreational activities.
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Chapter 8. Facilities and Financing
Providing Public Facilities
Levels of Service
Levels of service (“LOS”) standards define the County’s role as a service provider, and in
partnership with other service providers, define public and private responsibilities for the
provision of facilities. Qualitatively, levels of service are indicators of the attractiveness of a
community to existing and future residents and businesses. Adequate public safety provision,
air quality, environmental preservation, recreational and cultural opportunities and accessible
open space are just a few of the elements that the County influences that make Carroll County a
desirable place to live. Counties that provide a high level of services project an image that
attracts new residents and maintains property values, ensuring their ability to continue a high
level of service provision.
The quantitative aspect of the relationship between levels of service and quality of life can be
described in fiscal terms that can be proven empirically. For instance, levels of service for
roadways would be described by traffic flow and measurable delays due to congestion. Traffic
delays that make it difficult for employees to get to their jobs can result in a loss of productivity,
making the region less desirable for workers and businesses alike.
Level of service standards for community facilities and services are most commonly presented in
terms of the resident population served. Initially, LOS is determined by comparing the existing
levels of service that are provided to the existing resident population. Level of service indicators
can be evaluated based on a service provider's LOS goals, performance data provided by other
communities and/or professional standards. Levels of service typically are measured and
projected in terms of service area population (e.g., two police officers per 1,000 population).
LOS also may be based on responses to calls for service. This measure frequently is used for
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police, fire and EMS services. Based on the level of service standards and the projected
population to be served, costs can be projected for facility levels of service.
This concept applies to schools, public facilities, transportation networks, water and sewer,
surface water discharge, police, fire, emergency response, parks and recreation, libraries, social
services and any other public service provided by local governments.

Defining Adequacy
A number of regulatory, fiscal and administrative techniques exist that, if properly employed,
allow communities to ensure that development projects are timed, located, designed and
financed without negatively impacting the community. "Adequate public facilities" and
"concurrency" are two similar techniques that tie development pace and location to the
availability of public facilities and services. Both terms refer to land use regulations that are
designed to ensure that the necessary public facilities and services, at adopted levels of service
required to support new development, are available and adequate at the time that
development occurs.
Concurrency and adequate public facilities regulations ensure that the service levels enjoyed by
existing development are not diluted below the adopted LOS due to new development. Such
regulations control the timing of new development; if adequate infrastructure is not available at
adopted levels of service, as shown in the CIP, the application for discretionary development
approval will be denied or conditionally approved through phasing of the development until the
CIP facilities are available. The major objectives are:


To link the provision of needed public facilities and services to the type, amount,
location, density, rate and timing of new development;



To ensure that new growth and development do not outpace the ability of service
providers to accommodate such development at established level of service standards;
and



To coordinate public facility and service capacity with the demands created by new
development.
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The provision of adequate public facilities in a timely manner is a necessary precondition to
development approval in order to prevent sprawl, assure a positive fiscal impact for the County,
provide a high quality of life through infrastructure and service provision, achieve the goals of
this Plan, and protect the public health, safety and general welfare of the community.

Fiscal Balance and Responsibility
A key component of growth management techniques is maintaining fiscal responsibility and
fiscal health. Fiscal stability is a cornerstone of a sustainable community. Existing residents
should not suffer a decline in the quality of their services or be unduly burdened by costs of new
growth. New residents and business should pay their fair share of the costs associated with
extending infrastructure and urban services to new growth areas.
The quality of life in Carroll County is contingent on the County’s continued ability to provide
quality services at a reasonable cost to taxpayers. If development projects go forward without a
plan for recouping increased service provider expenses, existing tax payers subsidize those
expenses. To achieve equity and fairness in the funding and provision of public facilities and
services, this Plan recommends strategies to:


Enhance the local property and sales tax bases more rapidly than the fiscal obligations
for capital facilities, operations and maintenance;



Ensure that new development funds the costs of capital facilities and services required
to serve that new development; and



Ensure that facilities and services are planned in a way that allows ongoing operations
without significant increases in the costs to residents and businesses.



Achieving fiscal balance is an important aspect of planning for the provision of adequate
public services and facilities. The County should consider mechanisms to equitably
finance necessary improvements to serve development.

Costs of Growth
Low-density, dispersed sprawl development is expensive to serve because of the cost to expand
facilities, including water/sewer and road infrastructure. Not only is infrastructure expensive to
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construct, but maintenance costs are an increasing proportion of County expenses. As fuel and
materials costs rise, costs to serve also increase. Personal transportation costs also increase
with escalating fuel costs, resulting in reduced discretionary spending, especially for commuters
who drive to more urban areas for employment. While living in rural areas may seem more
affordable initially, due to lower housing costs, increased transportation costs erode this savings
in the long term. If septic systems fail in rural areas, it is costly to provide sewer service to
dispersed development. In areas with clustered or compact development, provision of sewer
service is more economical and has less potentially negative impacts to the environment.
A balanced, vigorous economy in combination with fiscally responsible policies ensures the longterm fiscal health of the County and its residents and businesses. The negative fiscal impacts of
residential development must be minimized to maintain long-term fiscal sustainability, through
increasing service efficiencies, maintaining balanced land uses and shifting growth-related
development costs to new development.
New development necessitates public facilities and services, and if proportional improvements
are not made to serve new development, the overall level of service declines for County
taxpayers. New development, under existing regulations, fails to contribute equitably to the
funding of facilities and services necessitated by such development.
Non-residential development, which provides economic opportunity for residents and typically
is a net fiscal gain for local jurisdiction, is dependent upon the adequacy of emergency services,
law enforcement, fire protection, water, sewer and transportation. Such facilities and services,
if provided at appropriate levels of service, attract economic investment.
Significant public savings can be realized when growth takes place where infrastructure already
exists or in mixed-use centers where infrastructure can be provided efficiently and external trip
generation can be minimized. Incentivizing and directing growth to primary growth areas, if
coordinated with other service providers with respect to the timing and location of installation
or replacement of utilities, maximizes infrastructure investment and minimizes long-term
operating and maintenance costs.
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While Carroll County has engaged in an aggressive expansion of water and sewer facilities in the
past several years, this expansion must be curtailed in areas inappropriate for more intensive
urban development due to the long term costs of maintenance and operations.

Financing Tools
Special Assessments and Improvement Districts
Special assessments are revenue-raising devices designed to recover the cost of capital
improvements that directly benefit properties within a designated "benefit area". Fees are
collected from property owners for tangible public infrastructure improvements that a local
government provides and that benefit the properties being charged. Unlike impact fees and
mandatory dedications imposed under a County’s police and land use control powers,
special assessments may be used to pay for improving existing infrastructure deficiencies.
A wide variety of assessments and improvement districts may be created to fund
infrastructure improvements or construction. These include transportation improvement
districts, community facility districts, utility districts, neighborhood improvement districts,
business improvement districts, special road districts, transportation corporations and
special road and bridge taxes. All of these special districts and techniques involve the
designation of a geographic area and use of statutory powers to raise revenue or impose
charges for facilities and services within the defined geographic area to fund infrastructure
improvements and construction. Tax exempt bonds are generally issued to pay the costs of
the improvements, which would be secured by the real property in the area that is
benefited by the improvement. Properties benefiting from the improvements are assessed
a fee to pay the principal and interest on the bonds.
Mitigation Fees
“Pay-as-you-grow” programs help protect existing residents from growth-related costs.
These programs include a variety of techniques that allocate the public costs of
development fairly and do not unduly burden existing residents, such as development
impact fees and exactions, or provisions for financing infrastructure and services in
development agreements.
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Communities across the country have adopted some form of development impact fees
pursuant to statute to mitigate the impacts of new growth and maintain consistent levels of
service for both existing and future residents. Development impact fees are one-time
charges against new development to raise new revenues to pay for new or expanded public
facilities necessitated by new development.
Exactions and Dedications
Before approving development projects, the County may required the developer to dedicate
land for public purposes. Typically, exactions are imposed at the time of development
approval. Courts have required that municipalities document the need for development
exactions with studies that link the public purpose to be achieved with the nature and
extent of the conditions imposed. This is most easily undertaken for on-site exactions, such
as subdivision fee requirements and land dedications. The goal of providing adequate public
facilities to serve a new development is a recognized valid purpose, and if the exactions will
mitigate development impacts proportionally caused by the developer upon whom the
exaction is levied, the legal requirements will be met.
Where exactions are meant to fund off-site facilities called for by several development
projects, the legal tests must be satisfied by studies 1) showing the future scope of growth,
2) naming the needed facilities, 3) defining facility costs allocated to new growth, and 4)
specifying service units and service areas. The results of these studies are then inserted into
a funded capital improvements plan.
Development Agreements
A development agreement is a contract between the County and a developer, whereby the
developer promises to pay for certain on-site or off-site improvements or to perform certain
obligations in exchange for the vesting of discretionary approval. A voluntary development
agreement may be sought by a developer to avoid denial, or timing and phasing of the
project by reason of failure to meet the adequate public facilities requirements of the Plan.
Development agreements differ from other public contracts because they are executed in
conjunction with police power actions regulating the zoning, subdivision or development of
private property. A development agreement may require payment or advancement of public
road improvements or construction or obligate the developer to perform those
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improvements at its expense. Development agreements are useful tools for a community
because they:


Provide a mechanism for the County and developers to form agreements, binding on all
parties, regarding development, financing and land use of the development project;



Promote land development regulation by allowing the County to adopt development
agreements that include terms, conditions, and other provisions that may not otherwise
be able to be mitigated or implemented without the use of a development agreement;



Promote stability and certainty in development project regulation by providing for the
full enforceability of such agreements by all parties;



Provide a procedure for the adoption of such agreements that ensures the participation
and comment of the public and elected officials; and



Provide mechanisms for establishment of public improvement districts and public
infrastructure zones for the financing of capital facilities and public services as provided
for in the Comprehensive Plan and/or Capital Improvements Plan and/or other adopted
plans.

General Obligation and Revenue Bonds
General obligation bonds (GOBs) pledge the full faith and credit of the County for General
Fund improvements. GOBs are primarily used for the non-revenue-producing and the nondevelopment generated share of major capital improvement projects, including the
County’s share of state, regional and county-wide roads and highways, correctional facilities,
storm water management facilities, parks, recreational areas, trails, scenic vistas,
governmental facilities, structures and buildings, and repair and replacement of deficient
facilities. GOBs can also be used for land purchases for rights-of way and other public
facility sites on the Official Map. GOBs can fund equipment purchases in the form of large
public safety or public works apparatus, central computer systems, and correctional
facilities. Each GOB funded project may have a component portion financed by
development fees, dedications and exactions, PID funds, revenue bonds, or state and
federal grants and tax distributions.
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Water and Sewer
Water Supply and Treatment
The Carroll County PSA operates eight water systems in the county: Route 100, Woodlawn,
Gladeville/Cranberry, Tower Road, Cana, Fancy Gap, Industrial Park, and Hillcrest. The Route
100 system is located along Route 58 East in Hillsville, Route 221 North in Hillsville and beyond,
Route 100 North, Lovell Road, Whitetown Road, Little Vine Road, Double Cabin Road,
Hardscuffle, and Spring Willow Road. The Woodlawn system is located within the Woodlawn
section of Carroll County. The Gladeville/Cranberry system is located along Route 58 West,
Cranberry Road, Glendale Road, Hebron Road, and Riverhill Road. Tower Road system provides
water along Tower and Bedsaul Roads, and also a small section of Pipers Gap Road. The Cana
system water supply runs North and South along Route 52. Fancy Gap system provides water to
the area surrounding U.S. Interstate 77 Exit 8. The Industrial Park system provides water to the
area surrounding U.S. Interstate 77 Exit 14. The Hillcrest subdivision off of Route 666 is served
by a stand alone system.
Carroll County PSA operates 27 wells and purchases water from the Town of Hillsville for the
Industrial Park water system and from the City of Galax for the Tower Road water system. The
gallons per minute (GPM) for the wells range from 12 GPM to 145 GPM, with the average being
28.6 GPM. The wells range from three to 40 years old and are all located in the vicinity of their
respective water systems. The county wells, the Town of Hillsville, and the City of Galax treat
669,340 gallons per day (GPD). The plants for the 27 wells are capable of treating 1,111,200
GPD. The City of Galax is capable of treating 48,960 GPD, and the Town of Hillsville can treat up
to 125,000 GPD.
The Long-Range Water system is currently under construction and is scheduled to be completed
in November of 2010. This system will power all of Carroll County’s water systems with the
exception of Tower Road, Cana, and Fancy Gap. The Long-Range Water system has 110,200
linear feet of 14” lines and smaller. The water is transported from the New River Regional
Water Plant. The New River Regional Water Plant has a capacity of 4 MGD; Carroll County
shares one-third of this total with Wythe County and the Town of Wytheville.
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The Fancy Gap water and sewer project is scheduled to begin construction in June 2011 and will
be completed in March 2012. This system will have 69,400 LF of 8” or smaller water lines,
26,800 LF of 8” gravity sewer and 53,700 LF of 6” or smaller sewage force main. The water
system will be powered by ground water wells and the sewer will be pumped into the Exit 14
pump station to Galax. This will add approximately 190 water customers and 65 sewer
customers and support the development of the Fancy Gap Highway 52, Blue Ridge Parkway and
Interstate 77 Exit 8.

Wastewater Transport and Treatment
Carroll County PSA operates five sewer systems and maintains two sewage treatment plants,
both of which furnish primary and secondary treatment and disinfection of the effluent. One
sewer treatment plant is located southwest of the Town of Hillsville near Fancy Gap/U.S.
Interstate 77 Exit 8 and serves this area. This plant consists of an Imhoff tank, trickling filter, and
final clarification tank. The effluent is discharged into Little Reed Island Creek. The other
wastewater treatment plant is located at Exit 1, Interstate 77 in Lambsburg to serve the Loves
Travel Stops, Subway and McDonald’s. It is a 20,000 GPD package plant.
Sewage from the collection sites located at the Carroll County Industrial Park/U.S. Interstate 77
Exit 14 area, the Hillsville East area and the Route 58 and Gladeville/Cranberry areas are
pumped to the City of Galax for treatment.
The five sewage systems are capable of treating the waste from approximately 30,000
households; however, on a daily basis, the systems only treat the waste from approximately
13,209 households.
The Fancy Gap system consists of 1,000 feet of eight-inch gravity sewer line and a plant capable
of treating 30,000 gallons per day. The Hillsville East system is comprised of 3,000 feet of gravity
sewer line, 3,000 feet four-inch pump line, and one sewer pump station. The Industrial Park
system includes 1,000 feet of ten-inch gravity sewer line, 4,000 feet of eight-inch gravity sewer
line, 6,000 feet of six-inch pump line, and two sewer pump stations. The Gladeville/Cranberry
system is comprised of approximately 100,000 feet of eight-inch gravity sewer line, 7,000 feet of
six-inch pump line, and two sewer pump stations. The Woodlawn system consists of 7,581 feet
of 10” gravity sewer line, 21,429 linear feet of force main, and two pump stations, located on
Woodlawn and Senior Road. This system connects the Industrial Park system and the
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Gladeville/Cranberry system. The Exit 1 system consists of 350 linear feet of gravity sewer and a
20,000 GPD plant.
Water and sewer proximity are shown on Map 11. Vacant parcels in relation to water and
sewer proximity are shown in Map 12. Considering the wide distribution of vacant parcels,
limiting existing and planned publically-funded infrastructure to specifically defined areas will be
critical to the County’s fiscal sustainability.
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Map 11: Water and Sewer Proximity
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Map 12: Vacant Parcels
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Solid Waste
Currently, only one landfill is available in Carroll County. Carroll and Grayson Counties and the
City of Galax operate the landfill as a regional landfill. Due to the annexation on June 30, 2001,
the landfill is now entirely located within the Town of Hillsville. Originally, this landfill contained
70 acres, with a majority of the land usable. The Carroll/Grayson/Galax Solid Waste Authority
purchased 153 additional acres for the landfill, but only approximately 35 acres are currently
usable.
The City of Galax and the Town of Hillsville provide pick-up for their residents. Collection
services for the county residents are provided by Waste Industries. Commercial collection
services are provided from Cooke Rental and Waste Industries.
Carroll County also provides a convenience collection site in Cana on Epworth Church Road. This
location is for residential trash only.

Public Utilities
Power
Appalachian Electric Power system provides electricity for Carroll County. AEP has hydroelectric
generating plants in the Northwestern portion of the county on the New River. Natural gas for
Carroll County is provided through Duke Energy transmission lines. Currently, there is no
distributor for the natural gas.

Telephone and Broadband
Telephone services for the county are provided by Sprint and Citizens Cable. Cellular phone
services are available through U.S. Cellular, Nextell, and Verizon. Adelphia, Time-Warner, and
Citizens Cable provide cable television. The four primary broadband Internet providers are
Adelphia, Sitestar, Sprint, and Time Warner. Carroll County also has two wireless providers:
Trificient Technologies and Crossroads Technologies, Inc.
Carroll County has worked with regional partners to expand access to high speed internet
services. The Wired Roadvii is a collaboration of Carroll and Grayson counties and the City of
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Galax. The goal is to provide the businesses and residents of the region with access to world
class broadband services using a fully integrated fiber and wireless network. The local
governments of the Twin Counties region will not sell broadband services, but will operate the
broadband network as a regional broadband authority. As with conventional transportation
roadways, the authority will build and maintain these new digital roads, but private businesses
will use the system to deliver broadband services. This is consistent with the Commonwealth's
view that municipalities should not compete with the private sector. This approach creates
unlimited opportunities for Internet service providers, who can offer a wide variety of services
on the network for very low cost.
Map 13 shows the location of fiber availability in Galax. Each of the points on Map 14
represents a wireless location that customers can connect to. With a clear line of site a customer
can connect to one of these locations from as far as four miles away, sometimes even more.
Map 13: Fiber Locations
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Map 14: Wireless Locations

Transportation
Transportation planning is vital to any community and should be an integral part of countywide
comprehensive planning. Transportation systems should seek to provide for the efficient
movement of people and goods within and between the County and other
areas. Transportation planning additionally influences economic activity and patterns of growth
by providing access to land. Planning of this type should be accomplished with a view towards
safe and convenient access to and from specific sites as well as to and from major collector
streets and arterial roadways.
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Carroll County is bisected east to west by U.S. Routes 58 and 221 and north and south by U.S.
Route 52 and U.S. Interstate 77. Interstate 77 was completed in 1977 and significantly improved
traffic congestion along U.S. Route 52. Interstate 77 averages 38,000 vehicles per day.
In December 2003, VDOT signed a public-private partnership agreement to develop and
widen 36 miles of the Route 58 Corridor from Hillsville to Stuart as funding becomes
available. The corridor begins southwest of Hillsville and continues east through Carroll, Floyd,
and Patrick counties to approximately one mile west of Stuart. The Route 58 Corridor from
Hillsville to Stuart is the last remaining section to complete the widening of Route 58 from
Virginia Beach to I-77. Once connected with I-77, the long anticipated benefits of the 1989
General Assembly legislated “U.S. Route 58 Corridor Development Program” will greatly be
enhanced throughout the entire region.
The first phase of widening Route 58 under this agreement was a three-mile Blue Ridge Parkway
crossing at Meadows of Dan. Phase 1 was completed in May 2006. Construction is currently
underway on the second portion of Route 58, the Hillsville Bypass. A ground breaking ceremony
was held in October 2007 on the $83 million bypass, which is expected to be completed in late
2011, with sections opening in October 2010.
The Route 58 Hillsville Bypass is a new 5.2-mile section of four-lane divided highway being built
in Carroll County around the Town of Hillsville. Three new interchanges will be constructed as
part of the project: one at each end of the new bypass to connect to Route 58 Business and one
at Route 52. The interchange with Route 52 will be located just south of Hillsville and will
provide a direct connection for commercial vehicles from Route 52 to I-77 to minimize current
congestion in Hillsville. The project also includes building eight new bridges including one to
carry Route 780 (Howlett Street) over the new bypass and a pair to carry Route 58 over Route
670 (Snake Creek Road)viii.
The existing routes all have dangerous sections, primarily two-lane highways with inadequate
turnoff lanes. Route 58 between Galax and Hillsville is the most heavily traveled road in Carroll
County. An average traffic volume of 16,000 vehicles use Route 58 every day. Residential and
commercial growth along this road is creating increasingly dangerous traffic
conditions. Hopefully, the entire length of Route 58 will be constructed into a four-lane
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highway. Converting Route 58 into a four-lane highway would provide better traffic flow for
Carroll County and would be an outlet for Interstate 81 traffic. The creation of a four-lane
highway would also result in an increase of east/west commercial and tourism traffic and
provide the opportunity for more economic growth.
In December 2004, The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) released a long-term
planning document known as VTRANS 2025. The public and stakeholder groups participated in
the development of the plan. Numerous focus groups as well as a series of 40 forums were held
around the state. An increasing investment in transportation was supported by Virginians, as
long as they had more involvement in transportation planning and assurances that revenues
generated for transportation would be used solely for transportation purposes.
The Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB) creates and maintains the transportation
system in Virginia. The CTB uses a Six-Year Improvement Program to allocate funds for
transportation projects proposed for development, construction or study in the next six years.
The program is updated on an annual basis. The Six-Year Improvement Program includes
expanding Route 620 to 4-lanes connecting to I-77 at Exit 19.

Functional Classification
The roads in the county perform different functions according to their size and location. The
Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) classifies roads in the following manner.
Principal Arterials -Roads serving as high speed connecting links in interstate travel
between the county’s major population centers and for statewide travel between the
larger cities and towns in the Commonwealth. The two categories of principal arterials
are:
Interstate, Freeways, and Expressways. These routes have the very highest
design standards possible, including control of access. Full control of access is
required on interstate routes and freeways, but expressways may be
constructed with partial control.
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Other Principal Arterials. These routes have lower design standards than
interstate or freeways. Except for unusual circumstances, access control will be
limited to bypasses and major relocations.
Minor Arterials - The function of these roads is to link urban areas with towns not
situated on principal arterial routes and to form a network providing interstate and
inter-county service. This system is designed to provide relatively high-speed travel,
even though in many cases multi-lane facilities will not be required.
Collectors - This system consists of those routes that, regardless of traffic volume,
primarily are of intra-county rather than statewide importance. Since trip lengths will
be much shorter than on arterial routes, design standards provide for moderate travel
speeds. Although some collector corridors may run through several counties, trip
lengths within the corridor are usually relatively short. Collectors are also subdivided
into two categories:
Major Collectors. These routes have three main functions; to connect the locally
important travel generators, to link travel generators to nearby towns on
higher-class roads, and to serve the more important intra-county travel
corridors.
Minor Collectors. These routes form a network bringing all remaining developed
areas within reasonable distance from a major collecting route. There are a
number of minor collectors in the county.
Local Roads . The local road system serves primarily to provide direct access to
adjacent land parcels. These roads are designed for low travel speeds.

Access Management
The County should take an active role in access management to ensure access to key
development at critical intersections and on major corridors while preserving the flow of traffic
on the surrounding road system in terms of safety, capacity, and speed. Access management is
important as the County strives to maximize the economic impact of its highway interchanges
and increase tourism.
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The spacing, location, and design of entrances, traffic signals, street intersections and median
openings are all important aspects of an access management program. Each one of these
produces conflict points where vehicles have to slow down or stop, interrupting the flow of
traffic. The increasing number of conflict points correlates with traffic congestion and crashes.
Reducing conflict points can be realized through managing the location and design of median
openings, driveways and other points of access to state highways and other corridors.

Land Use / Transportation Linkage
Transportation is an important and costly component of a community’s infrastructure base that
has a profound influence on its land use patterns and rate of growth. Consideration of traffic
demands is a critical aspect of an overall smart growth framework. Impacts to both local streets
and neighborhoods and the region’s arterials and highway system should be considered. Traffic
congestion increases the costs of doing business in the region, potentially discouraging new
businesses from locating in the area. Pollution and congestion have harmful effects on the
quality of the natural environment and the area’s quality of life if necessary transportation
improvements are not funded as needed.
Transportation is inextricably linked to land use. Countywide development patterns and site
specific lot design influence the availability and efficiency of various transportation modes.
Development intensity/density, street lay-out, connectivity and access, and public improvement
requirements are some of the many components that contribute to the viability of
transportation options.
Moderate to high-density mixed use development is widely regarded as a land use that
maximizes transportation options. The benefit of mixed use development and higher density
residential include land conservation and increased mobility options, such as car pooling,
biking/walking, bus or fixed-route transit since uses aren’t artificially separated and population
densities support viable ridership. Mixed uses allow people to live, work and shop in the same
neighborhood, reducing their need to travel long distances in the course of daily living.
Increased mobility options can reduce household transportation costs, reduce pollution and
traffic congestion and increase interaction between neighbors.
Given increasing congestion and the likelihood of escalating energy costs, there will be an
increased incentive to use modes other than single occupancy vehicles. It is important to avoid
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Source: MARC/RTA

development typologies that would preclude transit options as they become more necessary in
the future, such as large-lot residential development, non-contiguous growth and leap-frog
development. Transit is neither cost effective nor convenient to use in very low-density
neighborhoods. Generally, residential areas must be at a density of 8 or more units per acre to
make transit a viable option.

Airport
Carroll County is home to the Twin County Airport, located just west of I-77 near Exit 19,
approximately six miles northwest of the Town of Hillsville. The Twin County Airport
Commission was chartered in 1964 by an Act of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of
Virginia. The Airport Commission consists of two appointed representative from Galax, Carroll
County and Grayson County. The Airport Commission establishes policy for airport matters,
authorizes project submittals, and approves the annual operating budget. Future improvement
plans for the Twin County Airport include a new terminal with a conference room, offices, and a
pilots’ lounge, additional T-Hangars, and a runway extension to 5,000 feet. The airport’s hours
of operation are Monday thru Friday 8:00AM to 5:00PM.
On January 8, 1992, Carroll County adopted an Airport Safety Ordinance as required by Virginia
Code Section 15.1-491.02 (the code number at that time). The County also recognizes certain
criteria, as outlined by the Virginia Department of Aviation, for airport zoning: To implement
effective land use planning and control measures around airports, it is necessary to identify
specific planning boundaries. These boundaries will identify airport environments for land-use
planning purposes. Federal and state airport design criteria, safety of flight requirements and
land use provisions unique to the community should be incorporated in the zoning process.
Airport safety zones, standard aircraft traffic patterns, over flight areas, noise contours, and FAR
Part 77 height restriction criteria should be considered by land use planners as central elements
when developing zoning ordinances, airport overlay districts, and comprehensive land use plans
for the community. All of these factors should be considered for airport-compatible land uses. In
general, land use for residences, schools, churches, hospitals, daycare centers, nursing homes,
uses resulting in large open-air assemblies of people, such as amphitheaters and stadiums in
over flight areas should be discouraged. Compatible uses include commercial, industrial,
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agricultural, golf courses, parks, and other similar uses. Carroll County follows these criteria, the
Airport Safety Ordinance, and any regulations specified by the FAA.7

Law Enforcement
The Carroll County Sheriff’s Department is the primary law enforcement agency in the County,
headquartered in Hillsville at the Carroll County Governmental Center. In addition to the Sheriff,
the Carroll County Sheriff’s Office consists of thirty-six employees to meet every aspect of the
law enforcement needs of the county. These employees include law enforcement/patrol
officers, investigators, school resource officers, civil process deputies, court security officers,
dispatchers and office staff.
The Sheriff’s Department consists of seventeen full-time deputies, one part-time deputy, five
dispatchers, three investigators, three civil processors, two school resource officers, one
secretary, one clerk, one search and drug dog, and the sheriff. See Table36.
The Hillsville Police Department also protects and serves Carroll County. The Police Department
is comprised of twelve personnel: seven full-time police officers, two sergeants, one lieutenant,
one chief, and one office manager. Fourteen Virginia State Police officers are assigned to Carroll
County.
All communications for local law enforcement agencies are handled through the central
dispatch in the Sheriff’s office. Communications with the FBI, State Police, and other outside law
enforcement agencies are also handled through the central dispatch.
The Sheriff’s Department is currently working to maintain its services despite equipment and
staffing deficiencies. The Virginia Compensation Board sets staffing standards for the Sheriff’s
Office. The standard for law enforcement is one deputy per 1,500 population, as set out in
§15.2-1609.1, Code of Virginia. The existing level of service per 1,000 population is shown in
Table 37.

7

Virginia Department of Aviation, 2005; Carroll County Chair of Airport Commission, 2005
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By the population-based staffing standards, the Carroll County Sheriff’s Office is short at least
two law enforcement positions which were not be funded due to the current state financial
shortfall. The shortfall for the 2 law enforcement positions was funded by local funding through
Highway Safety Funds. In addition, special services such as School Resource Officer and Court
Security are provided through specific funding. There is a need for additional personnel at the
Carroll County Communications office, which has five dispatchers with only one dispatcher for
shift. With the volume of calls received, a second dispatcher is needed for high volume shifts
(evening and weekend).
Carroll County has recently installed a new microwave communications system which allows for
better communications for police, fire, and rescue.
The Sheriff’s Department responded to 15,958 calls for service in 2009.
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Table 36: Law Enforcement Facilities and Personnel
Capital Item / Personnel

Approx. Cost per
Unit

Number

Vehicles:
Patrol Vehicles

23

$20,000

Administrative Vehicles – Civil Process and Prisoner
Transport

2

$20,000

Investigative Vehicles-purchased used

3

$15,000

Other: Spare Vehicles- 2 Jeeps, 2 cars

4

$20,000

Other: New Vehicles – received but not assigned

3

$22,000

Other: Camaro from Drug Seizure-used for undercover
work

1

0

36

-

LIVESCAN-CCRE fingerprinting

1

$50,000

Communications-Base Station Radio

2

$100,000

File Server

1

$15,000

Total Vehicles
Major Equipment:

Facility:
Governmental Building
Approx. Annual Cost
(per Person)

Personnel Type:
Commissioned Officers

29

$50,000

Administrative

6

$35,000

Other: Part-time Commissioned Officer

1

$10,000

Total Personnel

36

-
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Table 37: Law Enforcement Levels of Service
Level of Service

LOS per 1,000
Population

Vehicles

1.16

Facility

n/a

Officers

0.95

Deputies

.82 per 1,500 pop.

Fire Protection/EMS
The Emergency Services Department is responsible for reducing the loss of life and property
from fire, medical and environmental emergencies. The Emergency Services Department
consists of, both paid and volunteer Fire and Rescue departments throughout Carroll County,
which provide 24-hour protection and response to Carroll County's residents and visitors. The
Emergency Services Director is responsible for coordinating the development of the County's
strategic emergency management system and plan for preparedness, response and recovery
phases of a wide range of emergencies and disasters. The Emergency Services Department is
responsible for the Emergency Radio System in Carroll County.
Fire protection, suppression and emergency response service are integral public safety services
provided to the Carroll County residents. Fire coverage areas are shown in Map 15. Carroll
County has three volunteer fire departments: Hillsville, Cana, and Laurel Fork. The Hillsville and
Cana departments have three stations. The Hillsville Fire Department consists of 14 volunteers;
Cana Fire Department-32 volunteers; and Laurel Fork Fire Department-39 volunteers. The three
volunteer fire departments combined provide Carroll County with 5 pumper trucks, 5 tanker
trucks, and 22 auxiliary vehicles of varying types. Calls for service and levels of service are
shown in Tables 38-40.
Carroll County is served by six rescue squads: Dugspur Rescue Squad, Laurel Fork Rescue Squad,
Carroll Fire and Rescue, Cana Rescue Squad, Pipers Gap Rescue Squad, and Laurel Rescue
Squad. Rescue squad coverage areas are shown in Map 16. Fire and rescue dispatch are also
available through the Twin County Hospital dispatch. The membership for each squad is as
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follows: Dugspur-12, Laurel Fork-15, Carroll Fire and Rescue-17, Cana-35, Pipers Gap-27, and
Laurel-15. There are 40 rescue vehicles available for residents of Carroll County.
As per the Fire and Rescue CIP, fire districts are rated by the Insurance Service Office (ISO) for
insurance purposes on a scale of 1 to 10 with 1 being the highest and 10 the lowest. A district
rating of 1 indicates an urban area with a sound municipal water system and ample vehicles and
stations to accommodate the district population; a rating of 10 indicates a rural area with no
community water system, inadequate equipment, and no stations. In 2009, the Cana Fire
department improved their rating from 9/9 to 6/9. The Laurel Fork Fire District is Class 9/10.
The Hillsville Fire Department is Class 6/9.
The County’s fire departments and rescue squads completely depend on volunteers. One of the
on-going challenges shared by each department serving Carroll County involves the need for
more trained volunteers. Recruitment programs and continuing community education are
necessary for every department. Additionally, many of the departments are in need of
equipment updates. More personnel and updated equipment will allow the various
departments to provide quicker and more efficient services to the city. Thus, improving the
insurance rating for a particular department and consequently affecting the cost of insurance for
citizens. Equipment, training, and other needs are being reviewed and planned for by the
Emergency Services Coordinator, Administration, and the Board of Supervisors.
Fire and rescue services are dispatched by Twin County E-911, which is a regional 911
Commission that includes Galax, Carroll County and Grayson County. It is located in the Harold
Snead Safety Building in Galax, and each locality has two representatives to the Commission.
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Table 38: Emergency Calls for Service

Cana Rescue

Number of Calls Per Service for
2009
497

Cana Fire

263

Hillsville Fire

269

Laurel Fork Rescue

322

Laurel Fork Fire

66

Dugspur Rescue

37

Carroll Fire &
Rescue
Pipers Gap Rescue

1,786
743

Laurel Rescue

301

Table 39: Emergency Response Facilities, Vehicles and Personnel
Building 1
(SF GRA)
6,000

Building 2
(SF GRA)

Cana Fire

1,716

9,484

Hillsville Fire

8,540

4,800

Laurel Fork Rescue

Building 3
(SF GRA)

Vehicles

Personnel

5

35

11

32

14

14

4,800

4

15

Laurel Fork Fire

12,400

7

39

Dugspur Rescue

6,000

1

12

Carroll Fire &
Rescue
Pipers Gap Rescue

11,550

8

17

17

27

Laurel Rescue

10,360

5

13

Cana Rescue
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6,696

1,680

9,556

Table 40: Fire and Rescue Levels of Service
Level of Service

LOS per 1,000
Population

Vehicles

2.32

Facility

3,019

Personnel
Deputies
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6.58
.82 per 1,500 pop.

Map 15: Fire Coverage Areas
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Map 16: Rescue Squad Coverage Areas
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Emergency Operations Plan
Carroll County has an Emergency Operations Plan in order to establish the legal and
organizational basis for operations in the County to effectively respond to and recover from allhazards disasters and/or emergency situations. It assigns broad responsibilities to local
government agencies and support organizations for disaster prevention, preparedness,
response, and recovery. These responsibilities are generally extensions of normal, day-to-day
functions involving the same personnel and material resources. Supporting plans for all-hazards
disasters set forth the concepts and procedures whereby the county can effectively apply
available resources to insure that casualties and property damage will be minimized and that
essential services will be restored as soon as possible following an emergency or disaster
situation.
During an emergency situation the County has many priorities. The top priorities for Carroll
County include saving lives and protecting the health and safety of the public, responders, and
recovery workers. Another priority is to ensure security of the jurisdiction and prevent an
imminent incident from occurring. An additional priority is to protect and restore critical
infrastructure and key resources, as well as to ensure the local government continues to
function throughout the incident. The protection of property and the mitigation of damages as
well as impacts to individuals, communities, and the environment, are all important priorities of
Carroll County during an emergency situation. Finally, the County wants to be able to facilitate
the recovery of individuals, families, businesses, government, and the environment.
Ongoing plan management and maintenance are important elements for successful
implementation. Carroll County should conduct training exercises, plan review and revision
prior to formal adoption every four years in order to maintain plan currency. The plan should
also be updated and reviewed following training exercises. Carroll County also has adopted a
specific Oil and Hazardous Materials Response Plan.

Education
The Carroll County public school system operates one high school, two intermediate, and seven
elementary schools. Carroll County High serves grades 10-12, Carroll County Intermediate
serves grades 8-9, and Woodlawn Middle serves grades 6-7. The Elementary schools serve Pre
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K-5th grade, with the exception of St. Paul School which serves Pre K-7th grade. The Carroll
County Adult Education Center provides training for adults to increase their skills in reading,
math, literature, social studies, science, spelling, writing, measuring, and English.
As is shown in Table 41, the School District has a total capacity of 5,690 and an enrollment of
4,036. Excluding the capacity of the Adult Education Center, the District has a capacity of 5,250
and an average Student to Teacher ratio of 10.3. The only facility operating above capacity is
Carroll County Intermediate, which uses two portable classrooms. The District has stable
enrollment rates and capacity is generally not a problem. However, the aging of District’s
facilities is a factor in its operations, as many factors have changed since the buildings were
designed, including programming and technology changes.
In 2008 the District sought recommendations from the Department of Education on the
renovation or replacement of its secondary schools, including the facility needs that would be
generated by creating a 6-8 middle school and a 9-12 high school grade structureix. The District
determined that due to safety concerns due to the historic nature of Woodlawn Middle School
and exorbitant rehabilitation costs, the best option is to close Woodlawn Middle School, which
will necessitate the major renovation and expansion of Carroll County Intermediate School to
house grades 6-8, and Carroll County High School, grades 9-12. Currently, neither of these
facilities is adequate to house and educate the larger student populations. Construction costs
are estimated at $26.5 million dollars. Federal funding for these facilities was not granted in
2010, therefore the District is currently exploring alternative financing options.
There are no institutions of higher education in Carroll County; however, Carroll County is part
of a service area of Wytheville Community College, a two-year multi-purpose institution located
in Wytheville, Virginia. The Crossroads Institute is an off-campus site for Wytheville Community
College, and 27% of its full-time equivalent attendees are local students.
Rural communities in Virginia will receive more than $18 million in federal stimulus funding for
improvements. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funds are being distributed
though the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s rural development community facilities program.
Among the projects the grants will provide include six new school buses for the Carroll County
Industrial Development Authority.
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Rendering of Proposed Renovations;
Carroll County School District

Table 41: Carroll County School District Facilities and Personnel

Facility

Location

Carroll County High

Hillsville

Carroll County
Intermediate

Hillsville

Fancy Gap Elementary

Fancy Gap

Gladesboro Elementary

Hillsville

Gladeville Elementary

Galax

Hillsville Elementary

Hillsville

Laurel Elementary

Austinville

Oakland Elementary

Galax

St. Paul School

Cana

Woodlawn Middle
School

Woodlawn

Carroll County Adult
Education Center

Hillsville

Total (K-12)
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Capacity

Current
Enrollment

Percent
Capacity

Teachers

1969
1936; 1947;
1954; 1979;
1980; 1982
1957; 2001
1955; 1962;
2001
1962; 2001

1,145

872

76%

85

57

0

74

560

648

116%

63

42

2

21

280

166

59%

12

18

0

10

258

127

49%

11

16

0

8

334

334

100%

29

30

0

15

2005
1955; 1980;
2001
1953; 1968;
2001
1951; 1973;
2007
1908; 1937;
1952; 1962;
1974

653

477

73%

51

37

0

94

390

270

69%

26

24

0

7

280

222

79%

26

24

0

16

600

395

66%

44

44

0

26

750

525

70%

46

50

0

23

1955; 1968

440

N.A

N.A.

5

6

0

12

5,250

4,036

77%

398

348

2

305

Year Built;
Renovations

Permanent
Classrooms

Portable
Classrooms

Acreage
of Site

Libraries
Libraries are an integral community service that enhances quality of life. Libraries are more than
repositories of print and electronic media. Modern libraries have outreach programs that
perform valuable community services educating, informing and entertaining all segments of the
population.
The Galax-Carroll Regional Library provides the community with educational, informational, and
recreational library services in an accessible and timely manner. The Carroll County Public
Library is a branch of the Galax-Carroll Regional Library System, and is located in Hillsville.
Operating hours for the library are Monday 10am-8pm, Tuesday through Friday 10am-6pm,
Saturday 10am-2pm, and closed on Sunday. The branch has eight public access computers and
free WiFi access during library hours.
The Library’s mission statement:
The mission of Galax-Carroll Regional Library is to provide and encourage the use of the
library resources and services to meet the educational, recreational, informational needs and
interests of the public; thus enhancing individual and community life.
Table 42 sets forth generally-accepted national library standards for a service area population of
10,000 to 35,000 persons.
Table 42: Library Level of Service Guidelines
Book Stock
(volumes per
capita)

Seats
(per 1,000
pop.)

Circulation
(volumes per
capita)

Building Size
(square feet per
capita)

2.25 - 3

5

9.5

0.6 - 0.65

Source: Joseph L Wheeler and Herbert Goldhor, Practical Administration of Libraries.

In October 2010, Carroll County received $200,000 in grant funding through the USDA
Community Facilities Recovery Act to improve the Carroll County Library, allowing the County to
make much needed improvements. Some of the improvements to be made include
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replacement the roof and windows, installation of new carpet, replacement of some furniture
and fixtures, installation of energy efficient lighting, remodeling the bathrooms, resurfacing the
parking lot, and landscaping improvements. There were a total of 129 Library projects funded in
30 states with three projects funded in Virginia.

Health and Social Services
Carroll County residents receive medical attention requiring hospitalization primarily from the
Twin County Regional Hospital located in the City of Galax on Carroll County’s western border.
Located on an 18.76-acre site, the hospital is licensed for 141 beds, as well as 13 beds for the
emergency room and 20 beds for ambulatory surgery. Other hospitals include Northern Surry
Hospital in Mount Airy, North Carolina and Pulaski Community Hospital in Pulaski, Virginia.
Services provided by the Carroll County Health Department include: family planning, pediatric
care, childbirth classes, car seat classes, and maternity clinics. Programs offered or associated
with the department include: WIC, Every Woman’s Life, Sexually Transmitted Diseases,
Children’s Care Connection, Immunization, Communicable Diseases, ADAP (HIV positive
medication program), and the administering of flu vaccines. The health department also issues
permits for wells and septic systems, performs inspections for any facility preparing and selling
food, and prepares birth and death certificates.
Carroll County provides several social service agencies to meet the needs of the residents.
Agencies located within the Carroll County government complex include: the Carroll County
Department of Social Services, Carroll County Health Department, Carroll County Disability
Services Board, and the Carroll County Victim-Witness Program. The Carroll County Extension
Agent provides services from 205 Oak Street in Hillsville.
Numerous other agencies serve residents of Carroll County, including Mount Rogers Community
Services Board—Carroll County Counseling Center, Joy Ranch Home for Children, Golden
Harvest Thrift Shop, Willing Partners, Mountain Shelter, Virginia Employment Commission,
Southern Carroll County Community Center, Rooftop of VA-CAP, Mountain View Youth and
Family Services, and Preserving Safe and Stable Families Program.
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These agencies provide programs to assist in improving the quality of life for low-income
individuals and families in Carroll County. For example, the programs offered by the Rooftop of
Virginia Community Action Program (CAP) include housing, winterization, crafts, childcare, and
head start. Preserving Safe and Stable Families Program provides a program for after school
tutoring and mentoring.

Governance and County Operations Goals and Policies
Goal 13:

Residents and businesses enjoy efficient and responsive governance.
Policy13.1:

Support regulatory requirements that are fair, predictable and
protect the interest of public and private property owners and
the community as a whole.

Policy13.2:

Improve government transparency.

Policy13.3:

Improve public relations with citizens.

Policy13.4:

Promote intergovernmental cooperation and coordination to
address regional planning issues and support County goals.

Policy13.5:

Support coordination and communication among the County, its
communities, municipalities and surrounding municipalities and
counties.

Policy13.6:

Support the role of the County Administrator, including to:
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Develop and manage strategies to assist each
department and Board of Supervisors to achieve their
individual departmental goals while serving the public
needs in the most effective and efficient manner
possible.



Serve as a key link between the Board of Supervisors,
County staff and the public.



Coordinate County departments.

Policy13.7:

Policy13.8:
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Work to expand economic development opportunities
for Carroll County citizens and expand the tax base.



Create the connection between each department's
work and job creation.

Support the role of the Finance Department, including to:


Implement strategic financial planning in the areas of
budget and capital improvement.



Provide timely and accurate financial services to
departments and the Board of Supervisors.



Participate during development review regarding
provision and funding of facilities and services.



Investigate areas in which more fiscal efficiency may be
achieved.

Support the role of the Office of Information Technology,
including to:


Complete update and redesign of CarrollCountyVA.org
website.



Complete inventory of computer hardware and
software.



Implement a 4 year replacement cycle.



Install a public access computer on the second floor at
the Governmental Complex.



Establish secure wireless connection for Board of
Supervisors' use.



Continue to support development and maintenance of
public access computers and wireless access at County
offices.



Policy13.9:

Policy13.10:

Continue to support public access to on-line forms and
County documents and information via the County
website.

Support the role of the Maintenance Department, including to:


Provide repair and maintenance of all County facilities
with in-house expertise.



Maintain all County vehicles, including Sheriff's
Department and Carroll EMS, in a timely and cost
efficient manner.



Provide top quality custodial services to all County
facilities.

Support the role of the Resource Development Office, including:


Decrease taxpayer cost with grants to reduce
government and public safety expenses.



Create new jobs and economic development with
grants.



Rank nationally in professional accreditation.

Facilities and Services Goals and Policies
Goal 14:

Residents and businesses enjoy efficiently provided and equitably funded
public facilities and services.
Policy14.1:

Plan for and equitably fund the efficient provision of public
facilities and services.

Policy14.2:

Assure that the provision of County services is efficient and
does not shift the costs of facilities to serve new residents and
businesses to existing residents and businesses.
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Policy14.3:

Support adequate public facilities to be available or funded
prior to approval of new development. The implementation of
this policy will be coordinated with the adoption of a Capital
Improvements Plan that addresses existing deficiencies and
future capacity needs.

Policy14.4:

Annually update and prioritize the Capital Improvements Plan
(CIP) to ensure that projects are consistent with goals of the
Plan and targeted to Developed and Planned Growth Areas.
Prioritize County CIP projects, state and federal projects that are
located within Developed and Planned Growth Area Tiers.

Policy14.5:

Coordinate with other service providers to exchange
information about capital improvements projects and to
coordinate the timing and capacity of improvements to
efficiently provide for demands from planned development.

Policy14.6:

Coordinate the provision of new infrastructure and facilities
with existing infrastructure and facilities to maximize use of
existing capacity.

Policy14.7:

Maintain adequate levels of service for county facilities and
services, for road capacity, operation and maintenance; law
enforcement; fire protection and emergency medical response
times; parks, trails and open space; water, sewer and
stormwater drainage.

Policy14.8:

Maintain adequate levels of service for school district facilities
and services including participation during County development
review and coordination with short- and long-range CIPs.

Policy14.9:

Require adequate public facilities in a timely manner as a
required precondition to development approval in order to
prevent sprawl, assure a positive fiscal impact for the County,
provide a high quality of life through infrastructure and service
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provision and protect the health, safety and general welfare of
the County.
Policy14.10:

Require facilities to be extended through new developments to
provide for future growth. Facilities may be required to be
over-sized to serve future development with provisions for
reimbursement for facilities that benefit other properties.

Policy14.11:

Direct public facilities that serve large populations, such as
hospitals, schools, and health clinics, to locate near the
intersection of major transportation routes.

Policy14.12:

Encourage co-location and grouping of community facilities
such as libraries, fire stations, rescue centers, public health
clinics and other governmental service facilities.

Policy14.13:

Encourage acquisition of sites for planned community facilities
in advance of need.

Policy14.14:

Support provision of broadband telecommunications
infrastructure and The Wired Road.

Policy14.15:

Plan, support and fund infrastructure development in
coordination with the PSA.

Policy14.16:

Support the role of Galax-County Regional Library, including to:
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Complete new Five Year Plan for Regional system
(Dec.2008), to include a technology plan and revision of
library policy and procedure manuals.



Provide WiFi access for patrons within library for Galax
and Carroll.



Provide download to recorded books through
"Overdrive" service via Library's Web page.



Implement updates and revisions in Library's automated
operating system.

Goal 15:



Continue to expand Adult and Youth reading programs
and Outreach to Hispanic groups.



Promote staff development through in-service training
and events.

The County enjoys fiscal strength and balance due to use of the full range of
financing tools.
Policy15.1:

Ensure the fiscal sustainability of the County through the
efficient provision and phasing of public facilities and services,
the use of fiscal impact assessments, and the use of the full
range of revenue-generating tools.

Policy15.2:

Establish and assess public improvement districts to finance onsite development public facilities construction, operation,
maintenance and repair; and provide incentives for the
installation of renewable energy and water recycling
infrastructure.

Policy15.3:

New development shall fund its proportional share of costs for
capital facilities for on- and off-site capital improvements
required to serve new development.

Education and Human Services Goals and Policies
Goal 16:

Quality healthcare and human development services contribute to sense of
community and healthy families.
Policy16.1:

Support educational opportunities for all ages, with emphasis
on higher education and improved educational facilities.

Policy16.2:

Coordinate long-term school planning with the Carroll County
and Hillsville Planning Commissions.
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Policy16.3:

Improve educational opportunities through smaller schools,
access to higher education and development of a community
college.

Policy16.4:

Encourage expansion of Crossroads Institute.

Policy16.5:

Increase access to medical care.

Public Safety Goals and Policies
Goal 17:

Essential public services including fire protection, rescue operation and law
enforcement are available to all County residents.
Policy17.1:

Support provision of public safety services at higher levels of
service in urban and suburban areas with more intense
development and concentrated population, and at lower levels
of service in rural areas.

Policy17.2:

Improve safety by preventing loose and stray dogs.

Policy17.3:

Expand and enhance emergency services.

Solid Waste Disposal Goals and Policies
Goal 18:

All sanitary landfills are maintained and operated in the most efficient and
sustainable manner possible, with a high percentage of solid waste diverted to
recycling centers.
Policy18.1:

Require reclamation and conversion of closed sanitary landfills
to open space for dispersed use, timber management,
recreation areas, or wildlife feeding and breeding areas.

Policy18.2:

Encourage recycling, resource recovery and other alternative
uses of solid waste.
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Water and Sewer Facilities Goals and Policies
Goal 19:

Water and sewer service is provided in urban and suburban neighborhoods
and communities; rural areas generally rely on well and septic systems.
Policy19.1:

Coordinate with the New River Water Authority in order to
insure the long-term water needs of the County are met.

Policy19.2:

Support the use of the New River as a source of water for both
Wythe and Carroll Counties.

Policy19.3:

Continue implementation of the recommendations in the
County’s 604(b) study for the provisions of water and sewer
facilities.

Policy19.4:

Support use of alternative methods of sewerage treatment and
disposal.

Policy19.5:

Provide access to water and sewer in Primary Growth Tiers.

Policy19.6:

Limit development of water/sewer lines in rural areas, and
maintain choice of service in rural areas.

Transportation Goals and Policies
Goal 20:

Safe and convenient mobility and a variety of mode choices are available to
residents and visitors.
Policy20.1:

Encourage plans that minimize through traffic in residential
areas and cause the least adverse effect possible on public
centers such as schools, parks, and playgrounds.

Policy20.2:

Promote the construction of access roads to serve activity
centers, including residential areas, parks, playgrounds,
industrial parks, and commercial centers.
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Policy20.3:

Preserve highly productive agriculture areas within the County
by encouraging transportation routes to be routed along
existing right-of-ways.

Policy20.4:

Participate in a coordinated, regional approach to
transportation planning and seek adequate funding to support
all transportation modes.

Policy20.5:

Secure rights-of-way required to serve planned development
before development occurs.

Policy20.6:

Require subdivision design to coordinate street alignment with
existing and future streets to promote a rational and
interconnected street system.

Policy20.7:

Improve existing high traffic roads and provide more
maintenance of roads.

Policy20.8:

Identify and support potential opportunities for public
transportation, including options for a rail system that ties into
other area rail systems.
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Chapter 9. Implementation
Carroll County’s Comprehensive Plan is intended to be a dynamic document -- one that
responds to changing needs and conditions. To assess the Plan's effectiveness in responding to
changing conditions, the County will need to monitor actions affecting the Plan and amend the
Plan periodically. Decision-makers should consider each proposed amendment carefully to
determine whether or not it is consistent with the Plan's goals and policies. The cumulative
effect of small, incremental changes may result in a shift in overall policy direction. For this
reason, Comprehensive Plan amendments must be evaluated in terms of their significance to
overall County policy.
This chapter describes the processes to annually review, monitor and amend the Plan, Plan goals
and policies, and the Development Tiers Map. The Map amendment process will be subject to
adopted code provisions.

Monitoring and Amendment
Annual Review
Department Directors complete an annual review of Comprehensive Plan related activities prior
to the initiation of the budget process each year. The annual review is intended to:


Measure the County's success in achieving plan goals through the recommended
strategies;



Propose strategies to be pursued under the coming year's budget;



Identify unlisted strategies that will achieve Plan goals;



Document growth trends and compare those trends to plan projections;



List development actions which affect the Plan's provisions; and
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Explain difficulties in implementing the Plan.

This annual review should include statements identifying that respective departments' progress
in achieving the goals of the Plan, the impact of the Plan on service provision, and proposed
programs to help achieve the Plan's goals. The annual review should be used as a tool to help
set budgetary priorities.

Land Use Amendments
The Development Tiers Map is intended to serve as a guide for public and private development
and land use decisions. The County should adopt a formal amendment process in the
development regulations. Land use amendments are anticipated as growth occurs and market
conditions change. While land use amendments may occur more frequently than policy
changes, they should not occur more than once per year. By limiting opportunities to amend
the future land use plan, the County will reduce the potential for incremental land use changes
to result in unintended policy shifts.

Policy Review and Amendment
To ensure that the Comprehensive Plan remains an effective guide for decision-makers, Carroll
County should conduct periodic major evaluations of the plan policies and strategies. These
evaluations should be conducted every four to six years, depending on the rate of change in the
community, and should consider the following:


Progress in implementing the Plan;



Changes in community needs and other conditions that form the basis of the Plan;



Fiscal conditions and the ability to finance public investments recommended by the
Plan;



Community support for the Plan's goals and policies; and



Changes in county, state or federal laws that affect the County's tools for Plan
implementation.
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The major review process should encourage input from merchants, neighborhood groups,
developers and other community interests through the creation of a Citizen Review Committee.
Plan amendments that appear appropriate as a result of this review would be processed
according to the adopted Plan amendment process.

Key Implementation Tools
The Plan implementation program identifies a number of tools available to the County that may
be employed to bring the goals, policies and strategies of the Plan to fruition. These
implementation tools are interrelated and work together providing continuity and breadth to
the implementation program.

Development Regulations
On a day-to-day basis, the development regulations (zoning and subdivision regulations) are the
most important tools for Plan implementation. The Development Tiers Map and the growthrelated goals are achieved through a myriad of incremental decisions about specific
development projects. Because the Plan does not carry the force of law, the County must
effectuate Plan policies through a variety of actions, including amendments to the County
development regulations. Updates to these development regulations should be consistent with
the Plan to ensure that incremental actions on development requests support the Plan's goals,
policies and recommendations.

Capital Improvements Plan (CIP)
Short- and long-range CIPs are important planning tools to ensure that the County has planned
the most cost effective facilities and to determine whether the County will have the capability to
fund needed public facilities. The short-range CIP should identify and estimate costs of
improvements needed to serve anticipated growth for the next 5 to 10 years; the long-range CIP
should identify and estimate costs of improvements needed to serve anticipated growth for the
next 10 to 20 years. This Plan is not an engineering document, but should provide enough
specificity to determine which costs are required to remedy existing deficiencies and which
costs provide new capacity that will be demanded by new development. The short-range CIP
should establish the basis for the County's development fees and be updated annually. The
long-range CIP should be updated at least once every five years or when significant changes to
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the base systems modify the County's long-term capital investment strategies (e.g., changes in
service areas, significant changes in the Future Land Use Plan, changes in service demand or
delivery patterns). The CIPs should list short-term projects needed to maintain existing levels of
service, with each project being assigned a budget and a time frame for completion. The CIP
also should delineate the proportion of project costs that is designed to provide new capacity
and the proportion that is required to fund existing deficiencies. This delineation will enable the
County to quantify the capital costs associated with new development and to monitor the
expenditure of development fees.

Intergovernmental Agreements
Intergovernmental agreements (IGAs) are essentially treaties between two or more units of
government for the mutual benefit of all parties. Within the context of this plan, an agreement
between the County, its communities and other providers could address growth within
designated growth areas. Such an agreement could establish each party's rights, responsibilities
and recourse within a cooperative growth management process designed to implement the
Plan. Items typically addressed in local government IGAs include: development review
authority, annexation processes, infrastructure projects, building and related codes, public
safety mutual aid agreements and IGA administrative procedures.

Comprehensive Plan
Completion of the Comprehensive Plan is not the end of planning for the future. Other planning
projects will build upon the foundation of this plan, whether they are neighborhood plans that
provide detailed examinations of needs and conditions or area plans developed in partnership
with a developer. As the County continues to plan for the future, these planning efforts should
be based on the vision and goals of the Comprehensive Plan and be consistent with the policies
established by this document.

Implementation Work Program
Successful implementation of the Plan results from many individual actions by the County, other
jurisdictions and service providers, and private decision-makers over the course of many years.
The goals and policies describe what the community wants to become and how decision-makers
should respond to varied circumstances. To accomplish the plan’s goals and the Community
Vision, the County will need to accomplish many tasks throughout the life of the plan. Key
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strategies will be used to accomplish the Plan's goals in the initial years of plan implementation.
While most of the items on the list will be carried out by the County, some items may require
coordination with neighboring cities, other service providers, or economic development entities.
The work program:


Correlates implementation measures with specific Comprehensive Plan goals and
policies;



Sets a general time frame to carry out each strategy;



Identifies action tools (i.e., existing and proposed codes, ordinances, regulations,
standards, requirements and policies) to implement action items; and



Assigns responsibility for implementing the action items and lists other entities that
should be involved in the process.

The work program is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all strategies that will implement
the Plan. The County may pursue different strategies and adjust priorities, depending on
changing opportunities and resources. The County should update this work program on an
annual basis, adjusting the Short-Term Work Plan and tasks that are included in each year’s
budgeted work programs.
Implementation Strategies Matrix
The Strategies Matrix, which serves as the long-term work plan, is intended to be the most
dynamic component of the Plan. Through annual updates, the County can ensure that the
Plan continues to serve the community effectively.
The Strategies Matrix, shown as Table 43, schedules actions and recommends the initial
Short Term Work Program, which should be updated annually to reflect community
accomplishments, new approaches to community issues, changing conditions, shifting
priorities and new demands. This list is not intended to be exhaustive or all inclusive -- the
County and other public and private entities will take numerous actions throughout the life
of this plan to achieve the community goals. This list is intended to identify the highest
priority tasks to be pursued over the next several years. The table identifies the goals
related to each task, the timeframe for task completion, and the entities responsible for
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carrying out the tasks. Tasks that are not funded in the recommended years should be
evaluated for removal from the list or to be shifted back for later implementation.
Programs that are completed should be removed from the list.
The list of implementation strategies provides the following information in each column:


Project/Activity - identifies the task and describes the project, action or document
necessary to carry-out the strategy.



Priority/Schedule - a ranking of importance based on its priority relative to other
similarly-classed strategies. The ranking abbreviations are labeled in the following
manner:
1 = This is a critical task and should be undertaken as soon as possible.
Necessary for immediate implementation of the Plan. To occur in the first
three years of Plan implementation
2 = This is a very important task with a sense of urgency. Necessary to
implement the Plan. To occur in years 4-9 of the planning period
3 = This is an important task but there is no immediate sense of urgency. This
task will help implement the Plan. To occur within years 10-20 of the
planning period.
Within the matrix, Priority One and Two strategies are listed in order of
importance. Priority Three strategies are in no particular order, since these
items will certainly go through additional rounds of review and prioritization
prior to implementation.



Responsible Party - the person, department or agency that is primarily responsible for
initiating, advocating and/or performing the strategy. Anticipating that some functions
currently performed by County staff may be contracted to qualified consultants,
references are made to function (i.e., ‘Planning’ refers to tasks that are the
responsibility of the County’s planner or planning consultant). When multiple entities
are identified, they are presented in order of responsibility for the task.
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Budgetary Impact - indicates the relative fiscal impact of the specific strategy on the
County's budget. The ranking abbreviations are labeled in the following manner:
Low = Little or no fiscal impact on the County's budget.
Mod = Moderate; some fiscal impact, but likely to be funded within one to two
fiscal periods.
High = May be significant fiscal impact, depending on the nature of the capital
investment, but may provide opportunities for the use of alternative revenue
sources.

Short-Term Work Program
The Short Term Work Program is developed and reviewed on an annual basis to identify the
previous year’s accomplishments and to modify the work program tasks establishing a
reasonable timeline for key plan implementation tasks. The Short-Term Work Program
includes all of the Priority One Strategies as shown in Table 43.
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Table 43: Strategies Matrix
Strategy
Number

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

1

Administrator, Planning
Commission

Low

Develop and maintain a high-level, integrated Geographic Information
System that incorporates local, regional, state and federal data, is used
to aid all county departments, specifically including Land Use, Economic
Development and Public Works and is accessible to the public via
internet access.

1

Administrator,
Information Technology

Mod

3

Recruit companies that use local labor and those that provide a living
wage.

1

Economic Development

Low

4

Partner with State and Federal agencies and other funding partners to
expand infrastructure and economic development.

1

Economic Development

High

Provide the four interchanges in the County with water, sewerage,
natural gas, and fiber-optic connection in addition to roads, electric
power, and telephone service.

1

PSA

High

Strategy

PRIORITY ONE (Strategic Plan)
Conduct a Year In Review annual meeting that:


Highlights the year’s development activity;



Identifies actions undertaken during the year to implement the
Comprehensive Plan;

1

2

5



Evaluates Plan effectiveness and proposes necessary
amendments; and



Identifies implementation actions planned to occur for the
following year.
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Capital
Item

Strategy
Number
6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

Develop and implement a marketing plan to attract economic
development.

1

Economic Development

Low

Collaborate with counties within commuting distance, including
Grayson, Wythe, Patrick, Floyd and Surry to develop a regional
economic development plan.

1

Economic Development

Low

Develop and implement a strategic Economic Development Plan and
work program.

1

Economic Development

Low

Provide necessary infrastructure and market development sites.

1

Economic Development,
PSA

High/Mod

Continue to coordinate with Entrepreneurship Business Development
through BRCEDA, Business Development, and Crossroads Small
Business Development Center to open more businesses, encourage
capital investment and create jobs.

1

Economic Development

Low

Identify and increase awareness of recreation needs for the community,
and the feasibility to create facilities (private versus public venture) to
enhance tourism through various events (i.e. sporting events, fairs,
festivals, etc.).

1

Economic Development,
Recreation Department

Low

Extend water and sewerage services to the I-77 interchange with State
Route 620, the interchange at Fancy Gap, and along U. S. Route 58 from
Hillsville to Galax.

1

PSA

High

Develop an Advanced Technology Center for the region to be used by
high schools and the community college.

1

Economic Development,
School District

High

Support the Blue Ridge Crossroads Economic Development Authority
(BRCEDA) in its efforts to secure property for future industrial
development.

1

Economic Development

Low

Strategy
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Capital
Item

Strategy
Number

Strategy

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact
Low

15

Implement the “Wired Road” Plan for the provision of wireless
broadband services to the remainder of the county.

1

Economic Development,
PSA, Information
Technology

16

Develop a major emphasis on technology education through an
Alternative Energy Research Center.

1

Economic Development,
School District

Mod

Coordinate with the Town of Hillsville to prepare and implement a plan
for the development of the interchange of the U. S. Route 58
interchange with U.S. 52.

1

Planning Commission

Low

Establish a pro-tourism public relations effort (local, state and national
outreach) and seek to position Carroll County as the Southern Gateway
to Southwest Virginia.

1

Economic Development

Low

19

Continue County program to extend water lines to low and moderate
income neighborhoods.

1

PSA

Mod

20

Establish a communications plan to effectively communicate with the
public.

1

Administration,
Information Technology

Low

Strengthen tourism related partnerships and enhance communications
through various media (i.e. websites, newsletters, calendars, etc.) while
encouraging and strengthening positive regional affiliations.

1

Economic Development,
Information Technology

Low

Develop and implement plans and programming to enhance emergency
service provision.

1

Emergency Services,
Sheriff’s Department

Mod

Provide adequate critical care medics.

1

Emergency Services

Mod

1

Erosion & Sediment
Control, Planning
Commission

Low

17

18

21

22
23
24

Establish standards to require erosion and sedimentation control best
management practices.
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Capital
Item

Strategy
Number

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

Establish and coordinate partnerships (e.g. Virginia Cooperative
Extension, small communities, etc.) to help identify, increase
awareness, and promote current assets and homegrown experiences
(i.e. simpler way of life, front porch experience).

1

Economic Development,
Extension Office

Low

Maintain updates to the Assessment Plan for Emergency Services and
Emergency Plan.

1

Emergency Services,
Sheriff’s Department

Low

Establish regulations to limit most development, including dense, small
lot and commercial development to areas with water and sewer
service.

1

Planning Commission

Low

Maintain adequate fire vehicles and replace as necessary.

1

Emergency Services

Mod

Adopt revisions to the land development regulations to protect
commercial and industrial land from encroachment and incompatible
uses.

1

Planning Commission

Low

Continue to cross-train EMS personnel as Firefighters.

1

Emergency Services

Low

Reduce the number of Emergency vehicles in the county by eliminating
non-utilized vehicles and replacing them with more efficient multi-task
vehicles.

1

Emergency Services

Low

32

Establish regulations to prohibit development of subdivisions or small
lots that lack necessary infrastructure.

1

Planning Commission

Low

33

Require development to pay for the costs of services beyond
established service areas.

1

Planning Commission

Low

Restrict outdoor storage of junk cars and other unsightly materials.

1

Planning Commission

Low

Establish and enforce junk ordinances.

1

Planning Commission

Low

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

34
35

Strategy
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Capital
Item

Strategy
Number
36

37

38

39

40

41

42

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

Develop a community policing strategy that engages farmers in the
protection of agricultural areas, in coordination with the Farm Bureau,
health officials and industry personnel.

1

Economic Development,
Extension Office

Low

Train public safety and public works personnel on activities, facilities
and responses, update emergency preparedness training and plans,
identify threats to the local agricultural industry and incorporate key
agriculture facilities into emergency response plans.

1

Emergency Services,
Sheriff’s Department

Mod

Build a coalition of public and private interests to explicitly support
efforts to enhance the local food system.

1

Economic Development,
Extension Office

Low

Encourage and promote a local food supply by removing barriers to
agriculture and food supply businesses, promoting agriculture
entrepreneurship and engaging in economic development activities
targeted to strengthening and diversifying local agriculture.

1

Planning Commission,
Business Development,
Extension Office

Low

Identify current and future Ecotourism and Heritage Tourism
opportunities in the County and develop a marketing strategy to grow
this economic sector based on local desires and natural resource
capacities.

1

Tourism Office, Business
Development

Low

Support efforts to educate the community on the value of a localized
food system through a variety of techniques including school and
community based initiatives, community networks, local marketing
(and events) and farm-based and web-based education.

1

Extension Office, Business
Development

Low

Develop an Agricultural Economic Development Plan that focuses on
the value of agriculture to Carroll County and identifies specific policies
and strategies to support farms and ag-based business.

1

Economic Development,
Business Development,
Extension Office

Low

Strategy
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Capital
Item

Strategy
Number

43

44

45

46

47

48

Strategy

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

Develop a Comprehensive Economic Development Plan that recognizes
Carroll County plays a significant regional role and partners with
communities in Carroll County and with adjacent counties to better
position the region to compete with other areas and enhance local
commerce.

1

Economic Development

Low

Develop a series of Economic Activity Plans (EAPs), or business plans,
which are limited to defined areas, have available or planned
infrastructure to accommodate and incentivize economic development
and promotes intergovernmental and public-private partnerships, with
initial EAPs for Fancy Gap, Exit 19 (Wildwood), Exit 14 (Carroll County
Industrial Park) and the Exit 1 interchange.

1

Economic Development,
Business Development,
PSA

Low

Initiate cooperative planning efforts with neighboring Counties and
municipalities to facilitate implementation of the goals, policies and
strategies identified each jurisdictions respective Comprehensive Plan.

1

Administrator, Planning
Commission

Low

County staff should regularly communicate with the staff of adjacent
jurisdictions and hold quarterly workshops within the region. Meeting
locations should be rotated among communities.

1

All County Departments

Low

Use intergovernmental agreements and other cooperative efforts to
address and resolve regional intergovernmental issues.

1

Administrator, Planning
Commission

Low

Periodically review intergovernmental agreements and discuss
implementation of the agreements with each of the affected units of
government covered by the agreements to look for opportunities to
expand the agreements to cover additional joint ventures, improve
cooperation and coordination, including coordinating budgetary
expenditures and capital improvement programs, and to discuss
opportunities to eliminate inefficiencies and duplication of services.

1

Administrator

Low
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Capital
Item

Strategy
Number

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

1

Administrator, Planning
Commission

Low

2

Planning Commission

Low

Conduct special area planning, with local and community-based
economic development partners, service providers and VDOT to ensure
that new investment in economic development activities has adequate
infrastructure and access.

2

Planning Commission,
Economic Development,
PSA

Low

Provide funding for the farmers’ market and cannery.

2

Farmers Market

Mod

Expand high speed internet access.

2

54

Establish industrial sites and parks with adequate infrastructure and
services.

2

55

Recruit more EMS volunteers in combination with paid Fire Response
personnel.

2

Emergency Services,
Human Resources

Low

56

Develop a plan to establish a Countywide recreation facility or
community centers.

2

Recreation Department,
PSA

Low

Establish code enforcement programming.

2

Planning Commission

Mod

Develop an effective litter control program that includes sponsoring
community clean-up days, increasing trash and recycling collection
services, enforcing litter laws, and providing a landfill in Cana.

2

Solid Waste Authority

Mod

49

Strategy
Participate in the comprehensive and strategic planning processes of
other jurisdictions and service providers, and invite their participation
in Carroll County’s planning processes.

PRIORITY TWO
50

51

52
53

57

58

Prepare an Open Space Plan as an element of the Comprehensive Plan,
to include open space requirements for new development.
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Economic Development,
PSA, Information
Technology
Economic Development,
Industrial Development
Authority

High

High

Capital
Item

Strategy
Number

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

Establish a parks, recreation and trails plan that identifies existing and
planned park, recreation area and trail locations.

2

Recreation Department,
PSA

Low

Establish standards to direct development away from stream valleys,
floodways, sensitive waterways and other areas that are at high risk of
water pollution or flooding.

2

Planning Commission

Low

Pursue the construction of facilities for the distribution of natural gas to
the I-77 interchanges and along the Crooked Road.

2

PSA

High

Advocate for a full interchange at Exit 1 on I-77.

2

Economic Development,
PSA

Low

Continue to implement the recommendations contained in the 604b
study for the construction of water and sewerage facilities.

2

PSA

High

Provide tax incentives to encourage agriculture by continuing land use
taxation in its current form and phasing out the personal property tax
on farm machinery.

2

Assessor, Treasurer,
Economic Development

Mod

65

Establish standards and incentives to attract green energy
development.

2

Economic Development

Low

66

Develop and enhance research based advertising and marketing efforts
through brand establishment and niche market identification.

2

Economic Development

Low

Expand infrastructure to support tourism including an assessment of
current infrastructure and amenities and identification of priorities
based on a fiscal impact analysis.

2

Economic Development,
PSA

High

68

Continue to participate in the Crooked Road: Virginia’s Heritage Music
Trail.

2

Economic Development,
Recreation Department

Low

69

Increase tourism funding by identifying and prioritizing all
opportunities, and emphasizing the derivative benefits of tourism.

2

Economic Development

Mod

59

60

61
62
63

64

67

Strategy
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Capital
Item

Strategy
Number

Strategy

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

70

Develop a feasibility study for the provision of eldercare facilities as
well as childcare for older children.

2

Economic Development,
Health Department

Low

71

Study the viability of developing facilities for sporting competitions
and/or development of a major regional theme park to attract visitors.

2

Economic Development,
Recreation Department

Low

72

Support the construction of the Twin County Airport to an all weather
facility with a 5,000-foot runway.

2

Economic Development,
PSA

Mod

73

Provide an annual report detailing how tax money is spent in each
district.

2

Administrator, Treasurer

Low

74

Requiring screening of commercial uses, outdoor storage and
mechanical areas.

2

Planning Commission

Low

Establish signage standards.

2

Planning Commission

Low

Implement the Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan.

2

Emergency Services,
Sheriff’s Department

Mod

Seek a productive use of the Carter Building, maintaining its integrity as
a Historic Structure.

2

Economic Development

Low

Establish standards to support development of bed and breakfast inns.

3

Planning Commission,
Economic Development

Low

Establish standards to support development of high quality
campgrounds for tents and RV's.

3

Planning Commission,
Economic Development

Low

Coordinate with Grayson County and the City of Galax to investigate the
feasibility of integrating the City School System into each County’s
system.

3

School District

Low/Mod

75
76
77

PRIORITY 3
78
79

80
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Capital
Item

Strategy
Number
81

82

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

91

92

Priority

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

Seek funding for a program for grant and loan assistance for first time
homebuyers.

3

Economic Development

Low/Mod

Coordinate with the Mount Rogers Planning District Commission to
study of all the subdivisions in the County that have non- state
maintained roads to determine the miles of unpaved streets in the
county and the number of housing units in these developments that
appear to be occupied permanently.

3

Planning Commission, PSA

Low

Contract with the State to catalogue structures and places of Historical
and Archeological significance in the County.

3

Economic Development,
Planning Commission

Mod

Develop a plan to address vacant properties by using or razing them.

3

Planning Commission,
Health Department

Low

Establish standards for walking paths and sidewalks in subdivision and
improvement standards.

3

Planning Commission,
Recreation Department

Low

Stripe bike lanes on appropriate existing roads.

3

Map suitable bike routes and include in right-of-way acquisition.

3

Establish and enforce leash laws.

3

Establish standards and outreach programs to protect the Crooked
Creek watershed from inappropriate development.

3

Planning Commission,
Extension Office

Low

Establish standards for outdoor lighting to minimize light pollution.

3

Planning Commission

Low

Prepare a plan for the improvement of secondary roads in the county
with special emphasis on designation as a scenic by-way, with
construction of a bike lane on each shoulder.

3

PSA, Recreation
Department

Low

Prepare a plan for the installation of guard rails on secondary roads
with special emphasis on safety.

3

PSA

Low

Strategy
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PSA, Recreation
Department
Recreation Department,
PSA, GIS
Administration, Animal
Control

Mod
Low
Low

Capital
Item

Strategy
Number

iii
iv
v
vi

vii
viii
ix

Responsible Party

Budgetary
Impact

Establish a program to pave more gravel roads, especially those near
main arteries.

3

PSA

High

94

Provide more buses to transport low income, elderly and disabled
residents to critical locations.

3

Administrator

Mod/High

95

Support (non-financial) the construction of Route 94 from east of Fries
to Galax across the low-water bridge.

3

Economic Development,
PSA

Low

96

Support (non-financial) the construction of a container loading facility
in Wythe County.

3

Economic Development,
PSA

Low

97

Purchase land adjacent to the interchanges at Fancy Gap and the
airport for future industrial development and construct access roads.

3

Economic Development,
PSA, Industrial
Development Authority

High

Establish a planned right-of-way map

3

PSA, GIS

Low

Pursue funding necessary to complete the construction of U. S. Route
58 from Patrick County to I-77 in Carroll County.

3

Economic Development,
PSA

High

99

ii

Priority

93

98

i

Strategy

Source: Cultural Resource Management, National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior
Trust for Public Land, Economic Benefits of Parks and Open Space 10 (1999) available at www.tpl.com.
Id. at 15.
Source: U.S. Census
Source: Research and Training on Disability in Rural Communities (RTC Rural); University of Montana
Source: Concrete Change Organization

Source: http://www.thewiredroad.net/.
Source: Virginia Department of Transportation; http://www.virginiadot.org/projects/salem/route_58_widening.asp.
Source: Facility Survey of Carroll County Secondary Schools; May 2008.
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